002. Calling Out Carceral Responses to Reproductive Choices and Bodily Autonomy in the United States
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law
Roundtable
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair:
Ji Seon Song, University of California, Irvine School of Law
Participants:
Policing Pregnancy “Crimes” Valena Beety, Arizona State University Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law; Jennifer Oliva, University of California College of Law – San Francisco
Talking Back in Court Eve Hanan, University of Nevada – Las Vegas William S. Boyd School of Law
Patient or Prisoner in the “Free World” Hospital Ji Seon Song, University of California, Irvine School of Law
Emergency Holds and the Fourth Amendment Jamelia Morgan, Northwestern University School of Law

003. POL Panel 18. Policing and AI
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law
Paper Session
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair:
Diana Miranda, University of Stirling
Participants:
AI, cybercrime, and moral responsibility Jens Erik Paulsen, The Norwegian Police University College
Emotional AI (EAI) in policing and security - Can we “live well” with EAI? Diana Miranda, University of Stirling
How Accountability is Integrated in Algorithmic Policing Applications: Perspectives from Different Stakeholders Martijn Wessels, Erasmus University Rotterdam & TNO
Implications for rights and ethics in the era of AI-driven policing Pete Fussey, University of Essex
Policing the future in the age of AI, is policing moving in the direction of the Minority Report Keith Kazvita Silika, Liverpool John Moores University

004. POL Panel 1. Police and Social Media
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law
Paper Session
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair:
Stanislaw Rabczuk, University of Warsaw
Participants:
Caught in the Web: Examining the Use of Social Media by Law Enforcement in Criminal Investigations through Review of Court Records Stanislaw Rabczuk, University of Warsaw
Digital rituals: encounters and interactions in the emergent symbolic landscape of policing Alistair Henry, Edinburgh University
Police visual communication in the online world: Does it matter to citizens? Liam Ralph, Northumbria University; Matthew Jones, Swinburne University; Mike Rowe, Northumbria University; Andrew Millie, Edge Hill University
#WEAREALLLPF: a study on the communication strategy of Brazil’s Federal Police on social media Carla Campos Avanzi, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Cleber da Silva Lopes, Universidade Estadual de Londrina
Influence policing: exploring the use of targeted digital ‘nudge’ communications by law enforcement in the UK Ben Collier, University of Edinburgh; Shane Horgan, Edinburgh Napier University

005. Violent Crime: Investigation and Solvability
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Homicide and Violent Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4
Chairs:
Fiona Brookman, University of South Wales
Wendy Regoeczi, University of South Carolina
Participants:
Unsolved Homicides in Western Europe Marieke Liem, Leiden University
The Challenges of Forensic Science and Technology for Homicide Investigations Christina Whitt, Calgary Police
Uncertainties and Limitations of Mobile Phone Data and Evidence Fiona Brookman, University of South Wales
Exploring the Contextual Effects of Forensic Evidence on Homicide Solvability Wendy Regoeczi, University of South Carolina

006. Collaborating with Children and Young People to understand violence, criminalisation and desistance
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Juvenile Justice and Children’s Rights
Pre-arranged Panel
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair:
Cath Larkins, University of Central Lancashire
Participants:
Co-Creating change with Black young people in contested spaces through a Post-Colonial lens John Wainwright, University of Central Lancashire; Darren Sharpe, University of East London; Cath Larkins, University of Central Lancashire; Nora Moreoza, University of East London; Alastair Roy, University of Central Lancashire; Nicola Farrelly, University of Central Lancashire; Rebecca Nowland, University of Central Lancashire; Cora Rooney, University of Central Lancashire; Charlotte Ennis, University of Central Lancashire
Methods in their place: participatory(?) research with children at a distance Zoe O’Riordan, University of Central Lancashire; John Wainwright, University of Central Lancashire; Rebecca Nowland, University of Central Lancashire
007. Addressing Gender and Sexual Victimization

Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6

Chair:

Garima Jain, O.P. Jindal Global University

Participants:

It was love, they called it rape: Ethnographic Study on Statutory rape Garima Jain, O.P. Jindal Global University

Men as victims: Courtroom Performances of Masculinities and Victimhood Anita Heber, Stockholm University, Dept of Criminology

The revictimisation of sexual violence victim-survivors via informal disclosure Jade Bloomfield-Utting, University of Bath; Tina Nicola Skinner, University of Bath

The Invisible Wounds of COVID-19: Exploring domestic abuse victimisation experiences of Minoritised women in the UK Ankita Mishra, University of Sheffield; Jilly Gibson-Miller, University of Sheffield; Chantelle Wood, University of Sheffield

008. Violence and other contemporary victimization issues

Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7

Chair:

Ane Viana Salinas, UPV-EHU

Participants:

Hate Crime Victimization. Spotlights on Discriminatory Victimization Experiences and their Consequences in Urban Spaces in Germany Eva Maria Groß, Hochschule Polizei Hamburg; Joachim Häfele, Polizeiakademie Niedersachsen


Lost and alone: Victimization of Unaccompanied Foreign Minors in Alava’s Protection Centre (Spain) Ane Viana Salinas, UPV-EHU

Perceived Discrimination and Mental Health Among First-Generation Immigrant Adolescents: The Role of Acculturation Patterns Leonie Dreßligacker, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony

009. Mental and physical health in detention I

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8

Chair:

Helena Schüttler, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony

Participants:

Delivering Trauma-Informed Care with Incarcerated Individuals in a United State's Jail Stephen Tripodi, Florida State University; Tanya Renn, Florida State University

Examining Dropout and Success in Risk-Oriented Treatment Programs in Czech Prisons Zuzana Podaná, Katedra sociologie, Charles University Prague; Jiri Buriánek, Katedra sociologie, Charles University Prague; Martina Novopacká, Charles University; Jindrich Húrka, Prison Service of the Czech Republic; Václav Jiříčka, Prison Service of the Czech Republic; Michal Petras, Prison Service of the Czech Republic

Incarcerated in a Pandemic: How COVID-19 Exacerbated the “Pains of Imprisonment” Miltonette Olivia Craig, Sam Houston State University; Mijin Kim, Illinois State University; Dawn Beichner-Thomas, Illinois State University

The need for treatment among the Finnish prisoners with reduced criminal responsibility Miisa Törölä, University of Eastern Finland; Mika Rautanen, VTH

The “pains of imprisonment” during the Covid-19 pandemic – Differences between open and closed prisons Helena Schüttler, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony

010. Challenges and Lessons Learned from Transatlantic Collaboration in Criminological Research & Teaching

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Teaching Methods

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10

Chair:

Hedi Nasheri, Kent State University

Discussants:

Noel Klima, Ghent University

Wim Hardyns, Professor, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University

011. Immigration, crime & citizenship, Panel 4, Criminality and migration

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Immigration / Migration

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11

Chair:

Meng-Ru Shih, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Participants:
November 2017

012. Deconstructing Organized Crime: Production, Trade and Governance
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Transnational Crime and Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair: Jaeyong Choi, West Chester University
Dispelling the Myth - A Study on Crime, Immigrants, and Socioeconomic Factors in Italy
Meng-Ru Shih, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Participants:
Jonas Maas, Ghent University
Federico Varese, Sciences Po

Production, Trade and Governance: A New Framework for the Understanding of Organized Crime
Federico Varese, Sciences Po

The Cost of Violence: A Study of Criminal Cooperation in the Drug Trade
Zora Lea Hauser, University of Oxford; Federico Varese, Sciences Po

Progony: Criminal Governance in Russian Prisons through Hidden Written Communication
Elena Racheva, University of Oxford; Federico Varese, Sciences Po

Uncovering Regional Crime Patterns Using Macro-level Data Analysis and Micro-level Interviews
Funqi Zeng, University of Oxford; Federico Varese, Sciences Po; Ella Gibbs-Pearce, University of Oxford

Coordination and Control in Criminal Networks
Alae Baha, University of Oxford

013. Comparative Approaches to Policing and Security
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Paper Session
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair: Jonas Maas, Ghent University

Participants:
(De)politicisation of private security. Parliamentary discourse on the private investigation sectors in Belgium and the Netherlands.
Jonas Maas, Ghent University; Pieter Leloup, Ghent University/Free University of Brussels

Pre-socialization to police profession: a comparative study from the United Kingdom and United States
Maria Haberfeld, John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Gareth Lee Stubbs, Rabdan Academy

Smart cities and security: the reterritorialization of urban security regimes in Italian and English city-regions?
Adam Michael Edwards, Cardiff University; Marco Calaresu, University of Sassari

The birth and the renaissance of judicial Police in Europe - Historical and Comparative view.
EVANGELOS DIAMANTIS, Lawyer - Dr. Professor at the School of Greek Police Officers

014. Wrongful convictions in Europe
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making
Pre-arranged Panel
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair: Linda Marjoleine Geven, Leiden University

Participants:
The European Registry of Exonerations (EUREX) Linda Marjoleine Geven, Leiden University; Jenny Schell-Leugers, University College Maastricht; Teresa Schneider, Philipps University Marburg

Reasonable Doubt Project Netherlands Stephanie Blom, University College Maastricht

Unraveling Risk Factors for Wrongful Convictions in the Absence of Official Belgian Miscarriages of Justice: Legal Psychological and Comparative Reflections
Robert Horselenberg, Maastricht University; Lore Mergaerts, KU Leuven

Preventing wrongful convictions: Hurdles to overcome
Enide Maegherman, University College Maastricht

015. Immigration, crime & citizenship, Panel 5, Criminalization and lack of protection of migrant children and youth
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime Control and the Immigration System
Paper Session
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair: Margrét Valdimarsdóttir, University of Iceland

Participants:
Former foster youths in Andalusian prisons: an approach to self-reported delinquency and involvement with the juvenile justice system
Angie Steffania Rojas Varón, University of Malaga

Improving survivor-informed support for separated children and young people in Scotland who have been trafficked
Scot Hunter, University of Stirling; Maggie Grant, University of Stirling; Maria Fotopoulou, University of Stirling; Margaret Malloch, University of Stirling; Paul Rigby, University of Stirling

JEPRAN: making visible the former foster youth sheltered in the prisons of Andalusia.
Elena Casado Patricio, Universidad de Malaga

Selective social control of immigrant youth in the Nordic countries
Margrét Valdimarsdóttir, University of Iceland; Markus Kaakinen, University of Helsinki

016. Youth and Violence: Framing, Vulnerabilities and Resilience
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Juvenile Crime
017. **Ghost Criminology: Explorations of spatial and temporal disjointedness**

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology

Pre-arranged Panel

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7

**Chair:** Sara Skott, Mid Sweden University

Participants:

Frankensteinian buildings: A courthouse ethnography of weird space Tea Fredriksson, Stockholm University

The Spectropolitics of the Swedish People’s Home: Tracing the ‘no longer’ and the ‘not yet’ in the Swedish 2022 election campaign Sara Skott, Mid Sweden University; Sara Nyhlén, Mid Sweden University; Katarina Gitiri-Nygren, Mid Sweden University

_ghosts of climate catastrophe: using ghost criminology to think differently about temporality and environmental harms Michael Fiddler, University of Greenwich_

Techno-Exorcising Ghost Criminology: Thinking Criminologically about The Commons Paul McGuinness, University of Sussex

018. **Crime prevention, communities and social control**

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime prevention

Paper Session

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 7

**Chair:** Rita Elisabeth Haverkamp, University of Tübingen

Participants:

Broken Windows and Community Social Control: Evidence from a Study of Street Segments David Weisburd, George Mason University and Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Clair White, University of Wyoming; Joshua Hinkle, Georgia State University; Kiseong Kuen, George Mason University

Conflicts in ethnic diverse neighborhoods Rita Elisabeth Haverkamp, University of Tübingen

Impact evaluation of a crime preventative approach in a disadvantaged neighborhood – a mixed methods design Jennie Di Rocco, Malmö University

The Role of Civil Society in Everyday Security (BORDEX) Amanda Kramer, Queen’s University Belfast; Allely Albert, TU Dublin; Matt Bowden, TU Dublin

019. **Analysing and responding to illicit drug markets**

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Drugs and Crime

Pre-arranged Panel

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11

**Chair:** Peter Reuter, University of Maryland

Participants:

Does Regulation of Drug Precursors Affect Illicit Drug Markets? An Analysis of Cunningham and Colleagues’ Research Luca Giommoni, Cardiff University

“It’s illegal to buy drugs from the street dealers” A Video-Based Study of a Behavioral Intervention to Reduce Dealers in Amsterdam Peter Ejbye-Erns, NCSR; Kim Moeller, Aalborg University; Lasse Liebst, Copenhagen University; Jo Thomas, NCSR; Melissa Sexton, NCSR; Marie Rosenkrantz Lindegaard, NCSR and University of Amsterdam

A Game of Risks and Prices: How game theory can illuminate the dynamics of illicit drug markets David Bright, Deakin University; James Martin, Deakin University; Ching-Jen Sun, Deakin University

The Impact of Efficiency/Security Trade-Off on Drug Trafficking Networks’ Resilience to Arrests: A Simulation Approach Deborah Manzi, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore – Transcrime; Francesco Calderoni, Transcrime / Universitá Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan)

020. **Advances in quantitative methods 2**

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Quantitative Methods

Paper Session

4:00 to 5:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2

**Chair:** Arjan Blokland, NCSR

Participants:

Do parents and teachers agree? A cross-informant agreement study on children’s pro-social and rule-breaking behaviors Gilda Santos, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto; Margarida Santos, CEJEA, Lusíada University, Porto; Teresa Figueira, University of Porto, Faculty of Law; Carla Sofia Cardoso, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto

Measuring Culture among Incarcerated Women Jacob Young, Arizona State University

On the robustness of key player assessment in co-offending networks based on police registry data Arjan Blokland, NCSR; Ida Adamse, NCSR

The effects of BWCs on Violence against Police in the US Erik Alda, Marymount University

021. **Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology (I):**
New Directions
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology
Paper Session
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair: Johann Koehler, London School of Economics and Political Science
Participants:
Contours of Criminological Thought Johann Koehler, London School of Economics and Political Science; Brooks Ambrose, University of California, Berkeley
Dialectical Criminology: Thinking through the “Science of Crime” with the Antinomies of Pierre Bourdieu Victor Lund Shammas, University of Agder
Digital criminology: theoretical, epistemological and methodological insights into the interplay between criminology and digital society Andrea Di Nicola, Associate professor of criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Trento, and director of the Centre of Security and Crime Sciences (University of Trento and University of Verona)
Theorizing technologically generated harm with Bernard Stiegler Stefano Mazzilli Daechsel, University of Oslo
Evolutionary Criminology: A much-needed framework for criminology’s theoretical progression Evelyn Svingen, University of Birmingham

022. EUROC 1: State crime
Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime
Paper Session
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair: Henry Pontell, UC, Irvine and John Jay College, CUNY
Participants:
Batka's Beatdown: the repression of Belarusian democracy movement Willemijn Born, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
The January 6th Attack on the U.S. Capitol and the War Against White-Collar Crime Henry Pontell, UC, Irvine and John Jay College, CUNY
Theorising Corruption as a Political Strategy in Mexico Paulina Leon Avalos, Middlesex University; Myrna Papadouka, Senior lecturer in Criminology, Middlesex University, London
When the rules change: Civil disobedience during Israel’s judicial overhaul Gali Perry, Institute of Criminology, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

023. Economic Crime and Property Crime
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Economic Crime and Property Crime
Paper Session
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair: Joanna Klimczak, University of Warsaw and Institute of Justice, Poland

Participants:
Analysis of attempted residential burglaries Peter Kruize, Center for Crime Analysis
“It’s like taking candy from a baby” – Shoplifting in Poland Joanna Klimczak, University of Warsaw and Institute of Justice, Poland
Perspectives of combating economic crimes in modern society Andrejs Vilks, Riga Stradins university; Aldona Kipane, Riga Stradins university
Property Crimes in Portugal: an exploratory study from judicial sentences Ana Guerreiro, University of Maia; Research Unit in Criminology and Behavioral Sciences (UICCC/UMaia) & School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS); Susana Costa, Centre for Social Studies; University of Maia; Topa Joana, University of Maia; Estefânia Silva, University of Maia; Vera Duarte, University of Maia; Cátia Pontedeira, University of Maia; André Piton, University of Maia; Olga Cruz, University of Maia

024. The digital divide: Addressing online harms in an age of cyberdeviance
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime
Pre-arranged Panel
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7
Chair: Elena Martellozzo, Middlesex University
Participants:
Adolescent Pathways into different forms of Cybercrime: Identifying Longitudinal Trajectories of Engagement and Associated Risk Factors Russell Brewer, University of Adelaide; Katie Logos, University of Adelaide; Christopher Dowling, Australian Institute of Criminology; Thomas J. Holt, Michigan State University; Jesse Cale, Griffith University; Tyson Whitten, Charles Sturt University; Andrew Goldsmith, Flinders University
Youth Pathways into Cybercrime: Understanding risk and motivations Julia C. Davidson, University of East London; Ruby Farr, University of East London
Sex on the Edge: Exploring the relationship between edgework and sexual interactions online with strangers Paula Bradbury, Middlesex University
Invisible risks: Content moderators and the trauma experienced in the frontline protection against online harms Elena Martellozzo, Middlesex University; Paul James Bleakley, University of New Haven

025. Behaviors and rationality in a new world
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Rational Choice Perspectives
Paper Session
4:00 to 5:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8
Chair: Elisa Orofino, Anglia Ruskin University
Participants:
Adolescent Illegal Earnings and Romantic Partnerships in Adulthood Holly Nguyen, Pennsylvania State University; Brandy R. Parker, Pennsylvania State University; Bill
026.  POL Panel 5. Young people and police contact
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair: 
Samantha Weston, University of Birmingham
Participants:
Examining the effect of early experiences of discrimination on trust in the police in the Netherlands Harley Williamson, Utrecht University; Amy Nivette, Utrecht University
Assessing the effect of first-time police contact on internalizing problems among youth in Zurich, Switzerland: A quasi-experimental analysis Amy Nivette, Utrecht University; Laura Bechtiger, University of Zurich; Denis Ribeaud, University of Zurich; Lilly Shanahan, University of Zurich; Manuel Eisner, University of Cambridge
Unpacking the lived experience of arrested youths in different stages of police encounter: A qualitative study Li Chi Mei Jessica, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Youths' Willingness to Assist the Police and Involvement in Criminal Activities Under Different Legal Socialization Contexts Ameen Azmy, criminology department at Bar-Ilan University and faculty of humanities at Ono Academic College
Young people’s perceptions of and interactions with the police: A case for defunding the police Samantha Weston, University of Birmingham; Clare Griffiths, Keele University; Anne-Marie Day, Keele University

027.  POL Panel 21. Body Worn Cameras & Organizational Flexibility
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair: 
Hillary B. Farber, University of Massachusetts
Participants:
Bodycams: New (In-)Visibility of Policing in Germany Simon McCarthey, School of Criminal Justice, Rutgers University
Brexit and the Opportunities for Organised Crime in the United Kingdom: A Policy Delphi Study Jakub Pinter, UCL (University College London)
Conti Inc. : Understanding the Internal Discussions of a large Ransomware-as-a-Service Operator with Machine Learning Estelle Ruellean, University of Montréal; Masarah Paquet-Clouston, University of Montréal; Sebastian Garcia, Stratosphere Laboratory, Czech Technical University
Understanding the Shift from Vocal Radicals to Terror Offenders in the UK Elisa Orofino, Anglia Ruskin University
Human trafficking in the digital society: state of the art, theoretical perspectives and future directions Gabriele Baratto, Faculty of Law, University of Trento | Centre of Security and Crime Sciences, University of Trento and University of Verona; Beatrice Rigon, Department of Law, University of Verona | Centre of Security and Crime Sciences, University of Trento and University of Verona

028.  POL Panel 2. Police abuse of power and police misconduct
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair: 
Lore Mergaerts, KU Leuven
Participants:
Illegitimate police violence - a comparison between Germany, Austria and Switzerland Ulrike Zaehringer, Hamburg Police University of Applied Sciences; Patricia Bruns, Hamburg Police University of Applied Sciences
A comparison Baroness Casey’s review of the London Metropolitan Police Service with emerging corruption research. Brendan Peter Brookshaw, University of Plymouth
Penal Theory and Police Misconduct: The Promises of a Retributive Approach Nicholas Goldrosen, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge
Scrupulously discriminatory misconduct in the Metropolitan Police: Misconduct hearings and public accountability Layla Skims, University of Sheffield
Assessing Vulnerability Prior to and During Police Questioning: Responsibilities and Training in Belgium and the Netherlands Lore Mergaerts, KU Leuven
Police Violence, Corrupt Cops, and the Repudiation of Stigma Among Underclass Residents in Mexico City Piotr Chomiczynski, University of Lodz

029.  Violent victimization and its impact on society
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Homicide and Violent Crime
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4
Chair: 
Bitna Kim, Sam Houston State University
Participants:
Dual Harm: The co-occurrence of violence victimisation and self-inflicted violence Leah Prencipe, Leiden University; Mariëtte Liem, Leiden University; Jolien van Breen, Leiden University
Staff actions as risk factors for victimization: A case-crossover
030. Victims of Artificial Intelligence

Topic 4: Victimology/Victims’ rights
Pre-arranged Panel
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair: Dana Pugach, Ono Academic College, Israel
Participants:
The perceived effect of victims’ rights in the criminal process on victims’ recovery. Keren Gueta, Bar-Ilan University, Israel
Forgiving the perpetrator – Should victims’ forgiveness be taken into consideration in criminal proceedings? Dana Pugach, Ono Academic College, Israel
Integrated civil and criminal legal procedures in cases of sexual assault. Rotem Aloni Davidov, Haifa University, Israel
A Perfect Victim? Computational analysis of judicial attitudes toward victims of sexual offenses. Renana Keydar, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel; Carmit Klar Chalamish, Bar-Ilan University
Compensation for crime victims of sexual offenses. Dikla Tutian-Zaid, Bar-Ilan university, Israel

031. Addressing Sexual Abuse and Violence in Education, Policy for Children and Teens

Topic 4: Victimology/Policies and Prevention of Victimization
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair: Núria Torres-Rosell, University Rovira i Virgili, Spain
Participants:
Addressing Sexual Violence in Polish Higher Education: The Antigone Project. Joanna Weronika Wójcik, University of Warsaw; Weronika Rosa, University of Warsaw; Katarzyna Kufel, University of Warsaw; Agata Wykowska, University of Warsaw; Michalina Zienkiewicz, University of Warsaw; Dominika Gryf, University of Warsaw; Aleksandra Wziętek, SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities
Sexual harassment in academia - A qualitative study of students' perceptions of actors and arenas in Sweden and Germany. My Lila, Department of Criminology Malmö University Sweden; Wiebke Schoon, Institute for Sex Research, Sexual Medicine and Forensic Psychiatry, University Medical Centre Hamburg-Eppendorf
Exploring the impacts of Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM) offending on families of suspects/offenders. Rachel Armitage, University of Huddersfield; Nadia Wager, University of Teesside; Dawn Wibberley, University of Huddersfield; Lara Hudspith, Leeds Trinity; Victoria Gall, University of Huddersfield; Lasse Liebst, Copenhagen University
Homicide investigations and police-community relations: Towards understanding the experiences and perspectives of Chicago residents. Ashundra Versonique Oliver, University of Westminster; F. Jeanne Gerard, University of Westminster; Coral Dando, University of Westminster
Exploring Temporal Variability of Robberies against Tourists and Residents. Alexander Trinidad, Institute of Sociology and Social Psychology, University of Cologne; Nerea Marteache, California State University San Bernardino
Workplace violence: An umbrella review of synthesis studies. Bitina Kim, Sam Houston State University

032. Victims of sexual offenses and the legal system

Topic 4: Victimology/Victims’ rights
Pre-arranged Panel
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair: Karin BRUCKMÜLLER, Sigmund Freud University Vienna
Participants:
Financial barriers in foreign national prisoners’ access to treatment in either Greenland or Denmark. Mathilde Carøe Munkholm, University of Southern Denmark
Aestheticization of prison space and penitentiary rehabilitation. Piotrowski, Jagiellonian University in Krakow
Unpacking the risk matrix: analysing drug repression and drug use. Karen Duke, Royal Holloway University of London; Jeanette Hall, Royal Holloway University of London; Nick Hardwick, Royal Holloway University of London; Betsy Thom, Middlesex University
The use of force in prisons and prison legitimacy: Social psychological and trauma-informed perspectives. Joel Harvey, Royal Holloway University of London; Eva Zafra, Bar-Ilan University
Should victims’ forgiveness be taken into consideration in criminal proceedings? Renana Keydar, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
The perceived effect of victims’ recovery. Keren Gueta, Bar-Ilan University, Israel
Compensation for crime victims of sexual offenses. Dikla Tutian-Zaid, Bar-Ilan University, Israel

033. Mental and physical health in detention II

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair: Mathilde Caroe Munkholm, University of Southern Denmark
Participants:
Placed in Denmark? Mapping Greenlandic forensic convicts sanctioned for treatment in either Greenland or Denmark. Karen Duke, Royal Holloway University of London; Mette Rammer, Aalborg University
The use of force in prisons and prison legitimacy. Social psychological and trauma-informed perspectives. Joel Harvey, Royal Holloway University of London; Nick Hardwick, Royal Holloway University of London; Jeanette Hall, Royal Holloway University of London
Unpacking the risk matrix: analysing drug-related deaths in prisons in England and Wales, 2015-2020. Karen Duke, Middlesex University; Helen Gleeson, Middlesex University; Susanne MacGregor, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; Betsy Thom, Middlesex University
Aestheticization of prison space and penitentiary rehabilitation. Piotrowski, Jagiellonian University in Krakow; Przemysław Piotrowski, Jagiellonian University in Krakow
Financial barriers in foreign national prisoners’ access to secondary health care. Mathilde Caroe Munkholm, University of Southern Denmark
Contemporary Challenges
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Teaching Methods
Paper Session
3:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair:
Tina Nicola Skinner, University of Bath
Participants:
Enhancing Researcher Wellbeing by Acknowledging and Reducing the Potential for Secondary Trauma in the Research Process Tina Nicola Skinner, University of Bath; Kristine Brance, University of Bath; Sarah Halligan, University of Bath; Heather Girling, University of Bath; Paul Chadwick, University of Bath
Life after prison: a(n) (im)possible mission?+, A board game for scientific divulgation Aurélie Stoll, Postdoctoral researcher SNF, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, New York; Valentin Refondini, Université de Lausanne - Ecole des sciences criminelles; Giulia Cinaglia, Université de Lausanne - Ecole des sciences criminelles; Soumeya Barhoumi, Université de Lausanne - Ecole des sciences criminelles; Lionel Grossrieder, Université de Lausanne - Ecole des sciences criminelles; Manon Jendly, Université de Lausanne – Ecole des sciences criminelles
Researcher wellbeing and secondary trauma: A theoretical framework and protocol to improve practice and teaching Tina Nicola Skinner, University of Bath; Jade Bloomfield-Utting, University of Bath; Sophie Geoghagan-Fittall, University of Bath; Nicola Roberts, University of Sunderland; Olivia Smith, University of Loughborough; Sapphire Sweetland, University of Bath; Helen Taylor, LEICESTERSHIRE PARTNERSHIP NHS TRUST

035. Immigration, crime & citizenship, Panel 3, Border control and smuggling
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Immigration / Migration
Paper Session
3:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair:
Magdalena Perkowska, University of Bialystok, Faculty of Law
Participants:
Between Criminalization and Protection: How Criminal Justice Actors Selectively Use Criminal Law in Human Smuggling Cases Flavia Patanè, Maastricht University
Brothers in arms or partners in crime: on criminal liability for "organising" the illegal border crossing during border crisis Magdalena Perkowska, University of Bialystok, Faculty of Law
Governing (through) rights at the digital border: Migration management and 'crimmigration control' in Nigeria Samuel Singler, University of Oxford
Impact of 2016 - 2021 Policy Adjustments on the Mediterranean Sea Smuggling Industry Myrna Papadouka, Senior lecturer in Criminology, Middlesex University London; Nicola Montagna, Middlesex University London; Giuseppe Serrantino, Middlesex University London
Smugglers, facilitators, or criminalised migrants? Nicola Montagna, Middlesex University London; Myrna Papadouka, Senior lecturer in Criminology, Middlesex University, London; Giuseppe Serrantino, Middlesex University London

036. WCCJ Panel 2 – Mothers, Motherhood and Criminal Justice
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Feminist Criminology
Paper Session
3:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair:
Ana M. Martin, Universidad de La Laguna
Participants:
Gendered Resistance to Genocidal Violence: Mothers who Rescued in Rwanda Nicole Fox, California State University Sacramento; Hollie Nyseth Nzitatira, The Ohio State University
Rupture: stories of maternal incarceration kate louise o'brien, Durham University; Hannah King, Durham University
(Un)Motherhood, madness and crime: pathologising courtroom discourses in cases of infanticide in Argentina Belén Mattos Castañeda, Durham University
Victim-blaming in Adolescent-to-Parent Violence: The role of sexism and beliefs on parenting Helena Cortina, Universidad de La Laguna; Ana M. Martin, Universidad de La Laguna
Obstetrical Violence at the Time of COVID-19: a new form of gender-based violence? Palmina Caruso, University of Milan; Emma Flutti, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Giulia Moretti, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Federico Pacchioni, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University; Carolina Passani, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Guido Travaini, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University

037. Dead bodies in space and time: The significance of human remains after atrocity crimes and in war
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Transnational Crime and Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair:
Welmoet Wels, Groningen University
Participants:
Dead bodies in time: international law on the dead of war in the context of historical scholarship Welmoet Wels, Groningen University
Human Remains as Cultural Property in War Ronald Alcala, US Military Academy West Point
Advancements in Technology for the Efficient Management of Human Remains Megan Bassendale, Forensic Guardians International
Bodies, place, space: situating forensic investigation after atrocity crimes Robyn Gill-Leslie, University of Oslo
Contextualising the dead: documenting civilian deaths in Iraq 2003-2023 Lily Hamourtziadou, Birmingham City University, Iraq Body Count

038. Cross-National Correlates of Crime: Macro Perspectives
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
039. Uncovering Disparities in Criminal Sentencing

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making

Pre-arranged Panel

5:30 to 6:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5

Chair:

Jonathan Hasson, University of Oxford, Faculty of Law, Centre for Criminology; University of Haifa, Faculty of Law

Participants:

5. Circumventing mandatory minimum sentences through legal representation: A mixed methods study of drunk driving offences Jonathan Hasson, University of Oxford, Faculty of Law, Centre for Criminology; University of Haifa, Faculty of Law; Abraham Tennenbaum, Sapir Academic College

Modelling Sentencing Discrimination: Pitfalls and Solutions Jose Pina-Sánchez, University of Leeds

Law or Policy? The Role of Authority in Criminal Sentencing Jakub Drápal, Charles University; Institute of State and Law of Czech Academy of Sciences; Libor Dušek, Charles University

Trial in The Shadow of the Bargaining Range - The Sentencing Disparities Effect of Plea Bargaining - An Empirical Study Yosef Zohar, Western Galilee College, Department of Criminology; Jonathan Hasson, University of Oxford, Faculty of Law, Centre for Criminology; University of Haifa, Faculty of Law

Utilising Data First to explore racial and ethnic disparities in the sentencing of children for drug offences. Ana Navarro Veiga, j.pinasanchez@leeds.ac.uk

040. Immigration, crime & citizenship, Panel 6, Immigration detention and deportability.

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime Control and the Immigration System

Paper Session

5:30 to 6:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6

Chair:

Cristina Fernandez Bessa, University of A Coruna

Participants:

Amenable to Removal: Ideological and Fiscal Incentives in US County Sherrifs’ Entrepreneurial Approaches to Immigration Enforcement Daniel Stageman, John Jay College CUNY; Arlana Henry, Rutgers University

Deportation on the grounds of selling sexual services in Finland - a challenge for identification of trafficked persons? Anniina Jokinen, European Institute for Crime Prevention and Control (HEUNI)

Gender (in)equality and the obsolescence of immigration detention: paradoxes from the field Ana Ballesteros-Pena, Complutense University of Madrid; Cristina Fernandez Bessa, University of A Coruna

The Detention Crisis: Versatility, Expendability and Plasticity in the Field of Immigration Confinement Jose A. Brandariz, University of A Coruna; Ana Ballesteros-Pena, Complutense University of Madrid; Cristina Fernandez Bessa, University of A Coruna

041. Developments in Juvenile Justice: Trends, Measurement & Law

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Juvenile Crime

Paper Session

5:30 to 6:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7

Chair:

Malgorzata Dziewanowska, Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Warsaw

Participants:

Approach to child offenders from the perspective of the Czech criminal law and its development tendencies Michaela Tríkova, Masaryk university

Juvenile justice system in Poland - new law, old problems Malgorzata Dziewanowska, Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Warsaw

Shortening the Dutch Youth Delinquency Survey Nikolaj Tollenaar, WODC; Joris Beijers, WODC; André van der Laan, WODC (Research and Documentation Centre), the Netherlands

Temporal trends in juvenile delinquency in the last decade: Analysis of police data in Navarre (Spain) Sandra Siria, Universidad del País Vasco (UPV-EHU); Miriam Marco, University of Valencia; Javier Fernández-Montalvo, Universidad Pública de Navarra; Óscar Learte, Policía Foral de Navarra

The justice system's response to school violence Dagmara Woźniakowska, University of Warsaw; Jakub Orlowski, the Institute of Law Studies Polish Academy of Sciences

Monitor an regulate Youth Delinquency. The Case of The Prussian Authorities in the Years 1825-1849. Kira Keßler, University of Siegen; Arlana Henry, Rutgers University

042. The Lost: Life and Legacy in Criminological Research

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology

Pre-arranged Panel

5:30 to 6:45 pm
043. Desistance and youth crime prevention
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime prevention
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chair:
Anna Matsukawa, University of Hyogo
Participants:
Desistance and social disability benefit in Norway Rune Olsen, University of Agder, Norway
Migration, belonging and identity in the desistance narratives of ex-offenders in England and Wales Merlinda A Bajo, Welfare Organisation Loerrach Germany
Juvenile Delinquency and Community Social Capital from ISRD3 Data in Japan Anna Matsukawa, University of Hyogo
Evaluation of a Finnish youth crime intervention model Teemu Juhani Vauhkonen, University of Helsinki; Markus Kaakinen, University of Helsinki

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Roundtable
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1
Chair:
Edward Kleemans, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Discussants:
Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Ernesto Savona, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan)
Alberto Aziani, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan)
Georgios Antonopoulos, Northumbria University
Francesco Calderoni, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan)
Wim Huisman, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

045. WGEDP Panel 1. Illicit drug markets
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Drugs and Crime
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11
Chair:
Mark Monaghan, Loughborough University
Participants:
An Ethnographic Examination of the Glocal Drug Trade in Turkey Boran Ali Mercan, Ankara University
A social drug life: drug distribution in modern day society as a continuum between digital and physical relations Eirik Jerven Berger, University of Oslo; Silje Bakken, University of Oslo

046. Advances in quantitative methods 4
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Quantitative Methods
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair:
Andrea Giovannetti, University of Cambridge
Participants:
GIS, Spatial Analysis and multidisciplinary-approaches to urban crime prevention: combining spatially-explicit “big” and “small” data Miguel Saraiva, CEGOT – Centre of Studies in Geography and Spatial Planning, of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University of Porto; Teresa Sá Marques, CEGOT – Centre of Studies in Geography and Spatial Planning, of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University of Porto; Diogo Ribeiro, CEGOT – Centre of Studies in Geography and Spatial Planning, of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University of Porto; Ana Amante, CEGOT – Centre of Studies in Geography and Spatial Planning, of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University of Porto
Legal socialisation and questionnaire development on policing for primary school-aged children in London, UK Amal Ali, London School of Economics; Krisztian Pösch, University College London; Jasmine Oware, London School of Economics
Q-Methodological study exploring university students subjective attitudes towards opportunities for individuals with criminal justice experience. Scott Kidd, University of Lincoln
The Anatomy of Organized Crime Andrea Giovannetti, University of Cambridge; Paolo Campana, University of Cambridge

047. Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology II: Policy, Politics & Theory
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair:
Günter Stummvoll, Institute for Conflict Research Vienna
Participants:
Divided sovereignty and hybrid governance: Assessing the (de)civilizing process of the state of Trinidad and Tobago
Can I pay with Bitcoin? Motivations for using cryptocurrencies in online cannabis markets Patricia Saldatte-Taboada, University of Granada
Liminal spaces, seasonal faces: challenging dominant drug market narratives via an exploration of naturally occurring magic mushroom markets George Simpson, University of Kent; Caroline Chatwin, University of Kent
Mapping the UK image and performance enhancing drugs market on social media: Facebook and Instagram Nick Gibbs, Northumbria University
Characteristics and Illegal Distribution of Suicide-Related Substances in South Korea Sunhyoung Lee, Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice
Melissa Mendez, Cardiff University
Policy constellations: a new approach for understanding the roles of knowledge, morality and power in policy-making on drugs and crime Alex Stevens, University of Kent
The NYPD’s Policing Habitus & Fight for Control of the Counter-Terrorism Field: A Bourdieusian Illustration Tara Lai Quinlan, University of Birmingham

(Re)thinking ‘Desistance’: Putting to work a Posthuman Materialist Framework to Reframe Desistance Samantha Reveley, University of Sunderland; Julie Ovington, University of West Scotland
Public criminology and policing in urban space: Criminologists as facilitators of inter-disciplinary vocational trainings Günter Stummvoll, Institute for Conflict Research Vienna

048. EUROC 2: State-Corporate Crime
Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair:
Lieselot Bisschop, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Participants:
All is fair in love and war: corruption in arms exports and defence procurement. Borja Álvarez, The University of Manchester
Looking behind the smokescreen: a historical analysis of the case of air pollution by the Dutch Hoogovens as a state-corporate crime Karin van Wingerde, Erasmus University Rotterdam; Sammie Verheek, Erasmus School of Law
Neutralizing state-facilitated corporate crime. An analysis of governmental framing of a case of PFAS-pollution by DuPont/Chemours Dordrecht Sammie Verheek, Erasmus School of Law; Lieselot Bisschop, Erasmus University Rotterdam; Abby Muricho Onencan, Erasmus School of Law – Erasmus Initiative Dynamics of Inclusive Prosperity; Yogi Hendlin, Erasmus School of Philosophy
State-corporate crime & Private Military Companies: Current & Future Perspectives Stell aGELI, Panteion University of Social & Political Sciences

049. The variety of money laundering: empirical research and criminological perspectives (EUROC)
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair:
Michele Riccardi, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
Participants:
What determines the sophistication of an offender’s money laundering methods? Peter Reuter, University of Maryland; Michele Riccardi, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
Behind the criminal economy: using UK tax fraud investigations to understand money laundering myths and models Rian Matanky-Becker, HM Revenue and Customs;

Ella Cockbain, UCL
What do suspicious transactions say about drug dealers and money laundering? Melvin Soudijn, National Police of the Netherlands (KLPD)
From payday to payoff: exploring the money laundering strategies of ransomware actors Mirko Nazzari, Università Cattolica - Transcrime (Milan)

050. Cybercrime Working Group - Cybercriminals 1
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7
Chair:
Yanna Papadodimitraki, University of Cambridge
Participants:
Analysing the structure and dynamics of ransomware criminal groups Chad Whelan, Deakin University; James Martin, Deakin University; David Bright, Deakin University; Callum Jones, Monash University
Can Artificial Intelligence commit crimes, and is it liable for them? Silvia Ciotti, EuroCrime - Research, Training and Consulting
Criminological Differences and Online Grooming Strategies of Child Sexual Exploitation Offenders in Spain Kathryn Seigfried-Spellar, Purdue University; Virginia Soldino, Universitat de València
On the perceptions of the autism and cybercrime link: quo vadimus? Yanna Papadodimitraki, University of Cambridge

051. Labelling and Strain Perspectives 1.
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Labelling and Interactionalist Perspectives
Paper Session
5:30 to 6:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8
Chair:
Alessandro Moretti, University of Copenhagen
Participants:
Neutrallised by default: Re-examining the Neutralisation concept in the context of hateful memes Alessandro Moretti, University of Copenhagen; Jakob Demant, University of Copenhagen; Jonatan Mizrahi-Werner, University of Copenhagen
Spice - Stigma, Perceptions and the Impact on Treatment and Recovery - A Counter-Narrative Approach Elena Maria Gaschino, University of Lincoln
Analyzing the relationship between emotional neglect and juvenile delinquency using Structural Equation Modeling Patricia John Sanchez, Bielefeld University
Ordinary acts that contribute to ecocide. An approach to Agnew's proposal from the general strain theory Patricia Puente Guerrero, University of Extremadura
"Difficult Teenagers" and "Very Difficult Teenagers." Piero Bertolini's pedagogical perspective grappling with responses to new deviance and mafia-like deviance. Alessandra Angelli, Università Cattolica - sede di Piacenza; Mario Schermi, Università di Messina

052. Perspectives on crime prevention
053. Opening Plenary and Awards Ceremony

ESC
Plenary Session
7:00 to 8:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor basement - Auditorium
Chair:
Gabriel Patriarca, University of São Paulo (USP)
Participants:
Securing the docks: an analysis of the everyday security programs in major Brazilian ports Gabriel Patriarca, University of São Paulo (USP)
Still dangerous, already in society. Preventive supervision in practice. Agnieszka Gutkowska, Department of Criminology University of Warsaw
Sweden’s Crime Prevention Archipelago: Critical reflections on the public health model of prevention Carlo Pinnetti, Linnaeus University
Using Social Media to Develop the Capacity and Diversity of the Runnymede Neighbourhood Watch Scheme Anastasia Jablonska, Royal Holloway, University of London; Glororny Emily, Royal Holloway, University of London; Andra Vasilescu, Royal Holloway, University of London
Local Government involvement in Crime Prevention. Insight from Mopani District Municipality, Limpopo Province Khethiwe Madima, University of Venda

054. Welcome Reception
ESC
Social Events
8:45 to 10:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor basement - Auditorium
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Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair:
Maja Vestad, University of Oslo
Participants:
Sensual Policing Andrea Kretschmann, Leuphana University Lüneburg
The Introduction and Implications of Video Recording in Suspect Interrogations Rene Tuma, TU Berlin; Mina Godarzani Bahkhtiar, TU Berlin
Theorizing paradoxes in policing: moving beyond the advice to ‘balance approaches’ Jeroen Maeschalck, Leuven Institute of Criminology, KU Leuven
The persisting attractions of low-tech in policing: challenging the efficiency paradigm Maja Vestad, University of Oslo
Dispositions, Situations, and Whistleblowing by Police Officers Justice Tankebe, University of Cambridge

056. European Law Enforcement Cooperation in a rapidly changing world: Cooperation and Regulation in the ASJF
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair:
Hartmut Aden, Berlin School of Economics and Law
Participants:
Transfer of Proceeding Between the UK and the EU: A viable solution to Brexit? Gemma Davies, University of Durham
Surrendering formal cooperation – informal trust-based relationships filling the gaps created by Brexit Estelle Marks, King’s College London
The EU’s Risk-Based Approach for the Regulation of Artificial Intelligence – Potential Impacts on the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice Hartmut Aden, Berlin School of Economics and Law; Steven Kleemann, Berlin Institute for Safety and Security Research (FOPS Berlin); Sabrina Schönrock, Berlin School of Economics and Law; Milan Tahraoui, Berlin School of Economics and Law
Shifting Responsibilities in EU Security and Crime Control: The role of Europol and Internet Service Providers Leonore ten Hulsen, European University Institute

057. POL Panel 28. Evaluating policing practice and efficiency
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
**058. Characteristics of violent offenders**

**Topic 2: Types of Offending/Homicide and Violent Crime**

**Paper Session**

8:00 to 9:15 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4

**Chair:**

Elli Anitsi, Panteion University

**Participants:**

- Empirical typologies of homicide offenders: a scoping review
  - Elodie Schils, NICC - National Institute of Criminalistics and Criminology; Michaël Vande Velde, INCC-Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Luc Robert, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Benjamin Mine, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Eric Maes, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie

- Differentiating homicide offenders based on their criminal careers: A latent class analysis
  - Michaël Vande Velde, INCC-Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Benjamin Mine, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Eric Maes, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Patrick Jeuniaux, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Luc Robert, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie

- Alcohol-involved homicide offending: Does prior history of alcohol abuse matter?
  - Li Eriksson, Griffith University; Paul Mazerolle, University of New Brunswick; Richard Wortley, University College London; Heather Wolbers, Griffith University

- Exploring the offender’s attitudes towards the victim and the violent crime, through a qualitative approach
  - Elli Anitsi, Panteion University

**059. Remand, lifelong and indefinite imprisonment**

**Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment**

**Paper Session**

8:00 to 9:15 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5

**Chair:**

Dyango Bonsignore, University of Alicante

**Participants:**

- Analysis of cases of persons sentenced to life imprisonment with parole in Spain (2015-2023)
  - Noelia Corral-Maraver, UNED, Spain

- Better Safe than Sorry? Exploring Scotland’s Order for Lifelong Restriction
  - Nicola Khadijiah Ceasey, The University of Glasgow

- Parole from Life Imprisonment in Austria
  - Helmut Hirtenlehner, Johannes Kepler University Linz; Lisa Schmollmüller, Johannes Kepler University Linz

- Who are the people on remand in Portugal?
  - Joana Andrade, University of Minho; Rui Abrunhosa Gonçalves, Universidade do Minho; Andreia Castro-Rodrigues, ISPA - Instituto Universitário

- Imprisonment and alternatives to detention in post-Soviet countries
  - Celina Nowak, Institute of Law Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences; Anna Rybarczyk, Institute of Law Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences

- ¿The price of security? An economic argument for “opening” the Spanish prison system.
  - Dyango Bonsignore, University of Alicante

**060. Challenges in Trauma Recovery and Treatment**

**Topic 4: Victimology/Victims' rights**

**Paper Session**

8:00 to 9:15 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6

**Chair:**

James Henry John Rischbieth, KU Leuven

**Participants:**

- Beyond the Physical Scars: A Qualitative Study of Help-Seeking Behaviour Amongst Acid Attack Survivors
  - Tanvi Manoj Nair, O. P. Jindal Global University; Rananjai Pratap Singh, O. P. Jindal Global University; Alida System Professionals and Those They Serve

- Trauma-Informed Care: Progress and Challenges for Justice System Professionals and Those They Serve
  - Michele Bratina, West Chester University of Pennsylvania; Alida Merlo, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

- Contemplating atrocity victims’ needs: a clash of ontologies
  - Anthony de Villiers Minnaar, University of Limpopo

- Multi-Dimensional Recovery and Growth Among the Homeless: A Positive Criminology Perspective
  - Sarel Ohayon, Bar-Ilan University; Natti Ronel, Bar-Ilan University

**061. Victimology-victims right’s and law enforcement**

**Topic 4: Victimology/Victims’ rights**

**Paper Session**

8:00 to 9:15 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7

**Chair:**

Daniela Rodriguez, Oxford University

**Participants:**

- Access to victim assistance - potentials and limits of digital solutions
  - Hauke Bock, University of Leipzig; Tim Nicklas Festerling, University of Leipzig
062. Future Research Directions on Old age and Ageing in criminal justice
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair: Richard Sparks, University of Edinburgh
Participants:
- Capturing the Realities of Aging: A Photo Voice Project in a Belgian Prison Diète Humblet, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
- Old, frail and dying: exploring the challenges of providing equitable care to those approaching the end of life in prison Mary Turner, Huddersfield University
- Coming Out of Prison: An Exploratory Qualitative Research and Arts Project of LGBT Elders involved in the Criminal Justice System Tina Maschi, Fordham University
- A legal comparison of punishing, protecting, and managing old age Marion Vannier, VANNIER

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Teaching Methods
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair: João Raphael da Silva, University of the West of England
Participants:
- Between Orthodoxy and Criticality: Mapping U.K.-based Terrorism Studies Educators’ Paradigms João Raphael da Silva, University of the West of England
- Criminal Justice Education for the Next Decade: Geospatial Technologies in the Curriculum Mary Brewer, West Chester University; Gary W Couto, West Chester
- Decolonising European Criminology in Higher Education Fahid Qurashi, University of Salford
- Decolonising the Criminology Curriculum: Exploring and Understanding Criminology Staff Experiences Kelly Stockdale, Northumbria University; Rowan Sweeney, University of Gloucestershire; Ryan Peacey, The University of Manchester
- The development of Autonomous Virtual Agents (AVA) to train Justice professionals in Risk and Needs Assessment Loïce Gandibleux, University of Mons; Ann-Pierre Raiche, University of Montreal; Jean-Pierre Guay, University of Montreal; Thierry Pham, University of Mons

064. Punitive Attitudes Across Type of Crime and State Boundaries
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Attitudes about Punishment and Criminal Justice System
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair: Daniel McCarthy, University of Surrey
Participants:
- Citizens and criminal justice: an overestimated sense of punishment Cécile Vigour, CNRS (French National Center for Scientific research) - Sciences Po Bordeaux (France); Virginie Gautron, Law faculty, University of Nantes (France)
- Disparity in punitive attitudes towards stranger and partner rape: Analysis of representative survey findings from six European countries Andrzej Porebski, Jagiellonian University; Ewa Ilczuk, Jagiellonian University; Andrzej Uhl, Cambridge University
- Problem populations: identifying generational effects of attitudes towards offenders, school children, and welfare recipients 1983-2020 Emily Gray, University of Warwick; Victoria Barrett, University of Huddersfield; Stephen Farrall, University of Nottingham
- The Criminalization of Abortion in the United States Kristy Holtfreter, Arizona State University; Michael D. Reisig, Arizona State University
- Understanding support for punitive punishment in the United Kingdom Daniel McCarthy, University of Surrey

065. WCCJ Panel 5 – Women's Pathways to Criminalisation
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Feminist Criminology
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair: Angelina Stanojoska, Faculty of Law, University "St. Kliment Ohridski" Bitola
Participants:
- Beyond Victimization: The Role of Women in Human Trafficking Serena Timmoneri, Anglia Ruskin University
- Miseducated: girls’ and women’s pathways from disciplinary punishment and devaluation in the classroom to criminalisation Gilly Sharpe, University of Sheffield, UK
- Motivational and cognitive factors in pathways to offending amongst women who have sexually offended Judith Abulafia, Ashkelon Academic College, Ashkelon, Israel; Robert Epstein, Israel Prison Service, Ramla, Israel
- The Feminist Pathways Perspective: The Pathways to Crime of Female Murderers in the Republic of North Macedonia Angelina Stanojoska, Faculty of Law, University "St. Kliment Ohridski" Bitola
- Women perpetrators of violence against women: the peculiar case of dowry related violence in India Jyoti Belur, UCL; Kartikeya Tripathi, UCL; Shravya Palla, Researcher

066. Criminal law as trending topic: A Criminological and...
067. School exclusion and delinquency in England, Scotland, and Slovenia: Transferring policies or comparing the incomparable?
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair: 
Jasmina Arnež, Institute of Criminology, University of Ljubljana and Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford
Discussants:
Rachel Condy, Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford
Keir Irwin-Rogers, The Open University
Luke Billingham, The Open University
Fern Gillon, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow
Alice Tawell, Department of Education, University of Oxford

Judicial and Sentencing Policy
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair: 
Petra Bard, Eötvös Loránd University Faculty of Law
Participants:
Judicial independence as a prerequisite for criminal cooperation in the European sphere Petra Bard, Eötvös Loránd University Faculty of Law
Radical Transparency: Opening the Parole System in England and Wales to Greater Scrutiny and Accountability Stephen Cameron Shute, University of Sussex
The Role of the New Criminal Code in the Punitive Turn in Hungary: a Matching Analysis of Case-level Data Lili Katalin Mark, Central European University; Csaba Györy, ELTE University Faculty of Law, Budapest /Institute of Legal Studies, Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences; Balázš Váradi, Budapest Institute for Policy Analysis, ELTE LAW
Testifying remotely: The effects of interview modality on mock-witness statement quality Tanja van Veldhuizen, VU University Amsterdam; Eva Zeldenrijk, Netherlands Labour Authority

069. National perspectives on RJ
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Restorative Justice
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair: 
Estelle Zinsstag, Edinburgh Napier University, UK and KU Leuven, Belgium
Participants:
The development of a national service of restorative justice for sexual violence: reflections on the Scottish experience Estelle Zinsstag, Edinburgh Napier University, UK and KU Leuven, Belgium
The challenges of the Finnish Victim-Offender Mediation: Insider perspective Henrik Elonheimo, Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare
Transformative Policy and Political Praxis in Northern Ireland’s new Momentum for Restorative Justice Brian Payne, Ulster University
Penal Mediation in Portugal: searching for traces of an experience Josefina Castro, CEJEA, Lusíada University, Porto, Portugal; Margarida Santos, CEJEA, Lusíada University, Porto
An Economic evaluation of Restorative Justice post-sentence in England and Wales Lucy Harris, Why me?; Frank Grimsey Jones, Why me?; Lucy Jaffe, Why me?

070. WG-PLACE 2: Research on crime, place and time
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Neighborhoods and Crime
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair: 
Wim Bernasco, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)
Participants:
Has there been a spatial reordering of crime in the post-pandemic era? A case study from Greater Manchester Mark Ellison, Manchester Metropolitan University; Jon Bannister, Manchester Metropolitan University; Monsuru Adepeju, Manchester Metropolitan University, M15 6BH, United Kingdom; Karolina Krzemieniewska-Nandwani, Manchester Metropolitan University
Mapping and Measuring Crime Concentration at Street Segments in Suburban Places: A case study of Nigeria, Abdulaziz Ibrahim, Nottingham Trent University; Andy David Newton, Nottingham Trent University; James Hunter, Nottingham Trent University
Your neighbourhood, your feelings of safety: exploring feelings of safety in personally experienced neighbourhoods Marianne Franken, Leiden University; Jelle Brands, Leiden University; Janne van Doorn, Leiden University; Maarten Kunst, Leiden University
Effects of neighborhood crime on home prices Wim Bernasco, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR); Jan Rouwendal, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Department of Spatial Economics
071. Correlates and Predictors of Youthful Offending

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Juvenile Crime

Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8

Chair:

Ian Lambie, University of Auckland, New Zealand

Participants:
Introduction of the Structured Assessment of Protective Factors for serious problem behavior - Child Version (SAPROF-CV)
Ed Hilterman, Expertisecentre of Forensic Psychiatry
New Zealand’s forgotten children: How we fail children who offend
Ian Lambie, University of Auckland, New Zealand
The behavior of juvenile offenders who have experienced domestic violence: moral personality and the process of accepting criminal action
Gabriel Tanasescu, University of Craiova Faculty of Law; Camil Tanasescu, DIMITRIE CANTEMIR CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY FACULTY OF LAW
Personality traits and aggressive behavior among juveniles: analysis of latent profiles
Karoł Konaszewski, University of Białystok

072. Prison Policy and Practices

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Policy, Criminalization, Policy of Criminal Sanctions

Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9

Chair:

Gadi Rozenberg, Ashkelon academic college

Participants:
A Comparative Study of Prison Workers’ Self-legitimacy
Rok Hacin, University of Maribor; Gorazd Meško, University of Maribor
Managing Those Who Visit Prisons: Bodies, Control, and Institutional Variation in Ontario, Canada
Katerina Richard, Carleton University; Philip Goodman, University of Toronto
Prison crowding as state-organised violence
Simone Santorso, University of Sussex
The gaps between the clinical and legal languages regarding the treatment and rehabilitation of sex offenders
Gadi Rozenberg, Ashkelon academic college
Widening participation: Criminal convictions and access to, and participation in, university life
Jaye Price, University of Chester; Paul Taylor, University of Chester

073. Coerciveness, human rights, new penology and reintegration

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Penology and Theories of Punishment
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1

Chair:

Gaëtan Cliquennois, CNRS, Université de Nantes, DCS

Participants:
Digitalisation and techno-solutionism - Risks of late modern penology
Klára Kerezsi, National Institute of Criminology (Hungary); Veronika Nagy, Utrecht University
Coercive human rights and penology
Sonja Snacken, Free University of Brussels; Natasa Mavronicola, University of Birmingham; Gaëtan Cliquennois, CNRS, Université de Nantes, DCS

- Death and death prevention in Europe
   Roisin Mulgrew, University of Galway

Suicide prevention in detention
Gaëtan Cliquennois, CNRS, Université de Nantes, DCS; Layla Skinnis, University of Sheffield; Philippa Tomczak, University of Nottingham
Reintegration of ‘terror’ convicts and penology
Nicolas Amadio, University of Strasbourg; Massil Benbourique, University of Lille; Martine Herzo-Evans, University of Reims

074. Treatment and Management of Long-Term Detainees in Japan: The 2022 Sentencing System Change Act and Confusion among Inmates and Administrators

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10

Chair:

Shinichi Ishizuka, Professor

Participants:
Treatment and Management of Long-Term Detainees in Japan
Shinichi Ishizuka, Professor
Treatment of lifers in Japan and changes under the 2022 Criminal Law Reform: Does a lifer need rehabilitation?
Shinichi Ishizuka, Professor
Treatment of the death row inmates: How could death row inmates face their approaching death?
Akiko Kogawara, Professor of Law, Ryukoku University
The current situation of inmates serving indeterminate sentences and their transformation into life sentences in Japan
Ikuo Aizawa, Faculty of Law, Rissho University, Tokyo, Japan.
Prison Personnel Management in Japan: Analyzing the Data from the Annual Directory of Prison Staff
Shunsuke Kyō, Chukyo University

075. The future and transnational context of darknet drug trade

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Drugs and Crime
Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11

Chair:

Richard Frank, Simon Fraser University

Discussants:
Richard Frank, Simon Fraser University
Tibor Kiss, University of Public Service
Ákos Szigeti, University of Public Service
Laszlo Dornfeld, Center for Fundamental Rights, Hungary
David Décary-Hétu, Université de Montréal
Russell Brewer, University of Adelaide
Thomas J. Holt, Michigan State University
Tünde A. Barabás, University of Public Service, Hungary

076. Comparative Empirical Perspectives on the Exclusionary Rule i

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Quantitative Methods
Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2

Chairs:

Jonathan Hasson, University of Oxford, Faculty of Law,
077. Developing Probation Practitionership

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Community Sanctions
Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair: Ester Louisa Ragonese, Liverpool John Moores University
Discussant: Justin Moorhead, Liverpool John Moores University

078. Enhancing corporate accountability: innovations in detection, attribution/ enforcement and sanctioning

Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime
Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair: Liz Campbell, Monash University
Discussants:
PENNY CROFTS, UTS
Jonathan Clough, Monash University
Nicholas Lord, The University of Manchester, UK
Natalia Antolak-Saper, Monash University
Mihailis Diamantis, University of Iowa

079. The current state of Italian criminology: Decay or Renaissance? (I)

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology
Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair: Alessandro Corda, Queen's University Belfast
Discussants:
Dario Melossi, University of Bologna
Francesco Calderoni, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan)
Anna Di Ronco, University of Essex

080. Cybercrime Working Group - Theories, ethics and reflections

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno
Assessing extremist ideologies: Bottlenecks, blind spots and best practices Elanie Rodermond, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Charlie Stoeldraaijers, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Tasniem Anwar, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Nadia Ismailli, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Rik Peels, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

‘Conflicted’ extremism? Interrogating fluctuating categories of dangerousness in UK radicalisation prevention strategies Jacob Astley, University of Liverpool; Anne-Marie Martindale, University of Liverpool; Laura Zahra McDonald, University of Liverpool; Gabe Mythen, University of Liverpool; Sandra Walklate, University of Liverpool

Improving cross-sectoral criminal justice staff competencies in the Balkans: Findings from a country-tailored training programme in the field of P/CVE Pedro Liberado, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Sara Afonso, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Vânia Sampaio, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Margarida Madruga, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems

Studying Terrorism Prevention in the United States Matthew DeMichele, RTI; Sarah Cook, RTI

Project ADAPT: Analysing domestic abuse and the prevention of terrorism Caitlin Clemow, UCL; Seray Mehmet, Croydon Local Authority; Haydar Muntadhar, Croydon Local Authority

083. POL Panel 30. Police reform and legitimacy
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1

Chair: Esther de Graaf, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Participants:

Balancing the Scales of Justice and Compassion in UK Disaster Victim Identification (DVI). Kirsty Jane Jennett, Liverpool John Moores University

Diversity and policing: a topic for discussion? Esther de Graaf, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Where’s the Substance in Procedural Justice? Substantive Justice and Police Discretion in Public Order Law Charmian Warren, University of East Anglia; Geoff Pearson, University of Manchester

Women’s opinions about gender equality policies to accessing the police Albert Pedroso Bou, University of Girona; Ester Blay Gil, University of Girona; Noelia Miranda Soriano, Autonomous University of Barcelona

084. INTERACT: Investigating New Types of Engagement, Response and Contact Technology in Policing
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2

Chair: Ben Bradford, University College London

Participants:

Meeting expectations, managing demand: long-term visions and short-term realities of modernising police-public contact

Elizabeth Aston, Edinburgh Napier University; Helen Wells, Keele University; Estelle Clayton, Edinburgh Napier University; Will Andrews, Keele University; Megan O’Neill, University of Dundee; Ben Bradford, University College London

Voice, Trust, and New Technologies in Policing. Experiences of Deaf Individuals and Autistic Individuals Estelle Clayton, Edinburgh Napier University; Robert Skinner, Proximity Interpreting; Will Andrews, Keele University; Megan O’Neill, University of Dundee; Elizabeth Aston, Edinburgh Napier University; Helen Wells, Keele University; Ben Bradford, University College London

(In)visibility at Height: Drones, Policing & Procedural Justice Will Andrews, Keele University; Estelle Clayton, Edinburgh Napier University; Megan O’Neill, University of Dundee; Elizabeth Aston, Edinburgh Napier University; Helen Wells, Keele University; Ben Bradford, University College London

“It’s ok, I’m not using Facebook”: Mitigating the effects of digital technologies on perceptions of procedural justice in police-public encounters Megan O’Neill, University of Dundee; Will Andrews, Keele University; Estelle Clayton, Edinburgh Napier University; Elizabeth Aston, Edinburgh Napier University; Helen Wells, Keele University; Ben Bradford, University College London

085. Ethical law enforcement AI
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3

Chairs:
Alex Murphy, Trilateral Research
Anastasius Kordoni, Trilateral Research

Discussants:
Joshua Hughes, Trilateral Research
Pinelopi Troullinou, Trilateral Research

086. Author Meets Critics: Kivivuori, Janne et al. (2022): Nordic Homicide in Deep Time
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Homicide and Violent Crime
Author meets critics
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4

Critics:
Marike Liem, Leiden University
Manuel Eising, University of Cambridge
Nora Markwalder, University of St. Gallen

Book Author:
Janne Kivivuori, University of Helsinki

087. Body searches and imprisonment
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5

Chair:
Tom Daems, KU Leuven

Participants:

Body searches as contested control measures in prisons Tom Daems, KU Leuven

Strip searches through the lens of the prohibition of inhuman
and degrading treatment in European human rights law
Natasa Mavronicola, University of Birmingham; Elaine Webster, University of Strathclyde

Body searches and vulnerable groups: Women and LGBTQI+ people in prison Aurore Vanlieède, KU Leuven

Body searches in French prisons: dignity and security on a roller coaster Joana Falxa, Université de Pau et des Pays de L’Adour

Security, control, and punishment in the practice of strip searches in Spanish prisons Cristina Guerri, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

088. Child and youth victimization in Europe - COST Action 18121 Cultural Victimology: Working Group 4
Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair: Monique Anderson, KU Leuven
Participants:
Children's victimisation in Estonia Rein Murakas, University of Tartu, Estonia; Anna Markina, University of Tartu; Beata Zharkovski, University of Tartu, Estonia

Internet addiction - could we be in danger? Zrinka Puharic, University of Applied Sciences Bjelovar

Intergenerational violence and development of deviant behaviors in a sample of Portuguese adolescents: what relationship? Inês Carvalho Relva, University of Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro, Vila Real, Portugal; Research Center in Sports Sciences, Health Sciences and Human Development (CIDESD), Vila Real, Portugal; Centre for Research and Intervention in Education, University of Porto, Porto; Ana Isabel Sani, University Fernando Pessoa; Margarida Simões, University of Trás-os-Montes & Alto Douro, Vila Real, Portugal; Centre for Research & Intervention in Education (CIE), University of Porto, Porto, Portugal; Ana Paula Monteiro, University of Trás-os-Montes & Alto Douro, Vila Real, Portugal; Centre for Research & Intervention in Education (CIE), University of Porto, Porto, Portugal; Ana Teixeira, University of Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro, Vila Real, Portugal

Children's narratives on life at a domestic violence shelter Linda Arnell, Department of Social Work, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; School of Behavioural, Social and Legal Sciences, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden; Åsa Källström, Örebro University

Impact of covid-19 pandemic on refugees and children victims of domestic violence Ana Isabel Sani, University Fernando Pessoa; Tainah Lucena, University Fernando Pessoa (UTAD), Porto, Portugal; Laura M. Nunes, Universidade Fernado Pessoa; Inês Carvalho Relva, University of Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro, Vila Real, Portugal; Research Center in Sports Sciences, Health Sciences and Human Development (CIDESD), Vila Real, Portugal; Centre for Research and Intervention in Education, University of Porto, Porto

089. Victimology Issues in Domestic Violence: Understanding the Impact and Addressing the Challenges
Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization
Paper Session

9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair: Laura Arantegui Arráez, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Participants:
Coerced Debt in the Context of Domestic Abuse: A UK Case Study Clare Wiper, Northumbria University

Women's fear and intimate partner violence: impacts of victimisation Camila Iglesias, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - Faculty of Law of the University of Porto; Pedro Sousa, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS); School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Carla Sofia Cardoso, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto

Victimisation stories: Children and mothers of the Casa de Maternitat (Barcelona) (1960-1970) Laura Arantegui Arráez, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

Examining the role of childhood experiences of domestic violence in suicidal behaviours among young people in an Australian jurisdiction Dominique de Andrade, Griffith University; Peter Miller, Deakin University; Silke Meyer, Griffith University; Ashlee Curtis, Deakin University

090. Three Pioneering Approaches to Custody and Criminal Justice for Women and Children
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment
Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair: Yvonne Jewkes, University of Bath
Participants:
Designing Hope and Humanity into Limerick Women's Prison Yvonne Jewkes, University of Bath

Revolutionising Youth Custody: An Introduction to Oasis Restore Secure School Celia Sadie, Director of Psychology, Oasis Restore Secure School

Hope Street: An Alternative Vision for Criminal Justice for Women Donna Arrondelle, University of Southampton

Dirty Work? The Moral Ambiguities of Designing ‘Beautiful’ Prisons Yvonne Jewkes, University of Bath

091. Challenges of academic criminological training in comparative perspective
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Teaching Methods
Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair: Rafaelle CS Costa, University of Sao Paulo
Discussants:
Bertha Prado Munrique, Universidad de Málaga
Raquel Bota López, Miguel Hernández University
Isabel García, University of Salamanca
Rocio Martinez Almanza, PhD Student UMH, Researcher CRIMINA Centre
Sandra Pérez, Universidad Miguel Hernandez - Crimina
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Attitudes about Punishment and Criminal Justice System
Author meets critics
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Critics:
- Adam Crawford, University of York
- Jacqueline E Ross, University of Illinois College of Law
- Vincenzo Scalia, Universita’ di Firenze
Book Author:
- Cécile Vigour, CNRS (French National Center for Scientific research) - Sciences Po Bordeaux (France)

093. WCCJ Panel 6 – Rape, Credibility and Consent
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Feminist Criminology
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair:
- Ranya Raminder Kaurr, OP Jindal Global University
Participants:
"He thinks, She thinks" of sexual Consent: Second and Third order fish shaped gender bias Sharon Gilat Yihyie, Western Galilee College, Department of Criminology; Yosef Zohar, Western Galilee College, Department of Criminology
Is it rape or state arbitrary denial of sexual autonomy? Monika S. Platek, Law Faculty, Warsaw University
Media's Portrayal Of Women: Examining The Representation Of False Rape Cases And Rape Culture In Bollywood Films And Indian News Media Ranya Raminder Kaurr, OP Jindal Global University
Rape, victim credibility and digital communications evidence Michele Jane Burman, University of Glasgow; Oona Brooks-Hay, University of Glasgow /SCCJR; Yassin Bruner, Queens University Belfast; Olivia Smith, University of Loughborough
Truth Effect Meets Anti-Rape Attitudes: Repetition Leads to Increased Endorsement of Facts and Prosocial Beliefs about Rape Evelyn Schapansky, Ghent University; Arne Roets, Department of Developmental, Personality & Social Psychology, Ghent University, Belgium; Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University

094. Media and social construction of crime II
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Media and social construction of crime
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair:
- Beatrice Rigon, Department of Law, University of Verona | Centre of Security and Crime Sciences, University of Trento and University of Verona
Participants:
The Role of Japanese Media Coverage of Celebrities Who Use Illicit Drugs Midori Yoshida, Chuo University (Graduate School of Law)

“These cops can’t stop time”: Daily media, social media consumers, and gang violence in Finland Sofia Blanco Sequeiros, University of Helsinki; Erica Åberg, University of Turku
The Shamima Begum case: a media analysis on the representation of women committing acts of terror in the ongoing public discourse Jeanne Alice, Suzanne Duley, University of Glasgow
Trial by Media – Illegal Disclosure of Video Recordings Collected by Police Zeljko Karas, College Professor
Movida: from media representation to perception of urban disorder. The case study of Trento (Italy) Beatrice Rigon, Department of Law, University of Verona | Centre of Security and Crime Sciences, University of Trento and University of Verona; Ilaria Slomp, Centre of Security and Crime Sciences, University of Trento and University of Verona; Simone Cioffi, Centre of Security and Crime Sciences, University of Trento and University of Verona; Gabriele Baratto, Faculty of Law, University of Trento | Centre of Security and Crime Sciences, University of Trento and University of Verona

095. Comparative Approaches to Prisons and Incarceration
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair:
- Gorazd Meško, University of Maribor
Participants:
Explaining differences in prison populations: The Netherlands versus Belgium Hester de Boer, Leiden University; Olivier Nuys, Leiden University; Sigrid van Wingerden, Leiden University; Miranda Boone, Leiden University; Kristel Beyens, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Limits on high security prison regimes: A comparison between the Dutch EBI regime and the Italian 41bis ‘maffia’ regime Sonja Meijer, Professor of Penitentiary Law
Penal Policies of (Former) Yugoslav Republics Rok Hacin, University of Maribor; Gorazd Meško, University of Maribor; Marcello F. Aebi, University of Lausanne; Benjamin Flander, University of Maribor
Prison Overcrowding around the World: An Exploration of Potential Determinants and Regional Differences Hung-En Sung, John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Joel A. Capellan, Rowan University; Bryce Barthuly, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York, USA
Juvenile Correctional Reform in Japan in Comparison with De-institutionalization in Italian Juvenile Justice KOICHI HAMAI, Ryukoku University
A comparative study on the role of evidence-based insights in the Flemish juvenile delinquency decree and Dutch adolescent criminal law Stefaan Pleysier, LINC, KU Leuven; André van der Laan, WODC (Research and Documentation Centre), the Netherlands; Johan Put, ISL & LINC, KU Leuven

Digitalization and AI
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and
Sentencing and Penal Decision Making
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair: Gemma Birkett, City, University of London
Participants:
Delivering Summary Justice in The Penal Technopoly: The Techno-Cultural Erosion of Lay Judicial Power in the UK Gemma Birkett, City, University of London
Do we need a new sentencing law? - Focus on AI sentencing information system in Taiwan - Yueh-Chung Ma, National Chung Cheng University
Justice by Algorithm: How legitimate can the system be when decisions are based on algorithms? Cari Hyde-Vaamonde, King's College London
Sentencing and Artificial Intelligence: How AI May Improve Consistency, Transparency and Proportionality at Sentencing Fabio Coppola, University of Salerno

097. RJ and Criminal Justice
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Restorative Justice
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair: Pablo Romero-Seseña, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC)
Participants:
Creating a people-centred view on risk and restorative justice Joanna Shapland, University of Sheffield, UK; Jamie Buchan, Edinburgh Napier University; Steve Kirkwood, The University of Edinburgh; Estelle Zinsstag, Edinburgh Napier University, UK and KU Leuven, Belgium
“Hey there, your restorative justice service is using whatsapp”: towards a digital restorative justice? Pablo Romero-Seseña, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC)
Restorative justice in practice: adopting a whole system approach to address criminal justice cultural barriers Jonathan Hobson, University of Gloucestershire; Rebecca Banwell-Moore, University of Nottingham
Transformative effects of restorative justice on legal language Grazia Mannozzi, University of Insubria

098. WG-PLACE 3: Research on crime, place and time
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Neighborhoods and Crime
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair: James Hunter, Nottingham Trent University
Participants:
Analysing the effect of betting shops on crime in England Oluwole Adeniyi, Nottingham Trent University; Ferhat Tura, Bournemouth University; Andy David Newton, Nottingham Trent University
Exploring the spatial relationship between intimate partner violence against women and suicide-related calls Miriam Marco, University of Valencia; Maria Montagud-Andrés, Universitat de València; Pablo Escobar-Hernández, Universitat de València; Antonio Lopez, Universitat de València; Marisol Lila, Universitat de València; Enrique Gracia, Universitat de València
Not all bodegas are equal: analyzing and addressing the criminogenic role of bodegas in Newark Adriana Santos, Rutgers University; Marco Dugato, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Transcrime; Alejandro Gimenez-Santana, Rutgers University; Joel Caplan, Rutgers University
Spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal patterns of crime in Oslo Annica My Linn Allvin, Norwegian police university college
On the way to and from school? Spatial and temporal patterns of violent and sexual offences against female pupils across Essex James Hunter, Nottingham Trent University

099. Development and Scaling of a Comprehensive Children's Mental Health and Crime Prevention Model
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Development and Life Course Perspectives
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair: Leena Augimeri, Child Development Institute
Participants:
A (near) 40-Year Journey of Establishing an Evidence-Based Model for High-Risk Children Displaying Serious Disruptive Behavior Leena Augimeri, Child Development Institute; Margaret Walsh, Child Development Institute; Nicola Slater, Child Development Institute
Implementation and Scaling of a Crime Prevention Model at a National Level Nicola Slater, Child Development Institute; Leena Augimeri, Child Development Institute; Margaret Walsh, Child Development Institute
Introducing and Validating the Early Assessment Risk List Version 3 (EARL-V3) for Children at Risk of Criminal behaviour Areti Smaragdi, Child Development Institute; Margaret Walsh, Child Development Institute; Lara Schwarz, Smaragdi Consulting; Thea Johsefine Austevik, Smaragdi Consulting; Leena Augimeri, Child Development Institute
Creating an Evidence-Based Mental Health Program Through Rigorous Evaluation and Research Margaret Walsh, Child Development Institute; Areti Smaragdi, Child Development Institute; Leena Augimeri, Child Development Institute; Nathan Kolla, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health

100. Criminal Courts Policies and Practices
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Justice Policy
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chair: Christine Haddow, Edinburgh Napier University
Participants:
Clearing the Court Backlog: Effective Use of Pre-Charge Engagement Ed Johnston, University of Northampton
Conflict related sexual violence in Ukraine: Some blind spots of the national criminal justice system Iuliia Anosova, Faculty of Law and Criminology, Ghent University
Connecting Compliance and Access to Justice Theories – a Hungarian Perspective Esther Kovács Sziklay, Centre for Social Sciences Institute for Legal Studies, Budapest,
Key elements concerning the apparent reluctance of the Romanian Criminal Justice system to accept the notion of coercive environment Cătălin Nicolae Constantinescu-Mărunțel, Faculty of Law, Bucharest University of Economic Studies; Teodor Manea, Faculty of Law, Bucharest University of Economic Studies

Secure a Fair Trial Through Evidence Exclusionary Rules in Taiwan - An empirical assessment to criminal court judgments Ching Yen Chen, National Tsing Hua University; Meng-Chi Lien, National Tsing Hua University; Albert Tsai, Taiwanese Supreme Prosecutor's Office

The Impact of COVID-19 on the Justice Voluntary Sector Faye Skelton, Edinburgh Napier University; Christine Haddow, Edinburgh Napier University

101. Transition to Freedom and Life After Prison

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Penology and Theories Punishment

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1

Chair: Alison Coyne, University College Dublin

Participants:
Custodial Transitions: Are the needs of young adults being met in Ireland? Alison Coyne, University College Dublin

Life after prison: The journey back to the community for Deaf people convicted of crimes in England Laura Kelly-Corless, University of Central Lancashire; Daniel McCulloch, The Open University, UK

Selected aspects of the preparation of convicts for release in the Czech Republic Petra Zhrivalova, INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY AND SOCIAL PREVENTION; Tereza Raszková, The Institute of Criminology and Social Prevention (IKSP)

102. The Death Penalty and Retrial in Japan: Current Situation and Challenges after the "HAKAMATA" case decision

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Justice Policy

Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10

Chair: Tsukasa Saito, Ryukoku University(Japan)

Participants:
Background, Current Situation and Problems of the HAKAMATA-case: Perspective of the Retrial Lawyers Yoshiyuki Todate, Lawyer, Daini Tokyo Bar Association

Current Status and Issues of Research on Causes of Wrongful Convictions and Countermeasures in Japan

The current state of the retrial system in Japan and that's problems Tsukasa Saito, Ryukoku University(Japan)

Current Status and Issues of Reform of Retrial Laws in Japan: The JFBA’s Bill for the Act of Retrial

Executions pending Retrial in Japan: Daily Horror of Executions on Death Row Shinichi Ishizuka, Professor

103. WGEDP panel 2: Drug harm reduction

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Drugs and Crime

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11

Chair: Alex Stevens, University of Kent

Participants:
Drug Consumption Rooms in Belgium: between health and safety Christine Guillaun, University Saint Louis (Brussels)

Heroin Assisted Treatment: Known Knowns and Known Unknowns Mark Monaghan, Loughborough University

Implementing the Three Ps Drug Policy: Harm Reduction or Risk Production? Jessica Williamson, University of Manchester

Take-home naloxone: mortality among people who use opioids in a national take-home naloxone program. Øystein Bruun Ericson, Norwegian Centre for Addiction Research; Desiree Eide, Norwegian Centre for Addiction Research; Philipp Paul Lobmaier, Norwegian Centre for Addiction Research; Thomas Clausen, Norwegian Centre for Addiction Research

The XTC-shop: an ‘experiential’ public research on XTC regulation in the Netherlands Damián Zaitec, Utrecht University

104. Familial Trafficking vs. Intergenerational Trafficking: The Importance of Differentiation through Analysis of Traffickers, Survivors, and Familial Networks

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Quantitative Methods

Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2

Chair: Anna E. Kosloski, University of Colorado Colorado Springs

Discussants: Christopher Carey, Portland State University Molly Cain McDade Hood, Multnomah County Sheriff's Office Bridget Diamond-Welch, University of South Dakota

105. WG CSM Panel 2: Community Sanctions in the Wider Criminal Justice Context

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Community Sanctions

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3

Chair: Ioan Durnescu, University of Bucharest

Participants:
Community sanctions in the Spanish penal system Javier Guardiola-Garcia, University of Valencia (Spain)

European probation in the global community correction context Ioan Durnescu, University of Bucharest

Examining the use and impact of progress reviews which operate externally to specific problem-solving courts in Scotland Bethan Morgan, Edinburgh University

Exploring Interprofessional Collaboration Within Drug Courts in Norway Bjørn Kjetil Larsen, Molde University College; Sarah Hean, University of Stavanger; Atle Ødegård, Molde University College

Recidivism studies in Latvia: Looking Back and Moving
106. Tax fraud and occupational crime  
Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime  
Paper Session  
9:30 to 10:45 am  
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5  
Chair:  
Csaba Győry, ELTE University Faculty of Law, Budapest /Institute of Legal Studies, Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences  
Participants:  
‘In the course of their occupation’: Observations on research misconduct  
Vasiliki Petousi, University of Crete, Greece;  
Abryna Kevelier-Wiliams, Drexel University, USA  
The Embeddedness of Corporate-Organised Crime in Legal Markets: VAT Carousel Fraud in Retailer Supply Chains  
Csaba Győry, ELTE University Faculty of Law, Budapest /Institute of Legal Studies, Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences  
The UK Private Healthcare Sector And Its Approach Towards Doctors' Deviant Behaviours  
esin damar, University of Essex  
107. The current state of Italian criminology: Decay or Renaissance? (II)  
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology  
Roundtable  
9:30 to 10:45 am  
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6  
Chair:  
Rossella Selmini, University of Bologna  
Discussants:  
Alfredo Verde, University of Genoa  
Roberto Cornelli, University of Milan Bicocca  
Anita Lavorgna, University of Bologna  
108. Cybercrime Working Group - Victimization & Resilience 1  
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime  
Paper Session  
9:30 to 10:45 am  
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7  
Chair:  
Denise L. Mowder, Metropolitan State University of Denver Colorado, US  
Participants:  
(Cyber) Dating Abuse in Portuguese Adolescents: Extension, Impact and risk factors  
Sonha Maria Martins Caridade, Escola de Psicologia da Universidade do Minho; Ana Rita Costa, Escola de Psicologia da Universidade do Minho; Inês Campos, Escola de Psicologia da Universidade do Minho; Mónica Rego, Escola de Psicologia da Universidade do Minho  
Investigating cybercrime against businesses in the EU: results from the CYBBAR survey  
Tommaso Comunale, Center for the Study of Democracy; Atenas Rusev, Center for the Study of Democracy  
Measuring harm to individuals from cybercrime victimisation  
Isabella Voce, Australian Institute of Criminology  
Offline and Online Experiences of Victimization and Offending Among Young People: A Scoping Review  
Chris Birkbeck, Salford University; Neal Hazel, University of Salford, UK;  
Louis Bailey, University of Salford  
Cybersecurity Education: An Interdisciplinary Approach  
Denise L. Mowder, Metropolitan State University of Denver Colorado, US  
109. ECACTJ Panel 6. (Re-)Imagining Transitional Justice  
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Transitional Justice  
Paper Session  
9:30 to 10:45 am  
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8  
Chair:  
Suncana Roksandic, Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb, Croatia  
Participants:  
Exploring ‘quiet transitional justice’ as victim-led transitional justice: memoirs, narrative victimology and ‘reimagining’ transitional justice  
Lauren Dempster, Queen's University Belfast; Kevin Hearty, Queen's University Belfast  
Re-framing conflict legacy as a children’s rights issue  
CLARE DWYER, Queen's University Belfast; Siobhan McAlister, Queen's University Belfast; Mary-Louise Corr, Queen's University Belfast  
Understanding what works in Transformative Justice  
Chris Magill, University of Brighton; Ian Mahoney, Nottingham Trent University  
Transitional justice in Ukraine-lessons learned from Croatian and Western Balkan perspective  
Suncana Roksandic, Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb, Croatia; Ksenija Turkovic, Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb  
Transitional Justice Perspective on Property Reparations in Iraq  
Cybersecurity Education: An Interdisciplinary Approach  
Denise L. Mowder, Metropolitan State University of Denver Colorado, US  
110. Data on terrorism and violent extremism: Developments and working towards cross-national collaboration  
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism  
Roundtable  
9:30 to 10:45 am  
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9  
Chair:  
Elanie Rodermond, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam  
Discussants:  
Mark Littler, Liverpool Hope University  
Daphne Alberda, Netherlands Institute for Forensic Psychiatry and Psychology  
Merel Prinsen, Netherlands Institute for Forensic Psychiatry and Psychology  
111. Plenary 1 - Thursday - Voices from Southern Europe  
ESC  
Plenary Session
11:00 to 12:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor basement - Auditorium
Chair:
Ineke Haen Marshall, Northeastern University
Participants:
I see it feelingly! Understanding and assessing the risk of recidivism in sex offending. From Misconception to scientific evidence Georgia Zara, Department of Psychology
During the earthquake. Reasons for doing criminological research on what is changing while is changing Fernando Miró-Llinares, CRIMINA Center, University Miguel Hernández of Elche

112. POL Panel 6. Police recruitment, training and education
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair:
Tom Cockcroft, University of Central Lancashire
Participants:
From citizen to police officer: the role of recruitment and selection in the police organisation Anse Stevens, Ghent University; Antoinette Verhage, Ghent University
Degree entry for UK Police Officer Richard John, University of Portsmouth
Police Tutoring Processes in England and Wales: Current Challenges and Opportunities Tom Cockcroft, University of Central Lancashire
Police competence legitimized via university diploma Olafur Orn Bragason, University of Iceland/National Police/UNAK; Ingolfur Asgeir Johannesson, University of Iceland; Guðrún Geirsdottir, University of Iceland

113. Police-citizen encounters and perceptions: procedural justice, crime reporting, contested encounters and bystanders
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair:
Marly van Bruchem, Open University
Participants:
Determinants of encounter-specific police procedural justice perceptions among Dutch detainees Emmeke Kooistra, NSCR; Amy Nivette, Utrecht University; Anja Dirkzwager, NSCR
Understanding bystander behavior during police interventions: a test of the procedural justice effect under different social relations with targets Nette Vandenhouwe, KU Leuven; Karin Proost, Open University and KU Leuven; Lieven Brebels, KU Leuven; Philip Germeys, KU Leuven
Bystander actions from a police perspective Marly van Bruchem, Open University; Karin Proost, Open University and KU Leuven; Joris van Ruyssveeldt, Open University; Marie Rosenkranz Lindegaard, NSCR and University of Amsterdam

114. Police Ethnography: a discussion of the unique opportunities and challenges of ‘doing ethnography’.
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Roundtable
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chairs:
Jenny Fleming, University of Southampton
Sarah Charman, University of Portsmouth
Discussants:
Anna Souhami, University of Edinburgh
Geoff Pearson, University of Manchester
Charman Werren, University of East Anglia
Zoha Waseem, University of Warwick
Viviane de Oliveira Cubas, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
Frederick Cram, Cardiff University
David Saasdal, Lund University
Megan O’Neill, University of Dundee
Tessa Diphoorn, Utrecht University
Christina Aushana, University of California, Santa Barbara
Matthew Bacon, University of Sheffield

115. Homicide in Europe: Trends and Types
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Homicide and Violent Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4
Chair:
Nora Markwalder, University of St. Gallen
Participants:
Homicides in Switzerland – trends over 30 years Simone Walser, University of St. Gallen; Nora Markwalder, University of St. Gallen
Patterns of youth homicide victimization in Finland 2002-2018 Anna Raeste, University of Helsinki; Janne Kivivuori, University of Helsinki; Maiju Tanskanen, University of Helsinki; Karolina Suonpää, University of Helsinki
Firearm lethality and its impact on violent encounters Katharina Krüsselmann, Institute of Security and Global Affairs, Leiden University, the Netherlands; Pauline Aarten, Institute of Security and Global Affairs, Leiden University, the Netherlands; Marieke Liem, Leiden University
Measuring Homicide in Europe: Challenges and Advances Nora Markwalder, University of St. Gallen

116. Care and control conflicts in court-mandated treatment measures
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment,
Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair:
Ciska Wittouck, FWO junior postdoctoral researcher, IRCP, UGent
Participants:
The deprivation of liberty of interned offenders in Belgium in light of International Human Rights Law: between care and security Yves Cartuyvels, Université Saint-Louis - Bruxelles
“She said I’ll tell the staff you raped me”, “so I raped her anyway”: sex offending and criminalised ‘disabled adults’ Chrissie Rogers, University of Kent
How do we improve court-mandated psychotherapeutic interventions? A qualitative analysis of older incarcerated adults’ treatment experiences Helene Seaward, University of Basel
Between autonomy and coercion: caring for mentally disordered offenders in French-speaking Belgium Sophie De Spiegeleir, Université Saint-Louis Bruxelles
Self-legitimacy of service providers in medium secure units: a qualitative study in Flanders, Belgium Ciska Wittouck, FWO junior postdoctoral researcher, IRCP, UGent

117. Coercive or Excessif Control of Women Behavior in Different Contexts as Form of Sexspecific Violence
Topic 4: Victimization/Patterns and trends in Victimization
Pre-arranged Panel
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair:
Jo-Anne Wemmers, Université de Montréal
Participants:
The Excessive Control of the Sexuality of Migrant Women and Young Girls in the Context of Honour-Based Violence Estibaliz Jimenez, Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières; Marie-Marthe Cousineau, Université de Montréal
Socio-digital Networks and Technologies in the Prostitution-related Experience of Young Underage Women: a Control Issue Caterine Bourassa-Dansereau, Université du Québec à Montréal; Millette Mélanie, Université du Québec à Montréal; Martine B. Côté, Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM)
Coercive Control Explaining Involvement and Confinement of Women and girls in specific contexts of violent victimization Marie-Marthe Cousineau, Université de Montréal; Marie-Andrée Pelland, Université de Moncton; Andrée Lagorse, Université de Montréal
Origin stories: 25 years of Dutch political discourse on 'child sex tourism' Anneke Koning, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Ilse A. Ras, Leiden University; Joanne P. van der Leun, Leiden University

118. Victimization and Sexual assault issues
Topic 4: Victimization/Patterns and trends in Victimization
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair:
Sofoklis Giannakoulakos, City, University of London
Participants:
Sexual assault Care Centres in Belgium: current trends and challenges Bastien Hahaut, INCC; Caroline Stappers, Researcher at the National Institute for Criminalistics and Criminology; Bertrand Renard, National Institute of Criminalistics and Criminology (NICC-INCC)
Sexual harassment among women in Barcelona public transport network Marta Marrià Sangenis, Institut Metropoli; Gemma Solé Massó, Institut Metropoli; Núria Pérez Sans, Institut Metropoli; Cristina Sobrino Garcés, Institut Metropoli; Jose Maria López-Riba, Institut Metropoli; Juanjo Medina, University of Seville
“Spaceless Abuse” Technology Facilitated Abuse Experiences Among Gay and Bisexual Male Victims of Same Sex Intimate Partner Violence Sofoklis Giannakoulakos, City, University of London
Experiences of Sexual Assault and Reporting Decisions Among Gender and Sexual Minority Students Tara N Richards, University of Nebraska Omaha; Brittany E Hayes, University of Cincinnati
Cross-border victim protection in prostitution Gabriela Piontkowski, University of Applied Sciences, Bremen

119. Aging in prison. Prison staff and volunteers in prison
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair:
Martin Böhnel, School of Social Work, HES-SO Valais/Wallis
Participants:
"Aging in prison: older women deprived of liberty in Chile." Carolina Villagra, Universidad de Chile; Paula Flores, Universidad de Chile; Matias Quintanilla, Universidad de Chile; Maria Javiera Aracena, Universidad de Chile
Challenges in Managing the Health Care Needs of Older Inmates Anita N Blowers, Florida Atlantic University
Examining Racial and Ethnic Differences in the Perceived Procedural Justice and Legitimacy of Correctional Staff Arynn Infante, Portland State University; Christopher M. Campbell, Portland State University; Faith E. Gifford, Oregon Department of Public Safety Standards and Training
Functions, Roles and experiences of volunteering within the penitentiary system Luisa Ravagnani, University of Brescia; Carlo Alberto Romano, university of Brescia; Ignazio Grattagliano, Università di Bari
The older prison population in Chile Daniela Andrea Mardones Bravo, University of Edinburgh
Tracing Prison Social Work Practice Through Assemblage Thinking Martin Böhnel, School of Social Work, HES-SO Valais/Wallis

120. Learning and Teaching Criminology: Contemporary Developments in the UK
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Teaching Methods
Pre-arranged Panel
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair:
121. New Perspectives on Crime and Justice
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Attitudes about Punishment and Criminal Justice System
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair:
Elizabeth Stanley, Victoria University Wellington
Participants:
Building Tolerance and Impunity for State Violence Elizabeth Stanley, Victoria University Wellington
Is aesthetics relevant for the study of crime? Marina Aksenova, IE University
Rehabilitative Attitudes During the COVID-19 Pandemic: A Natural Comparative Experiment Lior Gideon, John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Ronit Peled-Laskov, Ashkelon Academic College
Theological-Sensitive Therapy: The Eight Keys to Forgiveness Based on Jewish Scriptures Yitzhak Ben Yair, Zefat Academic College; Natti Ronel, Bar-Ilan University; Robert Enright, Madison Wisconsin University
The hidden role of the physical environment on adolescents’ justice beliefs and legal socialization André Vilela Komatsu, University of Sao Paulo; Kendra Thomas, Hope College

122. WCCJ Panel 3 – Violence against Women: Understanding Risk
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair:
Lizzie Mansell, Liverpool Hope University
Participants:
Characteristics, life patterns and risk factors of perpetrators of child abuse: A scoping review Jip Julia van Gurp, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU)
Identifying risk factors in intimate partner violence offenders: an evidence-based approach to developing personalized intervention protocols Faraj A. Santirso, University of Valencia; Raquel Conchell, University of Valencia; Viviana Vargas, University of Valencia; Cristina Expósito-Alvarez, University of Valencia; Manuel Roldán-Pardo, University of Valencia; Enrique Gracia, Universitat de València; Marisol Lila, Universitat de València

123. Media and social construction of crime I
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Media and social construction of crime
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair:
Sarah Moore, University of Bath
Participants:
Crisis Diverted: The Handling of Public Crises in the twenty first century Sarah Moore, University of Bath
Criminal policy as performance: verticity and partisanship in the criminal law discussion on Twitter Jesús Aguerr, CRIMINA Center, University Miguel Hernández of Elche; Fernando Miró-Linares, CRIMINA Center, University Miguel Hernández of Elche
Operationalising and measuring social network exposure: a review Raquel Botía López, Miguel Hernández University
Does Love Forgive All? Legitimization of Intimate Partner Violence Kaja Glomb, Jagiellonian University in Krakow; Martyna Sekulak, Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Faculty of Management and Social Communication; Agata Augustyn, Faculty of Law and Administration, Jagiellonian University in Krakow

124. Comparative Perspectives on the Exclusionary Rule
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Roundtable
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chairs:
Jonathan Hasson, University of Oxford, Faculty of Law, Centre for Criminology; University of Haifa, Faculty of Law Claire E Hamilton, Prof. Claire Hamilton
Discussants: Sabine Gless, Juristische Fakultät der Universität Basel
Weimin Zuo, Sichuan University School of Law
Lan Rongjie, Southwestern University of Finance & Economics Law School
Melanie Marchison, University of Manitoba, Department of Sociology and Criminology
Mark Dell Kielsgard, City University of Hong Kong
Wu Hongyao, China University of Political Science and Law
Shi Jiahui, Sichuan University Email

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair: 
**Or Tal Baron**, Hebrew University
Participants: 
Beyond regression analysis: Exploring judicial biases in sentencing remarks
Qi Chen, University of Nottingham
Ethnic bias in psychiatric evaluation and judicial decisions regarding insanity
Anat Yaron Antar, The Max Stern Yezreel Valley College; Tomer Einat, Department of Criminology, Bar-Ilan University
Ethnicity and Psychiatric Evaluations of Defendants’ Competency and Culpability
Or Tal Baron, Hebrew University; Josh Guetzkow, Hebrew University
Identification and analysis of bias in judicial decision-making: a systematic review
Sandra Pérez, Universidad Miguel Hernandez - Crimina
Judges’ assessments of defendants’ circumstances and courtroom behavior: a delicate balance between legal and extra-legal procedures
Andrea de Castro Rodrigues, ISPA & WJCR; Ana Rita Cruz, Universidade Lusófona de Lisboa; Olga Canha, Lusófona University of Porto, Portugal; Joana Andreade, University of Minho; Ana Sacau-Fontenla, Universidade Fernando Pessoa & JusGov

126. RJ and Harm

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Restorative Justice

Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair: 
**Steve Kirkwood**, The University of Edinburgh
Participants: 
Justice without retribution. Is the System of Indigenous and Afromexican Communal Security in Guerrero an example of restorative justice?
Alexander Stachurski, Jagiellonian University
Restorative Justice and Forced Migration
Steve Kirkwood, The University of Edinburgh
Responding restoratively to elder harm: Insights from a pilot scheme in Aotearoa New Zealand
Andrea Parosanu, Victoria University of Wellington
The Paths of Compassion in Restorative Justice Following Sexual Violence
Natalie Hadar, UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA; Tali Gal, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel.

127. WG-PLACE 4: Research on crime, place and time

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Routine Activities and Situational Perspectives

Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair: 
**Monsuru Adepeju**, Manchester Metropolitan University, M15 6BH, United Kingdom
Participants: 
Changing spatial tolerance to the exposure of crime?
Monsuru Adepeju, Manchester Metropolitan University, M15 6BH, United Kingdom; Jon Bannister, Manchester Metropolitan University; Mark Ellison, Manchester Metropolitan University; Karolina Krzemieniowska-Nandwani, Manchester Metropolitan University
Exploring Ecological Networks in Adolescents’ Unsupervised Socialising
Alberto Chryssoulakis, Malmö University
The application of distance decay in geographic profiling of serial rapists: Identifying the marauder-commuter typology.
Dion Glass, University of Portsmouth; Friedo Herbig, University of South Africa (UNISA)
Tourist victimization in Malaga, a real problem?
Jose Becerra, Institute of Criminology. University of Malaga; MARIA IZCO, UNIVERSITY OF MALAGA

128. Hear the Voice of Youth: Treatments and Interventions for Juveniles

Topic 2: Types of Offending/ Juvenile Crime

Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair: 
**Tia Andersen**, University of South Carolina
Participants: 
A Service-Learning Mentorship Intervention to Disrupt the School-to-Prison Pipeline: An Exploratory Study of the Experiences of Mentors and Mentees
Tia Andersen, University of South Carolina
Being voiced: a blessing or a curse? Young people’s experiences of procedural (in)justice in asylum procedures.
Marijke Van Buggenhout, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Els Dumortier, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Crime instigation in juvenile narratives of co-offending with older people. Training, self-perceptions and vulnerabilities
Sally-Ann Ashton, Prairie View A&M University; Anna Bussu, Edge Hill University
F. Jeanne Gerard, University of Westminster; Gavin Leigh, Coventry University; Katharina Ammerer, University of Westminster
Youth Offending Prevention: Enhancing Communication through Lego Serious Play Methodology
Lauren Stevens, University of Portsmouth; Michela Scalpello, University of Portsmouth

129. Artificial Intelligence and crime prevention tools

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/ Crime prevention

Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chair: 
**Pia Levicnik**, University of Luxembourg
Participants: 
AGI crimes. The role of criminal law in mitigating existential risks posed by Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)
Kamil Mamak, University of Helsinki
From crime to pre-crime: artificial intelligence and the changing temporalities in criminal justice
Pia Levicnik, University of Luxembourg
With Precinct Solutions, Ljubljana is Taking Steps to Protect itself and Manage Physical and Cyber Threats
Tinkara Bulovec, City of Ljubljana, Municipal Constabulary Department; Roman Fortuna, City of Ljubljana, Municipal Constabulary Department
Content moderation strategies for tackling terrorist and violent extremist content (TVEC): A comparative case study
131. Social Rehabilitation and Criminal Justice (Book Discussion)
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/ пенология и теории наказания
Roundtable
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1
Chair:
Adriano Martufi, University of Pavia
Discussants:
Federica Coppola, IE law School and Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security, and Law
Alejandro Rubio Arnal, Universitat Pompeu Fabra Barcelona
Jarrell Daniels, Columbia University of New York
Antje du Bois Pedain, University of Cambridge
Rosie Meek, Royal Holloway University of London
Melissa Henderson, Lecturer of Criminology and Sociology at Royal Holloway, University of London
Grazia Mannocci, University of Insubria

132. Critical Criminology I. Experiencing and Governing Violence
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10
Chair:
Raffaella Cresciani, The University of Melbourne
Participants:
A Critical Analysis of the Mainstream Paradigm Governing the Field of Sexual Violence Brandie S Pugh, St. John's University
Juvenile violence, Institutional Psychotherapy and Critical Criminology: An attempt at synthesis EVANGELOS ALIGIZAKIS, Postdoctoral researcher
Repeat violence in Scotland: A critical perspective Susan Anusas Batchelor, University of Glasgow; Caitlin Gormley, University of Glasgow
‘They want to do it in their time’: temporality and violence in disabled people’s homes Raffaella Cresciani, The University of Melbourne
Atrocity and its aftermath in the films of Jasmila Žbanić Andy Aydn-Atichison, University of Edinburgh; Lejla Subašić, Independent

133. Advances in quantitative methods 1
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Quantitative Methods
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair:
Wim Hardyns, Professor, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University
Participants:
Development of the Pro-Social Identity Scale (PIDS): A new desistance measure Neal Hazel, University of Salford, UK; Chris Birkbeck, Salford University
Introducing the “Poisson model”: A new approach to prevalence estimation in (criminological) survey research Benedikt Iberl, Institute of Criminology (Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen)
New insights into the factors of intimate partner femicide using a machine learning approach Esperanza Garcia-Vergara, Universidad Loyola Andalucia
Measurement questions related to cyber dating abuse: Comparing frequency versus perceived severity scales Janneke M. Schokkenbroek, imec-mict, Department of Communication Sciences & IRCP, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law & Social Law, Ghent University; Koen Ponnet, imec-mict, Department of Communication Sciences, Ghent University; Wim Hardyns, Professor, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University
Understanding and Measuring the Dehumanization of Others Online Filipa Godinho Duarte, Nottingham Trent University

Cannabis Control and Colonialism: Revisiting the 1893-94 Indian Hemp Drugs Commission Toby Seddon, University College London
Is he a drug dealer? Diversion of medical cannabis in Israel vered Ne’eman- Haviv, Ariel University
Use of drugs in Romania. The State’s Response or how to fail understanding a problem. Raluca Ioana Mocanu, University of Bucharest/Faculty of Law
The legalization of cannabis in Canada : the fictional division between medical and recreational cannabis users Line Beauchesne, University of Ottawa, Department of Criminology

134. WG CSM Panel 1: Experiences by Probation Officers and People under Probation
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Community Sanctions
Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair:
Matt Tidmarsh, University of Leeds
Participants:
Building Hope: Co-producing principles of trauma-informed design for women's centres Madeline Petrillo, University of Greenwich
Countering surveillance: Using actor-network theory to understand how organised criminals subject to electronic monitoring avoid detection to commit new offences. **Carl Berry, UWE**

Gender and professional identity in a ‘caring’ profession: A qualitative study of the probation service in England and Wales. **Matt Tidmarsh, University of Leeds**

Reflecting on flexibility in community supervision: Learning from Catalonia and England and Wales. **Jane Dominey, University of Cambridge; Cristina Vasilescu, Autonomous University of Barcelona**

Training Orders in Flanders, Belgium: A Novel Approach. **Sigrid Raets, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Lars Brels, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Kristel Beyens, Vrije Universiteit Brussel**

**135. EUROC 4: Money Laundering**

**Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime**

**Paper Session**

12:30 to 1:45 pm

**Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5**

**Chair:** **Ronit Blumkine, Ph.D. candidate**

**Participants:**
Advancing Money Laundering Research: A New Dataset for Money Laundering Research. **Joras Ferwerda, Utrecht University School of Economics**

Anti-money laundering practices in the UK real estate market: assessing businesses’ approaches through auditing forms. **Ilaria Zavoli, School of Law, University of Leeds (UK); Phillip Nelson, Research Officer Propertymark**

Behind the curtain: an empirical analysis of corporate opacity across countries and sectors worldwide to assess money laundering risk. **Andrea Carenzo, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Michele Riccardi, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Antonio Bosissio, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Giovanni Nicolalzo, Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan; Caterina Paternoster, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore**

Completing the jigsaw: Intelligence and information sharing practices in response to money laundering in the UK. **Diana Bociga, Ph.D. candidate University of Manchester**

Intermediaries Accountants, their role and impact on the failure of regulatory governance and Anti-money laundering regime. **Ronit Blumkine, Ph.D. candidate**

**136. ERC Panel 2: Beyond Modernity, Beyond Crime: Further paths for Rural Criminology**

**Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Rural Criminology**

**Paper Session**

12:30 to 1:45 pm

**Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6**

**Chair:** **Kreseda Smith, Harper Adams University**

**Participants:**
A Rural Criminological Renaissance: a renewed interest in the rural space. **Kreseda Smith, Harper Adams University**

Rural Criminology in Europe: Assessing the State of the Art. **Matt Bowden, TU Dublin; Katja Eman, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security, University of Maribor; Gorazd Meško, University of Maribor**

ANT in the countryside. Surveillance, networks and non-human actors in the production of safety in Rural Ireland. **Artur Pyltarz, Independent researcher**

Is there space for rural in law drafting? Perspectives from Finnish criminal legislation. **Sanni Nieminen, Faculty of Law, University of Turku**

Rural green policing: Managing disparate ideologies in rural areas. **Christian Mouhanna, CNRS CESDIP; Karen Bullock, University of Surrey; Alistair Harkness, University of New England Australia; Kyle Mulroney, University of New England Australia**

**137. Cybercrime Working Group - Tackling cybercrime & Cybecriminals**

**Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime**

**Paper Session**

12:30 to 1:45 pm

**Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7**

**Chair:** **Boglárka Meggyesfalvi, ELTE**

**Participants:**
Differences in phishing email identification: An Eye Tracking Study. **Liliana Ribeiro, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto; Inês Guedes, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime, Justice and Security of the School of Criminology - Faculty of Law of the University of Porto; Carla Sofia Cardoso, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto**

Encrypted Phones and the Judicial System: The View From Within. **David Décary-Hétu, Université de Montréal**

Responses to Online Child Sexual Abuse Material in the Hungarian Criminal Justice System. **Boglárka Meggyesfalvi, ELTE**

Ranking trust factors affecting darknet drug-purchases: Comparing results from a Hungarian and Canadian survey. **Tibor Kiss, University of Public Service; Ákos Szigeti, University of Public Service; Noelle Warkentin, Simon Fraser University; Richard Frank, Simon Fraser University**

**138. ECACTJ Panel 2. Atrocities and Criminal Trials**

**Topic 2: Types of Offending/Genocide, Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes**

**Paper Session**

12:30 to 1:45 pm

**Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8**

**Chair:** **Kjersti Lohne, University of Oslo**

**Participants:**
Universal Jurisdiction over the Crime of Aggression as a Norm of Customary International Law. **Nina Marie Petzel, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam**

Prosecuting atrocities amid information overflow. **Marieke de Hoon, University of Amsterdam**
139. EXTR3 Conspiracy beliefs and extremism

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Paper Session
12:30 to 1:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9

Chair: Kristof Verfaillie, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Participants: Conspiracy Theories and their Impacts on Intentions to Engage in Violent Extremism Bettina Rottweller, UCL; Amarnath Amarasingam, Queen's University; Paul Gill, UCL

Conspiracy theories and violent extremism: an analysis of manifesto’s using Sykes’ and Matza’s neutralization techniques Katrien Vanlerberghe, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB)

Violent extremists between offline and online: a case study analysis Barbara Vettori, Associate Professor of Criminology, Department of Social Sciences, University of Naples Federico II

The diffusion of conspiracy theories. Lessons from a qualitative study Kristof Verfaillie, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

140. POL Panel 9. Police investigative practices

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1

Chair: Giulia Cinaglia, Université de Lausanne - Ecole des sciences criminelles

Participants: The role of encryption in criminal investigations Saskia Westers, NHL Stenden University of Applied Sciences; Maike Berkenpas, NHL Stenden University of Applied Sciences; Jurjen Jansen, NHL Stenden University of Applied Sciences

Factors Affecting the Forced Confabulation Effect: A Meta-Analysis of Laboratory Studies Paul Riesthuis, KU Leuven; Henry Otgaar, KU Leuven; Glyns Boggaard, Maastricht University; Ivan Mangiuilli, University of Bar

Cold case investigations: is it just a matter of time? Giulia Cinaglia, Université de Lausanne - Ecole des sciences criminelles

Polygraph in police truth-seeking: examination of a technical tool and its judicial uses in Belgium David Henri Scheer, National Institute of Criminalistics and Criminology (NICC-INCC); Bertrand Renard, National Institute of Criminalistics and Criminology (NICC-INCC)

Investigating human trafficking in England: case studies of police operations Laura Pajon, Liverpool John Moores University; Dave Walsh, De Montfort University

141. Oversight and accountability of police 1

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Pre-arranged Panel
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2

Chair: Christian Mouhanna, CNRS CESDIP

Participants:

Key theoretical concepts for the understanding and comparison of independent police complaints bodies Hartmut Aden, Berlin School of Economics and Law; Genevieve Lennon, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow; Christian Mouhanna, CNRS CESDIP; Anja Johansen, University of Dundee

Citizen oversight and police systems in Europe Simon Varaine, Sciences-Po Grenoble / Université de Grenoble-Alpes; Sebastian Roche, Sciences-Po Grenoble / Université de Grenoble-Alpes

Police is (almost) never wrong: thoughts on the effectiveness of police oversight mechanisms in Quebec Vicky Brassard, Université Laval; Massimiliano Mulone, Université de Montréal; Marc Alain, Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières; Remy Boîvin, Université de Montréal

Complaining about police abuse: what access to the complaints’system? Christian Mouhanna, CNRS CESDIP; Marc Alain, Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières; Morgane Herault, CESDIP-Université Versailles

142. Reconsidering reciprocity: legal and ethnographic approaches to policing in low trust contexts

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Roundtable
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3

Chair: Justin Ellis, University of Newcastle

Participants:

Independent Legal Observers at Major LGBTQ+ major events: insights from the policing of events at 2023 Sydney World Pride Justin Ellis, University of Newcastle

Police liaison officers: Exploring the barriers sex workers face in accessing justice Larissa Sandy, University of Nottingham

Body Worn Camera Perspectives, Mobile Phone Footage and New Insights into the Failings of Formal Police Accountability Mechanisms Clare Norah Torrible, University of Bristol

143. Family, intimate partner and female homicide

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Homicide and Violent Crime

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4

Chair: Svetlana Zhuchkova, HSE University

Participants:

Epidemiological and criminological characteristics of female homicide in Italy: 2021-2022 Ludovico Fava, University of Padova; Simone Protani, University of Padova; Alessandro Cinque, University of Padova; Claudio Terranova, University of Padova
Increase in parricide risk during lockdown: interrupted time-series analysis in England and Wales Valeria Abreu Minero, University of Derby; Amy Nivette, Utrecht University

Domestic Murder-Suicide: An Additional Type of Suicide
Israel Oron (Ostre), private psychologist

The Challenges of Defining Sexual Femicide
Abigail Mitchell, University of Guelph; Myrna Dawson, University of Guelph

Why do women kill? An empirical typology of homicides committed by women in Russia
Anna Lulikyan, Higher School of Economics; Svetlana Zhuchkova, HSE University

144. Effects of imprisonment on families: new contextual and conceptual insights

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair:
Caroline Lanskey, University of Cambridge

Participants:
- Paying the Price: The financial impact of imprisonment and release on families. Nancy Loucks, Families Outside, Scotland (UK)
- Morality and Motherhood of (Ex-)Prisoners' Children
  Caroline Lanskey, University of Cambridge; Lucy Markson, University of Cambridge; Karen Souza, University of Cambridge; Sophie Ellis, University of Cambridge; Friedrich Lösel, Cambridge University & University of Erlangen-Nuremberg; Jennifer Barton-Crosby, NatCen Social Research
- Silent Victims of the Criminal Justice System: Experiences of Czech children and young adults with incarcerated parents
  Eliska Duskova, University of Cambridge
- A global consideration of symbiotic harms and prisoners’ families
  Rachel Condry, Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford; Shona Minson, University of Oxford

145. Consequences of victimization

Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair:
Stacy Banwell, University of Greenwich

Participants:
- Food fraud doesn't matter? Victimological explanations
  Pamela Kerschke-Risch, University of Hamburg
- Living a smaller life': Impacts of Ableist Intrusions on the lives of disabled women
  Hannah Mason-Bish, University of Sussex
- Then What Happened? Long-Term Psychological Effects of Domestic Violence on Women
  Irem Ünal, Istanbul University - Cerrahpaşa
- Offenders’ Perception of Sexual Victimization during Incarceration. Lesson from 10 Male Ex-Offenders
  Thlhululhelezi Cedric Tshidada, University of Venda

146. Victimization and crime undermine trust in institutions

Topic 4: Victimology/Patterns and trends in Victimization
Pre-arranged Panel
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair:
Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)

Participants:
- "Victimization and Crime Statistics matter! How much do you trust your government?" Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)
- "Crime victimization surveys: measuring victimization between the national and international level. The Italian experience" Francesco Gosetti, Istituto Nazionale di Statistica di Italy (ISTAT)
- "Methodological approaches for measuring victimization in women: challenges and opportunities" Luis Felipe Rivera-Galicia, Universidad de Alcalá

TREATMENT OF STALKING OFFENDERS: from a systematic review to new literatures in literature Emma Flutti, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Giulia Moretti, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Palmina Caruso, University of Milan; Federico Pacchioni, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University; Carolina Passani, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Guido Travaini, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University

149. Procedural Justice Policing: Applying new insights to improve police-citizen relations
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Attitudes about Punishment and Criminal Justice System
Pre-arranged Panel
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair: Ben Bradford, University College London
Participants:
Social identity, procedural justice, and legitimacy in policing: a meta-analysis Angus Chan, University College London; Ben Bradford, University College London; Clifford Stott, Keele University
Immigrants’ trust in police in Canada: A vignette study Natasha Madon, Griffith University; Maria Jung, Toronto Metropolitan University; Carolyn Greene, Athabasca University
Procedural justice and Muslims’ willingness to cooperate with police: Advancing theory by accounting for multiple group identities Kristina Murphy, Griffith University; Mohammed Ali, Griffith University; Harley Williamson, Utrecht University
Procedural justice, social identity and collective efficacy: Findings from a longitudinal panel survey Julia Yesberg, University College London; Krisztian Pósch, University College London; Ben Bradford, University College London; Jonathan Jackson, London School of Economics; Arabella Kyprianides, University College London

150. WCCJ Panel 10 – Challenges in Accessing Support for Gender-based Violence Survivors
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence
Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair: Ulku Baturoğlu Balci, University of Glasgow
Participants:
Compliance of Victim-Friendly procedures by Police during Rape Investigations - Results from Cross-Sectional Study in Three States of Eastern India Paromita Chattoraj, National Law University Odisha, Cuttack, India; Sonali Swetapadma, Doctoral Research Scholar, Faculty Assistant, School of Law, KIIT Deemed to be University Bhubaneswar, Odisha.
From bad to worse? Supporting justice-involved women and those subjected to gender-based violence during a cost of living crisis Michele Jane Burman, University of Glasgow; Joana Miguel Gomes Ferreira, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge; Loraine Gelthorpe, University of Cambridge; Jenn Glinski, University of Glasgow /SCCJR

151. Media and Social Construction of Crime III
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Media and social construction of crime
Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair: Anita Lavorgna, University of Bologna
Participants:
Engulfed in Frames: how violent cinematic representations of crime affect prison officers Eric Cano Cobano, UPF
Exploring the impact of ‘Streaming Justice’: The influence of digital true crime on the pursuit of justice in wrongful conviction cases Greg Stratton, RMIT University
From Pixels to Politics: The Strategic Role of Memetic Warfare in Modern Conflicts Tine Munk, Nottingham Trent University
Hyperviolence and Criminalization of Urban Slums Representations in Latin American Films Maylen Villamañan Alba, PhD student-Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Lucas Melgaço, Associate Professor -VUB
Moral panics and health-related misinformation: when the audience becomes co-producer Anita Lavorgna, University of Bologna; Ester Massa, University of Winchester

152. Education, Institutional Abuse and Crime Prevention
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Prevention
Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair: Maria Nielaczna, University of Warsaw
Participants:
Crime prevention and emotion work in Swedish high schools regarding pupils with substance abuse Sophia Yakhlef, Kristianstad University; Goran Basic, Linnaeus University
Preventing Program “Time to Be” (Raising Awareness and Educating for Relationships) Mariana Pinto, APAV; Rosa Saavedra, APAV; Manuela Santos, APAV; Cynthia Silva, APAV
Prevention is better than cure…. Is it? Edwin Kruisbergen, Ministry of Justice and Security
Re-offending risk management. The search for an effective tool by the prison service Maria Nielaczna, University of Warsaw

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making
Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chairs:
Mojca M. Plesničar, Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law
Ljubljana
Participants:
All previous convictions count: The role of previous convictions in sentencing in Czechia Martin Koštak, Charles University, Faculty of Law
Intuitive sentencing? - A study on the interdisciplinarity of the penal decision making Nina Kaiser, Hans Gross Centre for Interdisciplinary Criminal Sciences (Institute of Criminal Law, Criminal Procedural Law and Criminology, University of Graz, Austria); Ida Leibetseder, Hans Gross Centre for Interdisciplinary Criminal Sciences (Institute of Criminal Law, Criminal Procedural Law and Criminology, University of Graz, Austria)
Legal and extralegal factors in sentencing: quantitative studies in sex crimes in Spain Josep Tamarit, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Prevention or retribution? Justification of imposing imprisonment in Poland Dominik Wzorek, Institute of Law Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences
Sentencing architecture: Behind the scenes of sentencing Mojca M. Plesničar, Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law Ljubljana
Sentencing Young Adults (18-25-year olds): Taking Account of Maturation and Life-course Transitions Jenni Robyn Ward, Middlesex University

154. The International Encyclopaedia of Restorative Justice – A global stock-taking and perspectives of future developments
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Restorative Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chairs:
Ivo Aersten, Emeritus Professor of Criminology at the University of Leuven, Belgium,
Frieder Duenkel, University of Greifswald
Jennifer Llewellyn, Dalhousie University, Canada
Participants:
RJ in the world – The concept for collecting comprehensive knowledge on RJ in the world Ivo Aersten, University of Leuven, Belgium; Jennifer Llewellyn, Dalhousie University, Canada
RJ in Australia and Oceania William R Wood, Griffith University
RJ in North America Mara Schiff, Florida Atlantic University: Thalia Gonzalez, University of California College of Law, San Francisco; Brenda E Morrison, Centre for Restorative Justice, Simon Fraser University
RJ in Europe Frieder Duenkel, University of Greifswald; Andrea Parosanu, Victoria University of Wellington; Ineke Regina Pruin, University of Bern

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Neighborhoods and Crime
Roundtable
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chairs:
Kieran Mitton, King's College London, UK
Andrea Varso, University of Huddersfield, UK
Zoha Waseem, University of Warwick
Discussants:
Sobia Ahmad Kaker, University of Essex, UK
Emilia Ziosi, University of Milan, Italy
Anna Sergi, University of Essex
Tessa Diphoorn, Utrecht University
Catalina Mellado, University College London, UK
Luciano Pollichieni, University of Nottingham, UK
Alistair Fraser, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow

156. Radical voices and radical solutions. Hearing the voices of Welsh children concerning the nature and work of the juvenile justice system.
Topic 2: Types of Offending/ Juvenile Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair:
Anthony Charles, Swansea University
Participants:
Welsh devolution and understanding the case for a new approach to ‘juvenile justice’ Anthony Charles, Swansea University
Re-articulating rights and responsibilities: Children’s voices and service implications Phatsimo Mabophiwa, Swansea University
Difficult conversations in juvenile justice Helen Hodges, CASCADE / Cardiff University
The future’s bright: The future can be guided by children’s rights? Alaina Turner, Swansea University

157. International Conference on Criminology Promotion
ESC
Roundtable
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chairs:
Sanjeev P. Sahni, Jindal Institute of Behavioural Sciences
Stephan Parmentier, KU Leuven
Hans-Juergen Kerner, International Society for Criminology, Paris, France

158. Penology. From Imprisonment to Educatice Measures Provided for Underaged Persons
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/ Penology and Theories Punishment
Pre-arranged Panel
2:00 to 3:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1
Chair:
Andra Roxana Trandafir, University of Bucharest
Participants:
Imprisonment in Romania. Perception and facts (Part III) Lavinia Valeria Lefterache, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest; George-Alexandru Lazăr, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest; Dorel Herinean, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest
Domestic violence in Romania – is imprisonment the adequate penalty? Andra Roxana Trandafir, University of Bucharest

The Romanian juvenile justice system through the eyes of delinquent minors Ştefania-Iuliana Sorohan, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest

Fighting juvenile delinquency in Romania. Focus on the cooperation between courts and the Probation service George-Cristian Ioan, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest

159. Critical Criminology 3. Labour Exploitation and Related Issues

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10

Chair: Felix Butz, University of Leipzig

Participants:
Border Crime – Criminal Borders? Delinquency at and through European borders Felix Butz, University of Leipzig; Katrin Höfler, University of Leipzig

Implementing ‘Responsible Gambling’ Regulations in Land-Based Gambling Outlets. Jo Large, University of Bristol, UK; Samuel Kirwan, University of Bristol, UK

Mobile, flexible, cheap: Precarious migrant labour and work-based harms in Europe Ruben Timmerman, Erasmus University Rotterdam

Who needs a Modern Slavery Act? Critical reflections on Australia's modern slavery laws and state-corporate benevolence. Rhiannon Bandiera, Maynooth University, Ireland; Marinella Marmo, Flinders University, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia

160. Illicit drugs pattern, needs, and treatment

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Drugs and Crime

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11

Chair: Barbara Gualco, Department of Health Sciences

Participants:
A legal judgments perspective on illegal drugs Manuela Pulina, University of Sassari; Anna Bussa, Edge Hill University; Domenica Giovanna Dettori, University of Sassari; Maria Gabriela Lada, University of Aquila

Drug dealing as meaningless dirty work? Mike Salinas, Manchester Metropolitan University; Juanoj Medina, University of Seville

Parental presence, deviant behaviors, and alcohol/drug use in adolescents in Europe: the results of the International Self-report Delinquency Study 3. Regina Renisi, Department of Health Sciences; Teresa Brandi, Department of Health Sciences; Barbara Gualco, Department of Health Sciences; Sofia Ciuffoletti, Department of legale sciences, Florence

The monitoring of drug use and abuse in Israel: initiatives and challenges Sharon Rabinovitz, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law and The Unit for Excellence in Research & Study of Addiction (ERSA), and The Center for the Study of Crime, Law, and Society, University of Haifa, Israel

161. Advances in quantitative methods 3

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Quantitative Methods

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2

Chair: Janne Kivivuo, University of Helsinki

Participants:
Estimating the Reliability of Crime Data Ian Brunton-Smith, University of Surrey

Political economy of punishment: reviewing methods to analyze the relationship between economy and imprisonment across time Mélanie M. Tiago, Universidade Lusófona; Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne

Predicting crime at micro places: Comparing different prediction methods across European cities Robin Khalifa, PhD Researcher, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University; Thom Snaphaun, PhD Researcher, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University; Ohrania Kounadi, Assistant Professor Department for Geography and Regional Research, University of Vienna; Alina Ristea, Assistant Professor Department of Security and Crime Science, University College London; Wim Hardyns, Professor, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University

What is the effect of police patrol on police emergency response time? An agent-based modelling approach Tim Verlaan, NSCR; Daniel Birks, Leeds University; Rob van der Mei, CWI; VU

Increasing Sensitivity to Violence and its Associations with Self-Reported Violent Victimization Matti Näsi, University of Helsinki; Maiju Tanskanen, University of Helsinki; Janne Kivivuo, University of Helsinki

Towards a new quantitative analysis of cybercrime offences by themes and degrees in French security forces data Zoe Gallos, French ministry of Interior

162. WG CSM Panel 3: Organising Community Sanctions

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Community Sanctions

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3

Chair: Simonas Nikartas, Institute of Law at the Lithuanian Centre for Social Sciences

Participants:
Commercialising Punishment: Exploring the Practice and Implications of Electronic Monitoring in the Lithuanian Criminal Justice System Simonas Nikartas, Institute of Law at the Lithuanian Centre for Social Sciences

Integrated Offender Management in England and Wales Martina Feilzer, Bangor University, Wales, UK; Mike Maguire, University of South Wales; Frederick Cram, Cardiff University; Janine Jackson, University of South
Wales

Mapping the field of community sanctions: how inspection shapes the field of probation in England and Wales Jake Phillips, Sheffield Hallam University

Short Circuit: Electronic Monitoring and Carceral Violence in Brazil RICARDO URQUIZAS CAMPELLO, UNICAMP; IRIS (EHESS)

The Potential Utility of The PRINT® for United States Probation Supervision Mark Jones, East Carolina University; Leanne F. Alarid, University of Texas at El Paso

The Who, What, and How of Interagency Criminal Justice-Behavioral Health Teams: Developing and Sustaining Collaborations Benjamin Mackey, George Mason University; Maja Hailemariam, Michigan State University; Niloofar Ramezani, George Mason University; Rochelle K. Rosen, Brown University; Teneshia Thurman, George Mason University; Jill Viglione, University of Central Florida; Jennifer E. Johnson, Michigan State University; Faye S Taxman, George Mason University

163. EUROC 10 Financial crime prevention

Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3

Chair: Clarissa Meerts, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Participants:
Building Trust in P2P Lending: A Case Study of Financial Fraud in China Wan Sang Kan, City University of Hong Kong; Ti Wing Lo, City University of Hong Kong

Taking matters into their own hands? Corporate self-investigation and self-reporting of fraud and corruption Clarissa Meerts, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Sanne Buismann, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Wim Huisman, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Marcel de Groot, Universiteit Leiden; Suzanne de Jong, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

The Risk and Protective Factors of Financial Crime Victimization Fiona Chan, Indiana University

164. ERC Panel 1: Current Perspective on Rural Criminology

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Rural Criminology

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6

Chair: Artur Pytlarz, Independent researcher

Participants:
Crime in rural areas – what do we know about this phenomenon in Poland? Emilia Jurgielewicz-Delegac, Faculty of Law, University of Białystok

Farm crime in Ireland: Findings from a national survey of farmers on victimisation, experiences of crime, attitudes to police and justice. Matt Bowden, TU Dublin; Nicola Hughes, Technological University Dublin

"Disabilities and Violent Victimization in the Heartland: Results from the First Phase of the West Virginia Community Quality of Life Survey." Brittany E. Hayes, University of Cincinnati; Walter S. DeKeseredy, West Virginia University; James Nolan, West Virginia University

Domestic Abuse Support Services in Rural UK: An Exploration of Practices during the Shadow Pandemic Paige Bromley, University of Winchester

Rural Criminology in Global Perspective: Key Findings from a Capture of the State of the Art on the World’s Continents Matt Bowden, TU Dublin

The Status of Rural Crime and Criminal Justice Studies in North America Joseph Donnermeyer, The Ohio State University; Walter S. DeKeseredy, West Virginia University; Wendell Wallace, University of the West Indies

165. Cybercrime Working Group - Victimization & Resilience 2

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7

Chair: Maria Bada, Queen Mary University of London

Participants:
Cyber resilience in high-tech SME value chains. Esger ten Thij, Avans University of Applied Sciences; Ben Kokkeler, Avans University of Applied Sciences; Steven van den Oord, Avans University of Applied Sciences

Improving resilience to ransomware Maria Bada, Queen Mary University of London

Victimization and impact of consumer fraud against older adults in digital society Steven Kemp, University of Girona

A discourse analysis of attitudes towards cybercrime victimisation in Dutch public institutions. Robyn Cremin, Leiden University; Paro Mirzaei, Leiden University

Cyberbullying and Traditional bullying Victimization among Teachers in Schools: Prevalence and Risk Factors Byongook Moon, Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, University of Texas San Antonio

Cybercrime victimization in Iceland: Impact of me-too and covid-19 Helgi Gunnlaugsson, University of Iceland

166. ECACTJ Panel 3. Conflict, crime, and international involvement: understanding and documenting crimes in wartime Ukraine

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Genocide, Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes

Pre-arranged Panel
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8

Chair: Adina-Loredana Nistor, University of Groningen

Participants:
Framing and detecting EU targeted sanctions. Evasion and Circumvention Techniques by Russian individuals and entities Giovanni Nicolazzo, Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan; Matteo Anastasio, Transcrime – Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Michele Riccardi, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Carlotta Carbone, Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan

Corporate involvement in atrocity crimes in Ukraine Annika van Baar, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Organised crime and corruption in war time Ukraine
Anna Markovska, Anglia Ruskin University; Oleksii Serdiuk, Kharkiv National University of Internal Affairs, Ukraine/Head of Research Laboratory for Psychological Support of Law Enforcement; Iryna Soldatenko, Karazin Kharkiv National University

On the uses and abuses of the war dead in Ukraine: A necrocriminological analysis
Jon Shute, University of Manchester

Civil society documentation of conflict-related crime in Ukraine: the (r)evolution for criminal accountability?
Gabriele Chlevickaite, VU Amsterdam

167. EXTR4 Extremism

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Paper Session
2:00 to 3:15 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9

Chair:
Matthew DeMichele, RTI

Participants:
Simulating Human Behavior After a Bombing: An Innovative Application of Agent Based Modeling to Study Targeted Violence
Matthew DeMichele, RTI; Wiliam Parkin, RTI International

Five decades of violent extremism in Sweden
Lars Korsell, The Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention

The justice paradox: How retributive justice amplifies the effects of identity fusion on extreme behavior.
Beatriz Alba Langreo, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED); Alexandra Vázquez Botana, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED); Sandra Chiclana de la Fuente, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED); Ángel Gómez Jiménez, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED)

168. POL Panel 7. Police training and education

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2

Chair:
Louise Skilling, University of South Wales

Participants:
Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) Officer’s Training, Experience and Confidence with Autism
Amanda Kramer, Queen's University Belfast

Promising initiatives and officers’ perceptions of meditation training in transforming the police from the inside out.
Elence de Souza Oliveira, Montclair State University

Student officer research projects: evidence-based knowledge embedded into policing practice?
Louise Skilling, University of South Wales

Relational craftmanship. Unravelling training needs for day-to-day police work.
Evelien De Paes, Vives

Flexible Education Reform and Iceland’s Police Staffing Crisis
Gúðmundur Oddsson, University of Akureyri; Olafur Bragason, Center for Police Training and Professional Development; Rannveig Þórisdóttir, National Police Commissioner of Iceland

169. Oversight and accountability of police 2

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2

Chair:
Sebastian Roche, Sciences-Po Grenoble / Université de Grenoble-Alpes

Participants:
 Citizen to be Protected and Individuals to be Repressed: Concepts of ‘The Public’ in Official Statements on Police Complaints Procedures
Anja Johansen, University of Dundee; Marie Theres Piening, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main

Independent Police Accountability Bodies – A Specific Variation of Ombudsperson Institutions?
Sonja John, Berlin School of Economics and Law; Hartmut Aden, Berlin School of Economics and Law

The strengths of police oversight agencies: what national determinants? Sebastian Roche, Sciences-Po Grenoble / Université de Grenoble-Alpes; Simon Varaine, Sciences-Po Grenoble / Université de Grenoble-Alpes

Understanding and Responding to Barriers Faced by Complainants Against the Police: Exploring police and oversight perspectives from 5 countries
Amy Long, Universität of Dundee

170. Making Sense of Youth Crime: A Comparison of Police Intelligence in the United States and France

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Author meets critics
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3

Critics:
Jacques Maillard, CNRS CESDIP UVSQ
Stephen C. Thaman, Saint Louis University

Book Author:
Jacqueline E Ross, University of Illinois College of Law

Thierry Delpeuch, CNRS UGA PACTE

171. The Violence Revolution? Youth, Policy Mobility and the Public Health Approach

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Homicide and Violent Crime

Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4

Chair:
Alistair Fraser, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow

Participants:
Theorising Change: Narrative, Field and Flow
Alistair Fraser, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow

Moving Stories: Pilgrimage, Policy Transfer and Open Windows
Keir Irwin-Rogers, The Open University

When Narratives Falter: Power, Politics and Public Management
Luke Billingham, The Open University
The Evolution of Violence: Social Media, Territory and Urban Change
Fern Gillon, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow; Susan McVie, University of Edinburgh

172. Rehabilitation, reintegration and desistance I

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment

Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5

Chair:
Mia Kilpeläinen, University of Eastern Finland

Participants:
Digital exclusion and desistance: Understanding the access to and use of digital technology amongst ‘offenders’ Gemma Morgan, Swansea University; Charlotte Walker, Swansea University

Prison and beyond: a longitudinal qualitative study on policy reform and the re-integration process Anouk den Besten, Leiden University; Jennifer Doekkhi, Leiden University; Rosa Koenraadt, Criminology, Leiden University, the Netherlands

Reshape(ing) Reintegration’s Renaissance Marco Ribeiro Henriques, RESHAPE; Karla Tayumi Ishiy, RESHAPE; Sara Luisa Meijer Loja, RESHAPE

The meaning of sentence plan in sentence-based prison leave decisions Mia Kilpeläinen, University of Eastern Finland

173. COST 18121 Working Group 3: Cultures of Victimology

Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization

Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6

Chair:
Jennifer O’Mahoney, South East Technological University

Participants:
Double victimization of young Albanians who choose to immigrate illegally to Great Britain. Ardit Reçë, Kolegji Universitar Bedër

Does the Society Nurtures a Sense of Victimhood? Albanian and Bulgarian Case Studies Valmora Gogo, University College Bedër; Dobrinka Chankova, Institute of Conflict Resolution

Framing ‘the other’ - Narratives of non-national women ‘as victim’: A Study of Media Coverage of Femicide in Ireland & Malta Jennifer O’Mahoney, South East Technological University; Brenda Murphy, University of Malta

Mediatized Activism, Anger and Action - Online communities and digital resistance to GBV Brenda Murphy, University of Malta; Clarissa Sammut Scerri, University of Malta

Victimological Values: from crime to cancel culture Simon Green, University of Hull

174. Victimhood, Memory, and Consumerism: Profiting from Pablo (Oxford University Press, 2023)

Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization

Author meets critics
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7

Critics:
Maximo Sozzo, Universidad Nacional del Litoral

Yvonne Jewkes, University of Bath
Tatiana Fernandez Maya, University of New South Wales & KU Leuven

Book Author:
Katja Franko, University of Oslo
David Rodriguez Goyes, University of Oslo

175. Prison Working Group: Mixed-gender aspects of prison regimes in Belgium, Spain and Denmark

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment

Roundtable
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8

Chair:
Olivia Nederlandt, Université Saint-Louis Bruxelles (Belgium)

Participants:
Mixed-gender activities in Belgian prisons: a step towards normalisation under high supervision Olivia Nederlandt, Université Saint-Louis Bruxelles (Belgium); Aurore Vanlijde, KU Leuven

“Gender-mixed wings” in the Spanish prison system: how to assess gender structural changes Ana Ballesteros-Pena, Complutense University of Madrid

Female incarceration in Denmark: A transition from doing time in mixed-gender facilities to doing time in a women’s prison only Charlotte Mathiassen, associate professor and head of department educational psychology at Aarhus University (Denmark)

176. Short-term mindsets and crime

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Experimental Methods

Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10

Chair:
Sebastian L. Kübel, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law

Participants:
The effect of offending on short-term mindsets: A reversal of the causal nexus Sebastian L. Kübel, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law; Jessica R. Deitzer, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law; Willem E. Frankenhuysen, Utrecht University; Denis Ribeaud, University of Zurich; Manuel Eisner, University of Cambridge; Jean-Louis van Gelder, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law

Exploring the transdiagnostic and temporal reciprocal relationships between future time perspective and mental health problems: Bi-factor and cross-lagged panel analyses Yi Yang, University of Edinburgh; Ingrid Obsath, University of Edinburgh; Xinxin Zhu, University of Edinburgh; Denis Ribeaud, University of Zurich; Manuel Eisner, University of Cambridge; Aja Murray, University of Edinburgh


FutureU: a virtual reality and smartphone-based intervention to
stirist future orientation Aniek Siezenga, Max-Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law; Tiffany Tettero, Leiden University; Esther Mertens, Leiden University; Jean-Louis van Gelder, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law

177. ‘I will abstain from all intentional wrongdoing and harm’: Prison research and the Hippocratic oath
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Political and Social Discourses about Crime and Justice
Roundtable
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair:
Marion Vannier, VANNIER
Participants:
The ethics of theorising suffering Louise Brangan, University of Strathclyde
Ethnography, AI and outputs Landon Kuester, University of Manchester
Abolition or reform? Research challenges and choices. Shona Minson, University of Oxford
Hopeful imprisonment Marion Vannier, VANNIER

178. WCCJ Panel 8 – Measurement and Technology in Domestic Abuse
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence
Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair:
Leslie Humphreys, University of Central Lancashire
Participants:
A Quantitative Investigation of the Nature and Extent of Domestic Violence Reports to One English Police Force Arianna Barbin, University of Suffolk; Ioana Madalina Crivatu, University of Suffolk; Ruth Spence, Middlesex University
Audio recording-enabled domestic abuse alarms and perpetrator deterrence messages: A pilot randomized controlled trial Jain Brennan, University of Hull; Nicola O’Leary, University of Hull; Jana Kujundzic, Northumbria University; David Rowlands, University of Leeds
Key challenges of feminist approach to measure, understand and prevent violence against women Antonia Linde Garcia, Open University of Catalonia; Olga Sanchez de Ribera, University of Manchester; Emiliano Rojido, Laboratorio de Analise da Violencia, Universidade Estadual do Rio de Janeiro
Reducing domestic abuse by improving the measurement and analysis of data on domestic abuse Leslie Humphreys, University of Central Lancashire
The technification of Domestic abuse: Methods, Tools and Drivers of Technology-Facilitated Domestic Abuse Abuse Danielle Hawkins, University of Portsmouth; Lisa Sagitura, University of Portsmouth

179. Media and social construction of crime IV
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Media and social construction of crime
Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair:
Malin Wieslander, Linköping University
Participants:
A critical approach of the term ‘femicide’ Janine Janssen, Avans/OU/Police
Challenges in policing hate crime: Disclaimers from police trainees Malin Wieslander, Linköping University
Murder and Mercy in Nineteenth-Century Wales Stephanie Emma Brown, University of Cambridge
Normalization of consumption of prostitution from the client's point of view Limor Yehuda, Ashkelon Academic College; Ronit Haimoff-Ayali, Beit Berl Academic College
What is deviant about prostitution? A framing analysis of public communication Robert Küster, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony (KFN); Nicola Döring, Ilmenau University of Technology
Binding revisited: An empirical approach to Bindings theory of norms Fernando-Guanarteme Sánchez-Lázaro, La Laguna University; Emilio-José Armaza-Armaza, Deusto University

180. Comparative Measurement of Crime and Justice: Developments and Insights
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair:
Antonia Linde Garcia, Open University of Catalonia
Participants:
The Influence of Statistical Counting Rules in comparative perspective: the case of Spain Antonia Linde Garcia, Open University of Catalonia; Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne
Juvenile Recidivism and Justice Comparison in Austria and the US Stacy C Moak, University of Alabama Birmingham; Nina Kaiser, Hans Gross Centre for Interdisciplinary Criminal Sciences (Institute of Criminal Law, Criminal Procedural Law and Criminology, University of Graz, Austria)
Using Open Source Intelligence to Understand Crime in Estonia David May, Mississippi State University; Laurel Jayes, Mississippi State University; Clay Hardwick, Mississippi State University; Sierra Nelson, Mississippi State University
Introducing the Macau Court Sentencing Database Dianshi Li, University of Macau; Yiwei Song, Fairfield University; Bo Jiang, University of Macau; Jianhong Liu, Faculty of Law, University of Macau
Juvenile Offenders and Police Contacts: An Exploratory Analysis of Japanese Self-Report Delinquency Data Masahiro Tsushima, Ryukoku University

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making
Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair:
**Jörg Kinzig**, University of Tuebingen, Institute of Criminology

Participants:
- Exploring the dynamics of plea bargaining. A study based on court observation. **Olivia Benitez**, University of Girona
- Modification of the Criminal Charge and the Right to a Fair Trial **Lora Briski**, Institute of Criminology at the Faculty of Law, Ljubljana; University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Law
- Punished mothers in non-custodial measures outside prison: legal and professional culture of magistrates and social workers **Veronica Marchio**, assistant professor; **Claudia Mantovan**, professor
- The role of lay judges in plea bargaining in criminal proceedings: Survey results of nearly 9000 lay judges **Jörg Kinzig**, University of Tuebingen, Institute of Criminology; **Benedikt Iberl**, Institute of Criminology (Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen)

182. **“The impact of the global right movement on the future of restorative justice”**

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Restorative Justice
Roundtable
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair:
- **Mara Schiff**, Florida Atlantic University

Discussant:
- **Thalia Gonzalez**, University of California College of Law, San Francisco

Participant:
- “The impact of the global right movement on the future of restorative justice” **Mara Schiff**, Florida Atlantic University; **Thalia Gonzalez**, University of California College of Law, San Francisco; **Jennifer Llewellyn**, Dalhousie University, Canada; **Mark Walters**, University of Sussex; **Antony Pemberton**, Katholieke Universiteit of Leuven (KU Leuven); **Carmit Klar Chalamish**, Bar Ilan University

183. **WG-PLACE 5: Causes and Consequences of Victimization in Urban Neighborhoods – Innovative Research from Three Continents**

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Neighborhoods and Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair:
- **Dietrich Oberwittler**, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law

Participants:
- Assessing the Risk of Violent Victimization Within and Between Contiguous Neighborhoods **Lyndsay N Boggess**, University of South Florida; **Alyssa Chamberlain**, Arizona State University
- Victimization Experiences and Perceptions of Police: A Focus on Migrant and Refugee Women in Australia **Rebecca Wickes**, Griffith University

184. **Aspiration, Support, Participation and Voice in Juvenile Justice and Related Systems**

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Juvenile Justice and Related Systems
Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair:
- **Stephen Case**, Loughborough University, UK

Participants:
- Child First? Examining children’s perspectives of their ‘effective’ collaboration in youth justice decision-making **Kathy Hampson**, Aberystwyth University; **Andrea Nisbet**, Loughborough University; **Stephen Case**, Loughborough University, UK
- Gender and childhood approach for migrant African women and children arriving on Spanish coasts: effectiveness assessment **Jacqueline Carvalho da Silva**, University of Málaga
- The support and needs of professionals working with youth offenders in criminal justice system in Western of Romania **Mihaela Alida Tomita**, West University of Timisoara; **Roxana Ungureanu**, West University of Timisoara
- Youth justice policy making: Whose voice? **Stephen Case**, Loughborough University, UK
- The Role of Placement Program in Youth Gang Affiliation **Huan Gao**, California State University, Stanislaus

185. **Reflecting on the Dutch integrated approach to contain and prevent organized and organizational crime**

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime prevention
Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chair:
- **Hans Nelen**, Maastricht University

Participants:
- Setting course. Lessons from strengthening the approach to organized drug crime in the Netherlands **Hans Nelen**, Maastricht University; **Karin van Wingerde**, Erasmus University Rotterdam; **Lieselot Bisschop**, Erasmus University Rotterdam; **Roland Moerland**, Maastricht University
- The McDonaldization of the fight against organized drug crime in the Netherlands **Roland Moerland**, Maastricht University
- Challenges in containing organized drug-related crime by means of public-private partnerships **Lieselot Bisschop**, Erasmus University Rotterdam
- Title: Can law enforcement agencies become learning organisations? **Giulia Giardi**, Maastricht University

186. **Hysteria: Crime, Media, and Politics**

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Penology and Theories Punishment
Author meets critics
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1

Critics:
- **Matt Bowden**, TU Dublin
- **Jenni Robyn Ward**, Middlesex University
187. Critical Criminology 2. Exclusion and the Construction of Hate
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology
Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10
Chair: Lucas Melgaço, Associate Professor - VUB
Participants:
Antigypsyism: Foundations of an ideology of hatred against Roma
Fernando Ruiz Molina, University of Plymouth
‘A storm is coming’, allies assemble: deconstructing doxxing
Grayson Chapman Bartels, University of Edinburgh; Marta Pérez Fernández, University of Edinburgh
Theorizing Hate Crime Zoe James, University of Plymouth; Katie Louise McBride, University of Plymouth, UK
‘Humans as dirt’: a spatial and qualitative analysis of FixMyStreet reports concerning people in Brussels Capital Region
Floris Liekens, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Lucas Melgaço, Associate Professor - VUB
The Renaissance of the Treaty of Waitangi and Recognition of Tikanga Maori Philip Austin Joseph, Faculty of Law, University of Canterbury (NZ)

188. Digital Transformations of Illicit Drug Markets: Reconfiguration and Continuity
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Drugs and Crime
Roundable
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11
Chairs: Meropi Tzanetakis, University of Manchester
Nigel South, University of Essex
Discussants:
Caroline Chatwin, University of Kent
Kim Moeller, Aalborg University

189. Measuring prevalence of precarious work and labour market exploitation – from lower-level abuses to human trafficking
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Quantitative Methods
Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chairs: Ella Cockbain, UCL
Krisztíán Pósch, University College London
Participants:
Precarious work in the UK – The devil in the measurement
Krisztíán Pósch, University College London; Ella Cockbain, UCL; Sam Scott, University of Gloucestershire; Ben Bradford, University College London; Jack Beadsworth, UCL; Virginia Mantouvalou, UCL
Estimating the scale of labour market non-compliance experienced by precarious workers: Lessons from survey development Ella Cockbain, UCL; Krisztíán Pósch, University College London; Sam Scott, University of Gloucestershire; Jack Beadsworth, UCL; Virginia Mantouvalou, UCL; Ben Bradford, University College London

190. Wg CSM Roundtable 1: The Future of Probation Research in Europe
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Community Sanctions
Roundtable
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair: Fergus McNeill, University of Glasgow
Discussants: Ioan Durnescu, University of Bucharest
Miranda Boone, Leiden University
Nicola Carr, University of Nottingham

191. EUROC 7: Race, Gender and Status in White-Collar Crime Research
Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime
Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair: Ana Martinez Catena, University of Barcelona
Participants:
Examining the Characteristics of Women Imprisoned for White-Collar Crimes: A Comparative Study Ana Martinez Catena, University of Barcelona; Sandra Chichlana de la Fuente, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED); Andrea Giménez-Salinas Framis, Universidad Pontificia Comillas
Re-conceptualising elite status and its role in white-collar crime
Deirdre Healy, University College Dublin; Joe McGrath, University College Dublin
The Theory of Racial Privilege and Offending: Theoretical Considerations and Current Empirical Findings Tracy Sohoni, Old Dominion University; Melissa Rorie, Omni Institute
Dark necessities: The influence of the dark triad, costs and benefits on corruption intention Laura Klebe, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony

192. The Future of Rural Crime Studies: An International
194. ECACTJ Panel 4. Wartime crime: changes to societal and criminological landscape in 2022-2023 Ukraine

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Genocide, Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes

Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6

Chair: Rosie Meek, Royal Holloway University of London

Discussants:
- Susan Dewey, The University of Alabama
- Kreseda Smith, Harper Adams University
- Brittany VandeBerg, University of Alabama
- Artur Pytlarz, Independent researcher
- Joseph Donnermeyer, The Ohio State University

Participants:
- Ukraina Yurii Kuryliuk, State Border Protection Department of Administration of the State Border Service of Ukraine; Bohdan Khmelnytsky National Academy of State Border Guard Service of Ukraine; Serhii Khalymon, Bohdan Khmelnytsky National Academy of State Border Guard Service of Ukraine; Tetiana Nikolaenko, Bohdan Khmelnytsky National Academy of State Border Guard Service of Ukraine; Yuliia Stepanova, Bohdan Khmelnytsky National Academy of State Border Guard Service of Ukraine; Gabriele Chlevickaite, VU Amsterdam

Criminalization and Prosecution of Wartime Collaboration—The Case of Ukraine Yevhen Pysmenskyi, Luhansk State University of Internal Affairs; Barbora Holá, The Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Centre for International Criminal Justice, VU University Amsterdam


Wellbeing and mental health in the war-torn Ukraine Oleksii Serdiuk, Kharkiv National University of Internal Affairs, Ukraine/ Head of Research Laboratory for Psychological Support of Law Enforcement; Anna Markovska, Anglia Ruskin University; Viktor Burlaka, Wayne State University, Associate Professor of Social Work; Carter Smith, Anglia Ruskin University

195. EXTR5 Foreign fighters, imprisonment and return trajectories

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7

Chair: Marco Romagna, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

Participants:
- Origin, Growth, and Structure of (Cyber)criminal Youth Networks in a Digitizing Society Joeri Loggen, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Asier Moneva Pardo, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Rutger Leukfeld, NSCR
- A Social-Psychological Perspective on the Involvement Mechanisms of Cybercrime Luuk Bekkers, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Rutger Leukfeld, NSCR
- Hacktivism: Together We Stand, Divided We Fall! The Organizational Dynamics of Hacktivist Networks Marco Romagna, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Rutger Leukfeld, NSCR
- Cybercrime-as-a-Service Markets and IoT Devices: Expert Insights Hannah Kool, NSCR; Rutger Leukfeld, NSCR; Asier Moneva Pardo, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

193. Cybercriminal networks: paths of involvement, social-psychological aspects, organizational elements and online markets in cybercrime

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime

Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8

Chair: Coline Remacle, NICC

Participants:
- Cybercrime Research: Insights Joeri Loggen, The Hague University of Applied Sciences
- Cybercrime-as-a-Service Markets and IoT Devices: Expert Insights Hannah Kool, NSCR; Rutger Leukfeld, NSCR; Asier Moneva Pardo, The Hague University of Applied Sciences
- The Organizational Dynamics of Hacktivist Networks Marco Romagna, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Rutger Leukfeld, NSCR
- Hacktivism: Together We Stand, Divided We Fall! The Organizational Dynamics of Hacktivist Networks Marco Romagna, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Rutger Leukfeld, NSCR
- Cybercrime-as-a-Service Markets and IoT Devices: Expert Insights Hannah Kool, NSCR; Rutger Leukfeld, NSCR; Asier Moneva Pardo, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

194. ECACTJ Panel 4. Wartime crime: changes to societal and criminological landscape in 2022-2023 Ukraine

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Genocide, Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes

Pre-arranged Panel
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8

Chair: Gabriele Chlevickaite, VU Amsterdam

Participants:
- Sexual violence during the armed conflict: experience of Ukraine Anna S. Politova, Mariupol State University; Mykhailo O. Akimov, National Academy of Internal Affairs; Liubov M. Kniazkova, Mariupol State University; Samantha Lundrigan, Policing Institute for the Eastern Region; Colleen Moore, Anglia Ruskin University
- The impact of Russian aggression on the criminological profile (portrait) of a human trafficker across the state border of Ukraine Yurii Kuryliuk, State Border Protection Department of Administration of the State Border Service of Ukraine; Bohdan Khmelnytsky National Academy of State Border Guard Service of Ukraine; Serhii Khalymon, Bohdan Khmelnytsky National Academy of State Border Guard Service of Ukraine; Tetiana Nikolaenko, Bohdan Khmelnytsky National Academy of State Border Guard Service of Ukraine; Yuliia Stepanova, Bohdan Khmelnytsky National Academy of State Border Guard Service of Ukraine; Gabriele Chlevickaite, VU Amsterdam

Criminalization and Prosecution of Wartime Collaboration—The Case of Ukraine Yevhen Pysmenskyi, Luhansk State University of Internal Affairs; Barbora Holá, The Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Centre for International Criminal Justice, VU University Amsterdam


Wellbeing and mental health in the war-torn Ukraine Oleksii Serdiuk, Kharkiv National University of Internal Affairs, Ukraine/ Head of Research Laboratory for Psychological Support of Law Enforcement; Anna Markovska, Anglia Ruskin University; Viktor Burlaka, Wayne State University, Associate Professor of Social Work; Carter Smith, Anglia Ruskin University

195. EXTR5 Foreign fighters, imprisonment and return trajectories

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Paper Session
3:30 to 4:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9

Chair: Coline Remacle, NICC

Participants:
- Applying an analysis grid to the reintegration files of returnees in Belgium Coline Remacle, NICC; isabelle detry, National Institute for forensic sciences and criminology; Patrick Jeuniaux, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Benjamin Mine, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie
- Psychosocial factors causing and maintaining violent radicalization: the importance of the perception of victimization and injustice in jihadist inmates Laura Blanco Iglesias, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED); Celia Serrano, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED); Naroo Carrasco, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED); Irene Barón, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED); Ángel Gómez Jiménez, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED)
Pathways of Foreign Fighters: An In-depth and Comparative Study Based on Dutch Probation Files Fabienne Thijs, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR); Elanie Rodermond, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Edward Kleemans, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam


The dark path of homegrown terrorism. Inside the german network of foreign terrorist fighters – Radicalization, Recruitment and taking action Kristin Weber, Kristin.Weber@zkfs.de

196. POL Panel 3. Plural Policing
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair: Marina Hiller Foshaugen, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, University of Oslo

Participants:
Challenging the role of private and voluntary policing: a ‘policing actor’ or an ‘ordinary citizen’? Marina Hiller Foshaugen, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, University of Oslo
Towards a more comprehensive understanding of plural policing. The customs administration as a hybrid policing body Femke Lenjou, Ghent University; Pieter Leloup, Ghent University/Free University of Brussels
Ways of managing over-policing and ethnic profiling among young people in plural policing context Elsa Saarikkomäki, University of Turku
Luxury Surveillance: Algorithmic Power, Security, and Privacy Marc Schuilenburg, Professor Digital Surveillance Erasmus University Rotterdam; Yarin Eski, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
From an »Extended State Monopoly of Force« to a »Duopoly on the Use of Force? volker eick, research assistant

197. Police Training: How Science Can Support Practice
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair: Vana Hutter, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR), Amsterdam, the Netherlands Department of Human Movement Sciences, Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Participants:
Didactical principles for police skills training Vana Hutter, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR), Amsterdam, the Netherlands Department of Human Movement Sciences, Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands; Marjan Kok, Department of Human Movement Sciences, Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands Movement Sciences, the Netherlands; Raouil R.D. Oudejans, Department of Human Movement Sciences, Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam Movement Sciences, the Netherlands; Karlijn Kooijman, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (Nederlands Studiecentrum Criminaliteit en Rechtshandhaving; NSCR), Amsterdam, the Netherlands; Vana Hutter, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR), Amsterdam, the Netherlands Department of Human Movement Sciences, Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam Movement Sciences, the Netherlands; Peter G. Rendon, Faculty of Health, Nutrition and Sport, The Hague University of Applied Sciences, The Hague, Netherlands

Performing under Pressure: Preparing Police Officers for High-Risk Situations with Virtual Reality Lisanne Kleygrewe, Department of Human Movement Sciences, Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam Movement Sciences, the Netherlands; Vana Hutter, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR), Amsterdam, the Netherlands Department of Human Movement Sciences, Faculty of Behavioural and Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands; Matthijs Koedijk, Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), Department Human Performance, Soesterberg, The Netherlands; Peter G. Rendon, Faculty of Health, Nutrition and Sport, The Hague University of Applied Sciences, The Hague, Netherlands

The development of a valid and representative test to evaluate police performance Matthijs Koedijk, Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), Department Human Performance, Soesterberg, The Netherlands; Annemarie Landman, Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), Department Human Performance, Soesterberg, The Netherlands; Olaf Binsch, Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), Department Human Performance, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Evidence-based physiological stress management training for police: Implications for performance, resilience, and health Paula M. Di Nota, Department of Psychology, University of Toronto Mississauga; Judith Andersen, University of Toronto

198. Policing Vulnerability: Operationalising a contested concept
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Roundtable
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair: Adam Crawford, University of York
Discussants:
Larissa Engelmann, University of Leeds
Adam White, University of Sheffield
Ben Bradford, University College London
Laura Bainbridge, University of Leeds
David Rowlands, University of Leeds
Oznur Yardimci, University of York
Chris Devany, University of York

199. Types of homicides: A global perspective
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Homicide and Violent Crime
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4
Chair: Julija Jurtoska, Faculty of Law, UKLO Bitola
Participants:
Homicides and murders in Spain: A descriptive study of cases
M. Alejandra Pastrana Sánchez, Universidad de Cádiz/Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
Exploring the patterns of serial murder in North Macedonia
Julija Jurtoska, Faculty of Law, UKLO Bitola
Can machine learning help criminologists to characterize a serial killer? A retrospective pilot study on an Italian sample.
Silvia Raddi, Department of Health Sciences, Division of Forensic Legal Sciences; Regina Rensi, Department of Health Sciences; Ugo Santosuosso, Department of Health Sciences; Lorella Bonaccorsi, Department of Health Sciences; Barbara Gualco, Department of Health Sciences

200. Rehabilitation, reintegration and desistance II
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair: Francisco Javier Sepúlveda Rubio, Universidad de Málaga
Participants:
Are we doing enough? The absence of national system for post-conviction support and treatment in North Macedonia
Elena Mujoska Trpevska, Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts
Prison, what impact? annie Kensey, cedip
«Turkish prisoners in the Swiss penal system: Re-socialization of Turkish prisoners after deportation decision Emirhan Darcan, University of Bern
Treatment in prison and prospects for reintegration. JEPRAN: a study with young people in Andalusian prisons.
Francisco Javier Sepúlveda Rubio, Universidad de Málaga

201. Cost Action 18121: Cultures of Victimology Working Group
1. Victims, Technology, and Trauma
Topic 4: Victimology/Patterns and trends in Victimization
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair: Vasiliki Artinopoulou, PANTEION UNIVERSITY of Athens
Participants:
The use of new technologies in hate crimes/online speech in EU and the empowerment of the victims Vasiliki Artinopoulou, PANTEION UNIVERSITY of Athens
Psychological violence 2.0 and a criminal law approach
Kristina ALTRICHTER, Sigmund Freud University Vienna; Karin BRUCKMÜLLER, Sigmund Freud University Vienna
Linking Traumas: Stigma, secondary victimisation and the search for justice in victim/survivors of the Covid-19 pandemic Stephanie FOHRING, Northumbria University, UK
How could the new technologies contribute to preventing domestic and intimate partner violence in Greece? Lamprini NTOUNTOMI, PANTEION UNIVERSITY Athens Greece
The Spam of Collective Efficacy: Extending Social Disorganization Theory to Partner Violence
Ferid Azemi, Kosovo Academy for Public Safety

202. Cost 18121: Sexual Victimization and the Role of Alternative Dispute Resolution Inside Different Religious Institutions and Other Victimization Issues
Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair: Ivo Aersten, Emeritus Professor of Criminology at the University of Leuven, Belgium
Participants:
Performativity and construction of victim status in restorative justice Konstantin Petoukhov, University of Liverpool
To whom does memorialisation/memory speak? Image, Empathy and the Uncanny in Cases of Historical Violence
Robin West, London Metropolitan University
A Diversity of Judicial and Non-judicial Responses to Sexual Abuse within Jewish Institutions
Beatrice Cascas Williams, Western Galilee Academic college; lea vizel, Head of the institute of Jewish Studies, Bar Ilan; Michal Alberstein, Dean of the Faculty of Law, Bar Ilan
Exploring common topics, opportunities and challenges for the construction of response models to sexual abuse in different religious contexts
Ivo Aersten, Emeritus Professor of Criminology at the University of Leuven, Belgium
Wartime polyvictimization among young adolescents: implications for public health Zeinab Sassi, University of Hamburg; Max-Planck Institute of Psychiatry
The Spanish Catholic Church option for restorative justice in cases of sexual abuse by its members Gema Varona, Senior researcher at the Basque Institute of Criminology (University of the Basque Country)

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Roundtable
5:00 to 6:15 pm
204. EC ACTJ Panel 8. State Harms, Atrocities and Resistance
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Transitional Justice
Roundtable
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 1
Chair:
Hannah Wilkinson, University of Nottingham
Discussants:
Phil Carney, University of Kent
Valeria Vegh Weis, Konstanz University
Amr Marzouk, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Participants:
Rising State Violence and Politics of Hate Amr Marzouk, Erasmus University Rotterdam; Hannah Wilkinson, University of Nottingham
2. What Do We Actually Know about Resistance? A Transdisciplinary Framework to Understand Resisting against Mass Atrocities from the Bottom Up Valeria Vegh Weis, Konstanz University

205. Methodologies - Advances in Experimental Methods
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Experimental Methods
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair:
Eduardo Cocco, University of Lausanne
Participants:
Actions Speak Louder than Words: Using Virtual Reality to Understand Burglary Co-offender Decision-making Amy Meenaghan, University of Portsmouth; Iris van Sintemaarten Dijkstra, University of Twente
An online intervention against speed offending: Largescale randomized controlled trial in Denmark (preliminary results) Kim Moeller, Aalborg University; Anne Vingaard Olesen, Aalborg University; Tove Hels, Aalborg University; Tanja Kidholm Osmann Madsen, Aalborg University; Mette Møller, DTU; Hanne Stevens, KRFO; Jesper Sølund, Freelance; Harry Lahrmann, Aalborg University
Awareness of phishing attacks at the University through simulated attacks, experimental study at the University of Lausanne (Switzerland) Amandine Da Silva, University of Lausanne
The Ethics of Randomised Control Trials and Indigenous Participants in Criminal Justice Research Elena Marchetti, Griffith University; Debbie Bargallie, Griffith University
The Road Not Taken: A Virtual Reality Study on Decision-making and Risk-taking Behaviours Eduardo Cocco, University of Lausanne

206. Protest, Violence & Gender
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Political and Social Discourses about Crime and Justice

Report Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair:
Mark Littler, Liverpool Hope University
Participants:
Environmental Protest as Extremism: A Case Study of ‘Insulate Britain’ Mark Littler, Liverpool Hope University
Digital Media adoption within Civil Disobedience movements Bram Visser, Vub
Ubi Dubium, Ibi Libertas: Rethinking about European Criminology through the prism of violence against women Jenny Korkodeilou, Royal Holloway, University of London (RHUL)
The expansion of "Violence": Textual analysis of public discourse Jolien van Breen, Leiden University; Emil Rijken, Eindhoven Technical University; Jarek Kantorowicz, Leiden University; Marieke Liem, Leiden University
Prostitution under debate: an empirical study of social attitudes towards prostitution and its regulation Carlos Falces, Miguel Hernández University; Ana Belén Gómez-Bellvis, Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche

207. WCCJ Panel 12- Discussing Gender-Based Violence
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair:
Giulia Lausi, Department of Psychology, “Sapienza” University of Rome.
Participants:
Exploring the relationship between pain empathy and domestic violence: an ERP study LunWing Lok, National Chung Cheng University; Neil G Muggleton, National Central University
Femicide in Israel - Gun, Knife or Bare Hands? Limor Yehuda, Ashkelon Academic College; Irit Ein-Tal, The western galilee academic college
From invisible to visible - shedding light on femicide in Greece Martha Lempesi, Center for the Study of Crime; Anastasia Chalkia, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens; Joanna Tsiganou, The Greek National Center for Social Research (ΕΚΚΕ)
Moral disengagement mechanisms in intimate partner violence abusers: case study from an Italian recovery program Giulia Lausi, Department of Psychology, “Sapienza” University of Rome.; Cricenti Clarissa, Department of Psychology, “Sapienza” University of Rome.; Benedetta Barchielli, Department of Dynamic, Clinical Psychology and Health, “Sapienza” University of Rome.; Stefano Ferracuti, Department of Human Neuroscience, “Sapienza” University of Rome.; Giannini Anna Maria, Department of Psychology, “Sapienza” University of Rome.

208. ‘Representation, Resistance and the Digitiqueer’ by Dr Justin Ellis, critiqued by Dr Larissa Sandy
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Media and social construction of crime
Author meets critics
5:00 to 6:15 pm
209. United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime: Showcasing Global Research
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Roundtable
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair:
Tanya Wyatt, UNODC
Participants:
Findings from the Global Study on Homicide 2023 Maurice Dunaiski, UNODC
The UNODC Global Report on Trafficking in Persons (GLOTIP) Fabrizio Sarrica, UNODC
Preview of the Global Analysis on Crimes that Affect the Environment Tanya Wyatt, UNODC

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair:
Jonathan Hasson, University of Oxford, Faculty of Law, Centre for Criminology; University of Haifa, Faculty of Law
Participants:
Exclusion of Evidence – An Empirical Study in Trial Courts: Defendants' Future in Light of Judges' Occupational History Jonathan Hasson, University of Oxford, Faculty of Law, Centre for Criminology; University of Haifa, Faculty of Law
Socioeconomic status (SES) disparities in sentencing as a function of decision-makers SES Ronen Shehman, University of Haifa; Avital Mentovich, University of Haifa; Orna Rabinovich-Einy, Faculty of Law, University of Haifa
Structuring sentencing – a theoretical perspective from unstructured jurisdiction Daniel Kwiatkowski, Jagiellonian University
The Prevalence of Long Sentences and the Characteristics of Those Serving Long Sentences: Evidence from the U.S. District Courts Cassia Spohn, Arizona State University
The role of judge- and organizational-level factors in regional sentencing disparities Tiina Malin, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki; Maiju Tanskanen, University of Helsinki

211. RJ in Institutions
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Restorative Justice
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair:
Kerry Clamp, University of Nottingham
Participants:
Restorative Policing in England and Wales and South Korea
Kerry Clamp, University of Nottingham
Police-referred Restorative Justice: NSW Police Attitudes Towards Youth Justice Conferencing as a Form of Diversion
Estrella Pearce, The University of Sydney
Restorative Leadership Training in Gloucestershire schools
Inger Brit Lowater, University of Gloucestershire
Stretching the criminological imagination: Exploring the value of restorative justice as a topic and pedagogical tool Rowan Sweeney, University of Gloucestershire
The when, how and why of Restorative Justice: Police and prosecutor perceptions on suitability for victim-offender mediation in Finland aino jauhiainen, Institute of criminology and legal policy

212. WG-PLACE 1: Research on crime, place and time
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Routine Activities and Situational Perspectives
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair:
Shannon J Linning, Simon Fraser University
Participants:
A Data-Driven Problem: Exploring Predictive Policing with Random Forest Crime Mapping in Oslo Victoria Jerstad Stensland, University of Oslo
Can we compare the uneven distribution of homicides in Latin American cities with the global north? Catalina Mellado, University College London, UK
Crime, dynamic denominators and routine activities. Andy David Newton, Nottingham Trent University
Rating Places: Utilizing user-generated content to assess place management as a mechanism for crime prevention in Belgium and the UK Thom Snaphaan, PhD Researcher, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University; Wim Hardyns, Professor, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University; Lieven J. R. Pauwels, Professor, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University; Kate Bowers, Professor, Department of Security and Crime Science, University College London
Are neighborhoods natural? A bottom-up explanation for how places produce macro-crime patterns Shannon J Linning, Simon Fraser University

213. Schools, Peers and Delinquency
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/School and Peer Groups
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair:
Frank Weerman, NSCR & Erasmus University Rotterdam
Participants:
Absence of Responses to School Absence: The Links between School Absenteeism, Institutional Neglect, and Delinquency Jasmina Arnež, Institute of Criminology, University of Ljubljana and Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford
Delinquency of school classmates and individual delinquency; different delinquency types; role of gender; eventual ‘tipping-point’ Robert Svensson, Department of Criminology, Malmö University; Zoran Vasiljevic, Department of Criminology, Malmö University; Frank Weerman, NSCR & Erasmus University Rotterdam

If I Hate School, Will I End Up in Prison? Comparing Retrospections and Current Feelings about School Experiences Sanna King, Mississippi State University; David May, Mississippi State University

Ostracism as a trigger for value radicalisation and group joining behaviour Lisa-Maria Reiss, University of Greenwich

214. Multi-Agency Approaches in Countering Right-wing Extremism: Experiences, Outcomes and Challenges

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime prevention
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9

Chair: Thomas Görgen, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University

Participants:
Broadening the Perspective of Radicalisation Prevention: Concepts, Programs, and Outcomes Andreas Beelmann, Friedrich Schiller University Jena

Cooperation Between Law Enforcement Agencies and Civil Society Organisations in Germany: Findings from an Expert Interview Study Andreas Arnold, German Police University; Tihomir Vrdoljak, German Police University; Thomas Görgen, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University

Police Cooperation with Civil Society Organisations in Preventing and Countering Right-wing Extremism: Results of a National Survey of Police Authorities Tihomir Vrdoljak, German Police University; Thomas Görgen, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University

Multi-Agency-Cooperation Between Law Enforcement and NGOs in Preventing Radicalization and Extremism: Evidence on Conceptual Issues, Problems and Possibilities Sebastian Lutterbach, Friedrich Schiller University Jena; Andreas Beelmann, Friedrich Schiller University Jena

Dealing with Right-wing Extremism Across Europe – Results from a Comparative Interview Study Dominic Kudlacek, Hochschule Bremerhaven

215. Social Rehabilitation as a Right Against Collateral Consequences

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Non-Criminal Justice Responses to Delinquency
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1

Chair: Federica Coppola, IE Law School and Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security, and Law

Participants:
Social Rehabilitation as a Principle of Justice and its Implications for the Collateral Consequences Antje du Bois Pedain, University of Cambridge

Peer Mentoring in a Women’s Prison as a Form of Social Rehabilitation and Supporting Desistance Melissa Henderson, Lecturer of Criminology and Sociology at Royal Holloway, University of London

Social Rehabilitation through Collaborative Education: Justice Ambassadors as a Transformative Program for Youth Development & Policy Consideration Jarrell Daniels, Columbia University of New York

The Right to Social Rehabilitation in Europe and its Importance to Counter Collateral Consequences Adriano Martufi, University of Pavia

216. Cultural Criminology 4. Radicalization, Conflict and Construction of Control

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology
Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10

Chair: Chris Greer, University of Essex

Participants:
Radicalization Among Adolescents and Young Adults: Clinical Experiences and Prevention Challenges in Belgium Anton Vereshchagin, University of Liège; Fabienne Glowacz, University of Liege

The question of containment or dispersal when dealing with terrorist offenders John David Greenan, Anglia Ruskin University UK

Going Underground: Excitement and Edgework in Violent Extremism. James Hardie-Bick, University of Sussex; Suraj Lakhani, University of Sussex; Susie Scott, University of Sussex

Lawless but not normless – An explorative study on formal and informal control in Darknet forums Tove Gustavsson, Lund University

“You need to put on your own oxygen mask first”: Extinction Rebellion’s Regenerative Culture as Modes of Resistance and Prefiguration. Laura Naegler, University of Liverpool; Gabe Mythen, University of Liverpool

217. America’s experiment “decriminalizing” possession of controlled substances (drugs)

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Drugs and Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11

Chair: Kelsey Henderson, Portland State University

Participants:
Comparative analysis of drug policies Ryanne Berube, Portland State University

Will drug decriminalization reduce police proactivity? Implications for treatment opportunities Brian Renauer, Portland State University; Christopher M. Campbell, Portland State University; Kelsey Henderson, Portland State University

Impact of drug decriminalization on prosecution, diversion, and treatment courts Kelsey Henderson, Portland State University; Brian Renauer, Portland State University; Christopher M. Campbell, Portland State University

Drug policy and community safety: Untangling a multitude of factors Christopher M. Campbell, Portland State University;
218. Situational Action Theory: Aligning Theory’s Implications and Testing
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Quantitative Methods
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair: André Ernst, GESIS-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences
Participants:
The Role of Self-Control in Situational Action Theory: Scales and Situational Context Stefanie Eifler, KU Eichstätt-Ingolstadt; Alexander Betz, KU Eichstätt-Ingolstadt; Adrian Jakob, Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences
Only Bad Sheeps jump the Fence? Applying Double-Hurdle Models to test the Situational Action Theory. Guido Mehlkop, University of Erfurt; Fabian Hasselhorn, University of Bielefeld; Sebastian Sattler, University of Bielefeld; Florian van Veen, University of Erfurt
On the Theoretical and Empirical Relevance of Morality in Two-Stage Modeling of Opportunities for Everyday Crime Julia Weymeirsch, KU Eichstätt-Ingolstadt; Stefanie Eifler, KU Eichstätt-Ingolstadt
An Experimental Test of Situational Action Theory: Examining Cheating Behavior Fabian Hasselhorn, University of Bielefeld; Sebastian Sattler, University of Bielefeld; Clemens Kronenberg, University of Cologne
Investigating Situational Action Theory While Considering the Selection of Kinds-of-People into Kinds-of-Settings André Ernst, GESIS-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences; Fabian Hasselhorn, University of Bielefeld; Sebastian Sattler, University of Bielefeld

219. WG CSM Roundtable 2: The inaccessibility of community sanctions and measures for foreign nationals in Europe
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Community Sanctions
Roundtable
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair: Miranda Boone, Leiden University
Discussants:
Ellen Vandenieuwenhuysen, University of Antwerp
Luisa Ravagnani, University of Brescia
Daniel Danglades, French Ministry of Justice - Prison and probation services

220. Money laundering: the role of facilitators and financial intermediaries
Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair: Jo-Anne Kramer, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam/Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)
Participants:
The ‘folk devilling’ of professionals as crime enablers: the fraud-corruption-money laundering connection Mike Levi, School of Social Sciences, Cardiff University
Preventing money laundering through law firm client accounts Katie Benson, Lecturer in Criminology at the University of Manchester; Diana Bocig a, PhD candidate University of Manchester
The big-shot: money laundering and organized crime risks in the securitization sector Michele Riccardi, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Michael Lo Giudice, Transcrime-Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Matteo Berbenni, Transcrime-Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Antonio Bossto, Transcrime - Universität Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
Collaboration in professional money laundering networks in the Netherlands Jo-Anne Kramer, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam/Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR); Edward Kleemans, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Arjan Blokland, NSCR; Melvin Soudijn, National Police of the Netherlands (KLPD)

221. Decolonising the criminal question 1
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair: Henrique Carvalho, University of Warwick
Participants:
Decoloniality, Abolitionism and the Disruption of Penal Power Chris Cunneen, University of New South Wales, Australia
Decolonising the criminal question. Henrique Carvalho, University of Warwick; Anastasia Chamberlen, University of Warwick; Ana Aliverti, University of Warwick; Maximo Sozzo, Universidad Nacional del Litoral
The Coloniality of Justice: Naturalised divisions during pre-trial hearings in Brazil O mar Phoenix Khan, University of Bath
A Postcolonial Condition of Policing? Exploring Policing and Social Movements in Pakistan and Nigeria Zoha Waseem, University of Warwick
Cape Verde & Global Policing Mobilities: Emancipatory Pathways of Postcolonial Pitfalls? Conor O'Reilly, University of Leeds
De-colonising the criminal question: British criminology’s problems with whiteness and some ways out of them. Rod Earle, The Open University

222. Experiences of victims before, during and after cybercrime victimization
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7
Chair: Susanne van 't Hoff-de Goede, The Hague University of Applied Sciences
Participants:
Fear of Cybercrime Victimisation: Examining the Causality Between Fear and Victimisation
Merel van Leuken, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Pirkko Sarkki, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Susanne van ’t Hoff-de Goede, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

What (s)can we do? Research into an automated vulnerability scan as an evidence-based behavioural intervention
Maaik van der Wal, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Susanne van ’t Hoff-de Goede, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Rutger Leukfeldt, NSCR

Examining ransomware payment decision-making among SMEs
Sifra Matthijssse, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Susanne van ’t Hoff-de Goede, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Asier Moneva Pardo, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Rutger Leukfeldt, NSCR

“I just want my money back.” Experiences of victims of online fraud with using a civil procedure to recover fraudulent money
Susanne van ’t Hoff-de Goede, The Hague University of Applied Sciences; Merel van Leuken, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

223. ECACTJ Panel 5. Death narratives and risk assessment in international criminal justice

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Genocide, Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8
Chair: Mark A. Drumbl, Washington & Lee University

Participants:
Child Recruitment, Death Narratives, and the Child Protection Agenda of the International Criminal Court
Christelle Molima, University of Lausanne

Dispassionate narratives of atrocities and the forensic lens
Caroline Fournet, University of Exeter, Law School

Individual narratives of dead bodies in international trials, a cultural lens
Adina-Loredana Nistor, University of Groningen

An evaluation of the current risk assessment models for atrocity crimes
Alba Gerdeci, Epoka University

224. EXTR6 Right-wing extremism

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Paper Session
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9
Chair: Maria Jofre, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Participants:
Cryptocurrencies and crowdfunding for the financing of right-wing extremism
Maria Jofre, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Mirko Nazzari, Università Cattolica - Transcrime (Milan); Alberto Aziani, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan)

Examining the intersection of the Alt-Right and the Manosphere on TikTok
Aram Ghaemmaghami, University of Portsmouth; Simona Ciobotaru, University of Portsmouth; Anda Iulia Solea, University of Portsmouth

Patterns of Online Radicalization: A Study on Jihadist and Far-Right Extremist Groups
Caterina Paternoster, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Ernesto Savona, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan); Marina Mancuso, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Right Wing Extremism in Australia: Understanding Australians’ support for RWE through an unfairness grievance lens
Tahina Morgan Mulholland, Griffith University; Kristina Murphy, Griffith University; Louise Elizabeth Porter, Griffith University; Keiran Hardy, Griffith University

225. POL Panel 4. Stop and Search and police powers

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair: Wojciech Jasiński, University of Wroclaw

Participants:
A realist review on the police use of stop and search
Winnie Agnew-Pauley, Flinders University; Caitlin Hughes, Flinders University; Alex Stevens, University of Kent

Comparing policing practices associated with civil preventive orders and notices used in England and Wales
Zoe Rodgers, Sheffield Hallam University

Is it possible to reform police stops? Politicization and police change in two European countries
Jacques de Maillard, University of Versailles-Cesdip; Megan O’Neill, University of Dundee

Politisation of police stops in Poland – causes, consequences and responses
Wojciech Jasiński, University of Wroclaw

Public vs. Police: Exploring Discrepancies in Perceptions of Reasonable Suspicion and Stop Extension Decisions
Jan Adams, University of South Carolina; Kyle McLean, Clemson University; Seth W. Stoughton, School of Law, University of South Carolina; Justin Nix, University of Nebraska Omaha; Geoffrey P. Alpert, University of South Carolina

226. Policing in a digitalized world

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair: Marleen Easton, Universiteit Gent

Participants:
Spatial relations and policing legitimacy in a digitalised world
Melissa Bull, Queensland University of Technology; Jasper De Poepe, Leiden University & Ghent University; Tyler Cavthray, Western Sydney University; Marleen Easton, Universiteit Gent

Digitalization and local policing Institutional change and street-level bureaucrats’ strategies
Jan Terpstra, Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen

Online crime reporting: A new threat to police legitimacy?
Kris Metzger, University of Wroclaw
227. Sexual assault disclosure: The voices of survivors and police officers

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3

Chair:
Jodie Murphy-Oikonen, Lakehead University

Participants:
Unfounded Sexual Assault: The Voices of Survivors Jodie Murphy-Oikonen, Lakehead University; Ainsley Miller, Lakehead University; Lori Chambers, Lakehead University; Karen McQueen, Lakehead University

Sexual assault case attrition: When survivors don’t proceed with charges Jodie Murphy-Oikonen, Lakehead University; Ainsley Miller, Lakehead University; Karen McQueen, Lakehead University; Lori Chambers, Lakehead University

Gatekeepers to justice: Police officers’ experiences responding to sexual assault Jodie Murphy-Oikonen, Lakehead University; Karen McQueen, Lakehead University; Ainsley Miller, Lakehead University; Lori Chambers, Lakehead University

Sexual assault disclosure among individuals who identify as a sexual or gender minority Lori Chambers, Lakehead University; Ainsley Miller, Lakehead University; Jodie Murphy-Oikonen, Lakehead University

228. POL Panel 8. Intimate Partner Violence, rape investigations and offender management

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4

Chair:
Wendy Fitzgibbon, University of Westminster

Participants:
Fresh insights into Integrated Offender Management and the Policing of Prolific Offenders Frederick Cram, Cardiff University

Effective and risk-free? Police officers' experience-based opinions of the 'reactive' approach to sex offender management Sarah Kingston, University of Central Lancashire; Clare Scollay, University of Central Lancashire; Nathan Birdsall, University of Central Lancashire

Coercive control, risk assessment, and evidence of intimate partner violence: Police response Mary Aspinall, St. Thomas University; Carmen Gill, University of New Brunswick; Myrna Dawson, University of Guelph; Marie-Marthe Cousineau, Université de Montréal

The UK Sex Offender Register twenty-five years after its inception: does it currently work? Wendy Fitzgibbon, University of Westminster; Maria Ansbro, Buckinghamshire New University

Unidentified or Unidentifiable? Exploring police investigation efforts in rape cases with an unidentified suspect Heidi Mork Lomell, University of Oslo; Johanne Yttri Dahl, Norwegian Police University College

229. Solitary confinement, isolation, victimization and riots in prison

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment

Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5

Chair:
Jago Wyssling, Universität Bern

Participants:
Adverse Childhood Experiences among Solitary Confinement Prisoners Ann Marie Rocheleau, Stonehill College

“Good” and “bad” adaptation to prison isolation of Polish long-term prisoners Kamil Miszewski, University of Warsaw

Unraveling the Determinants of Riots in Correctional Institutions Mijn Kim, Illinois State University; Jeff Mellow, John Jay College of Criminal Justice/CUNY

From Macro to Meso – concentrated imprisonment and community life Kirsten Laurisse, Griffith University

Who is in charge? Researching ideas of responsibility within the penal system Jago Wyssling, Universität Bern; Louise Emily Frey, Universität Bern

230. Contemporary Issues in victimology

Topic 4: Victimology/Patterns and trends in Victimization

Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6

Chair:
Lisa van Reemst, VU Amsterdam

Participants:
From conception to consequences: How lax regulations and corporate greed victimized women in a modern sterilization device Mary Dodge, University of Colorado Denver US

Safer Cities: A critical analysis of measuring self-reported public harassment experiences in urban contexts Thijs Hauspie, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy (IRCP), Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University; Janneke M. Schockenbroek, imec-mict, Department of Communication Sciences & IRCP, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law & Social Law, Ghent University; Koen Ponnet, imec-mict, Department of Communication Sciences, Ghent University; Wim Hardyns, Professor, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law, Ghent University

The role of work situations in victimization of ambulance
231. Trends in Victimization 2
Topic 4: Victimization/Patters and trends in Victimization
Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair:
Pablo Meissner, Ruhr-Universität Bochum
Participants:
- Victimisation processes of refugees living in refugee housings in Germany Pablo Meissner, Ruhr-Universität Bochum
- Victimization Experiences and Aggressive Behaviours by Brazilian Military Police Officers - An Exploratory Study Laura M. Nunes, Universidade Fernando Pessoa; Ana Isabel Sani, University Fernando Pessoa
- Taxing experiences: theorizing negative incidents at the frontlines Shelena Keulemans, Radboud University Nijmegen; Dorian Schaap, Radboud University Nijmegen
- Victim Responses to cyber-fraud Victimization: an exploratory study of victim support groups on Facebook Fyscilla Ream, University of Montreal; Isabelle Rochette, University of Montreal; Akim Laniel-Lanani, University of Montreal; Benoît Dupont, University of Montreal

232. Prisons, inmates and governance in Latin America
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair:
Ignacio González Sanchez, University of Girona
Sveinung Sandberg, University of Oslo
Richard Sparks, University of Edinburgh
Book Author:
Maximo Sacco, Universidad Nacional del Litoral

233. Ports and Crime: Emerging Perspectives
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Transnational Crime and Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair:
Alexandra Hall, Northumbria University
Participants:
- UK freeports 2.0: understanding new patterns of encasement and (dis)order Alexandra Hall, Northumbria University
- “Joy” of reputation: ndrangheta, cocaine and survival narratives in the port of Gioia Tauro Anna Sergi, University of Essex
- Port Policing in Times of Hybrid Warfare Yarin Eski, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

234. Restorative Injustice? A dialogue on how restorative justice is dealing with structural injustices
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Political and Social Discourses about Crime and Justice
Roundtable
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair:
Estelle Zinsstag, Edinburgh Napier University, UK and KU Leuven, Belgium
Discussants:
Ivo Aertsen, University of Leuven, Belgium
Thalia Gonzalez, University of California College of Law, San Francisco
Jennifer Llewellyn, Dalhousie University, Canada
Brenda E Morrison, Centre for Restorative Justice, Simon Fraser University
Mara Schiff, Florida Atlantic University

235. WCCJ Panel 9 – Perspectives on Domestic Abuse
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence
Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair:
Sara Leitão Moreira, Coimbra Business School
Participants:
- Domestic violence in Iceland before, during and after Covid 19 Rannveig Bórisdóttir, National Police Commissioner of Iceland; Guðný Björk Eydal, Professor, Faculty of Social Work
- Moral Values and Intimate Partner Violence in Adolescence. A Situational Action Theory Approach Linnea Schumacher, Malmö University; Marie Torstensson Levander, Malmö University; Anna-Karin Ivert, Malmö University
- Still outside the public and practice story of domestic abuse, where older age, disability and gender intersect Elize Freeman, Aberystwyth University; Sarah Mae Wydall, Aberystwyth University; Rebecca Zerk, Aberystwyth University
- The Defendant In the Domestic Violence Scenario - The Portuguese Perspective Sara Leitão Moreira, Coimbra Business School

236. Crime, Safety and perceptions
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Fear of Crime and Risk perception
Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair:
Kjell Elefalk, Senior Advisor
Participants:
- Organizations in pandemic times - a twofold crisis? Deborah Halang, Endowed Professorship of Crime Prevention and Risk Management, University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany
- Police visibility and feeling of safety: A quasi-experimental research Christine Burkhardt, School of Criminal Justice, University of Lausanne
- The impact of a low-risk drug consumption room on public
237. Use of force by and against the police: recording and dissemination, analysis and regulation

Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair:
Sebastian Roche, Sciences-Po Grenoble / Université de Grenoble-Alpes
Participants:
Can a law relaxing rules for the use of weapons have fatal consequences for citizens? France vs. Germany and Belgium
Sebastian Roche, Sciences-Po Grenoble / Université de Grenoble-Alpes; Simon Varaine, Sciences-Po Grenoble / Université de Grenoble-Alpes; Paul Le-Derff, university of Lille
Media visibility and scandalization of fatal police use of force in France (1990-2016) Paul Le-Derff, university of Lille
The perception of the use of force and the vulnerability of the body among Italian police agents Simone Tazza, university of Bologna; Elisa Begnis, Alma Mater Studiorum Università di Bologna
Violence against the police: methodology of study and policy recommendations Joery Matthis, Leiden University

238. Film Screening - "Police use of force, Institutional Racism and Police accountability: Film Screening and Discussion - “I am Judah” - A community response to the police tazerjing of a respected elder

ESC
Film Screening
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Presenters:
Clare Norah Torrible, University of Bristol
Justin Ellis, University of Newcastle

239. The role of agency, communion and compunction in restorative justice practices

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Restorative Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair:
Jiska Jonas, University of Twente
Participants:
Agency and communion as vehicles for victim-offender mediation? Sven Zebel, University of Twente & Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
The Role of Agency and Communion in Delivering an Oral Victim Impact Statement Marileen Kragting, NSCR
The psychological impact of participation in victim-offender mediation on offenders Jiska Jonas, University of Twente
Participation in victim-offender mediation and reoffending: the role of a self-selection bias and sanctioning Jiska Jonas, University of Twente


Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Neighborhoods and Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair:
Kai Seidensticker, LKA NRW
Participants:
Fear of Crime in Micro-segments (KriMi) - An Analysis of the Significance of Place of Residence Using the Case Study of Duisburg-Marxloh Jana Bader, University of Duisburg-Essen
Population-based Assessment of Lower Saxony Police - An Analysis of regional Differences and Dependencies Anke Schroeder, State Office for Criminal Investigation of Lower Saxony
Trust in the Police and Municipal Law Enforcement. Developing an Exchange Programme to Promote Mutual Understanding in Ethnically Diverse Neighbourhoods Tim Lukas, University of Wuppertal; Josua Schneider, University of Wuppertal

241. Trajectories, Transitions and Identities in Juvenile/Youth Justice: Reflecting Critically on Interventions and System Effects

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Juvenile Justice and Children’s Rights
Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair:
Barry Goldson, The University of Liverpool
Participants:
Doing ‘care’ and ‘justice’: Juvenile justice trajectories, professional interventions and impacts Yana Jaspers, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Jennke Christiaens, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Institutional transitions and institutionalised adulfication in the penal realm: Rhetorical constructions and experiential realities Barry Goldson, The University of Liverpool; Jayne Price, University of Chester
Negotiated identities, parallel lives: New findings from the Edinburgh Study Lesley McAra, Edinburgh University; Susan McVie, University of Edinburgh
Risk and Protective Factors for Serious Physical Violence Among Youth Exposed to Political Conflict: The Role of Social Resistance Eran Itskovich, Institute of Criminology, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Mona Khoury, Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Badi Hasisi, Institute of Criminology, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

242. The increase of administrative police prerogatives due to the recent security context.

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime prevention
243. Violence Research Lab
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology
Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1
Chair:
Reana Bezic, University in Zagreb, Faculty of Law
Participants:
Domestic Violence as a Mitigating Factor at Sentencing: What about Croatia? Lucia Sikovacic, University in Split, Faculty of Law
Violent Rituals and Harmful Cultural Practices: Petra Brepm, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Law
From the Playground to the Living Room: Risk and Protective Factors of Children's Physically Aggressive Behaviour: Karlo Bojic, University of J. J. Strossmayer in Osijek
Mediation in the violent criminal cases: Reana Bezic, University in Zagreb, Faculty of Law
Why do people commit violent crimes – analysis of real cases? Ruza Karlović, Ministry of Interior in Croatia - Police College

244. Personal Data Protection, A.I. and the Criminal Justice System
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Justice Policy
Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10
Chair:
Giulio Soana, KU Leuven - Leuven Institute of Criminology
Participants:
A Multilevel Analysis of DNA Database Policy and Practice: Lauren O'Connell, Technological University Dublin
Aspects of artificial intelligence on e-justice and personal data limitations: Evangelia Androutsaki, University of West Attica (GR); Fotios Spyropoulos, University of West Attica (GR)
Legal limits on the use of facial recognition in the justice system: the Maryland Approach: Chi-Fang Lily Tsai, University of Maryland Eastern Shore; Sandeep Gopalan, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
The EncroChat-Operation – Lessons learned from a human rights perspective: Kristin Pfeffer, Hamburg University of Applied Police Sciences; Luise von Rodbertus, Hamburg University of Applied Police Sciences
Artificial Intelligence and the Changing ‘Architecture of Control’. The use of AI-based real-time remote biometric identification systems for crime prevention purposes: Giulio Soana, KU Leuven - Leuven Institute of Criminology

245. US Justice System Processes: Evidence from the Different Stages of Processing
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Justice Policy
Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11
Chair:
Sally S Simpson, University of Maryland
Participants:
Police Contact, the State, and Youth’s Orientation towards Civic Action: Lee Ann Slocum, University of Missouri-St. Louis; Stephanie Ann Wiley, University of Oregon
Misdemeanor and Felony (In)Justice: Sources of Charging Disparity in Three Jurisdictions: Brian Johnson, University of Maryland; Allison Redlich, George Mason University; Sean Houlihan, University of Maryland; Kevin Redlich, George Mason University

246. QRME Panel 1. Methodology and prison/asylum research
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Qualitative Methods
Paper Session
6:30 to 7:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair:
Mark Berry, Bournemouth University
Participants:
Eliciting emotions on paper: the power of letter writing in prison research: Deborah Russo, University of Edinburgh
Exploring methodological issues in recruiting Deaf people convicted of crimes in England: Daniel McCulloch, The Open University, UK; Laura Kelly-Corless, University of Central Lancashire
Islam in a Belgian prison - An ethnographic study on Islam, prison policies, experiences and masculinities: Elias Woodbridge, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Iman Leckhar, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; An-Sofie Vanhoucke, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Meaningful involvement of justice involved people in research: Reflections from the RELEASE Study: Christine Haddock, Edinburgh Napier University; Jim Watson, University of the West of Scotland; Catriona Connell, University of Stirling; Richard Kjellgren, University of Stirling
Living under measures? An exploration of the execution of penal measures in an open institution: Valentin Refondini, Université de Lausanne - Ecole des sciences criminelles
Music for Futures - Lyrics and Beats Making Workshop: Diverting at-risk Albanian youth from organised crime through music: Mark Berry, Bournemouth University
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Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Community Sanctions 
Pre-arranged Panel 
6:30 to 7:45 pm 
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3 
Chair: Lol Burke, Liverpool John Moores University 
Participants: 
A necessary but painful journey: Experiences of unification in a probation service region in England and Wales Matthew Millings, Liverpool John Moores University; Lol Burke, Liverpool John Moores University; Eleanor Surridge, Liverpool John Moores University 
Exploring senior policy makers’ narratives of probation insourcing Harry Annison, University of Southampton 
Should I stay or should I go? Exit, Voice, Loyalty and Probation Work Nicola Carr, University of Nottingham 
Thinking about ‘confidence’ in probation at a time of transition Gwen Robinson, University of Sheffield 

248. EUROC 8: Novel data and approaches of corporate crime 
Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime 
Paper Session 
6:30 to 7:45 pm 
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5 
Chair: Jana Macfarlane Horn, The Open University 
Participants: 
An Examination of Violation Tracker: The First Comprehensive Corporate Misconduct Database in the U.S. Danielle McGurrin, Portland State University; KJ Kesin, Cedar Counseling Center, LLC; Joshua Ozmy, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga; Melissa Jarrell-Ozmy, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga 
Corporate crime and the opioid crisis in the U.S. Mauri Matsuda, Portland State University; Daniella McGurrin, Portland State University; Christopher M. Campbell, Portland State University 
Corporate Crime in Podcasts - New Media, New Perceptions? Jana Macfarlane Horn, The Open University 
Corporate Culture and Organizational Misconduct: mapping and assessing existing empirical approaches Nina Tobsch, University of Amsterdam; Benjamin van Rooij, University of Amsterdam; Marieke Kluijn, Leiden University 
Representations of Evil Corporations in Horror PENNY CROFTS, UTS 

249. Family and Intergenerational Perspectives 
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Family and Intergenerational Perspectives 
Paper Session 
6:30 to 7:45 pm 
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6 
Chair: Simon Venema, Addiction Mental Health Care Northern Netherlands / Hanze University of Applied Sciences / University of Groningen 
Participants: 
Adolescent ties shape adult lives: Family relationship quality and adolescent delinquency predict adult life-course transitions Veroni Eichelsheim, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Arjan Blokland, NSCR; Monica Martin, Texas Tech University, Department of Human Development and Family Studies, Lubbock, TX, USA; Sjoukje van Deuren, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Quang Nguyen, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement 
Fatherhood and reoffending after release from prison: The importance of co-residing with a partner and children Simon Venema, Addiction Mental Health Care Northern Netherlands / Hanze University of Applied Sciences / University of Groningen; Anja Dirkszwager, NSCR; Marieke Haan, University of Groningen; Paul Nieuwbeerta, Leiden University; Eric Blauw, Hanze University of Applied Sciences / Addiction Mental Health Care Northern Netherlands; René Veenstra, University of Groningen 
Parents are Always By Your Side: Family Involvement in the Journey of Desistance among Delinquent Youth in Hong Kong Grace Au, Hong Kong Metropolitan University 
Religion, Religiosity, and Parenting Practices: An Examination of Jewish, Muslim, Christian, and Druze Mothers in Israel Rana Exeed, The Hebrew university of Jerusalem; Mona Khoury, Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Iris Zadok, The Hebrew university of Jerusalem 
The impact of parental imprisonment on children: a critical interpretive synthesis Fien Van Damme, yes 

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime 
Pre-arranged Panel 
6:30 to 7:45 pm 
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7 
Chair: Michel Walrave, University of Antwerp 
Participants: 
Exploring risky online sexual behaviour amongst European Youth: Findings from an H2020 study Julia C. Davidson, University of East London; Mary Aiken, University of East London; Kirsty Phillips, University of East London; Ruby Farr, University of East London 
Disrupting and preventing sexualised deepfake abuse: Findings from a multi-country study Asher Flynn, Monash University; Anastasia Powell, RMIT University; Adrian J. Scott, University of Goldsmiths; Elena Cama, University of New South Wales 
Sext dissemination: a systematic review and research agenda Silke Van den Eynde, LINC, KU Leuven; Stefaan Pleyster, LINC, KU Leuven; Michel Walrave, University of Antwerp 
Young peoples’ perspective on the non-consensual possession of intimate images Aurelie Gilen, University of Antwerp; Catherine Van de Heyning, University of Antwerp; Mona Giacometti, University of Antwerp; Michel Walrave, University of Antwerp 
Different manifestations of Image-Based Sexual Abuse within Telegram Groups Edel Beckman, Clinical Criminologist at
251. ECACTJ Panel 7. From the Past Back to the Future: Transitional Justice and Intergenerational Legacies of Mass Atrocities

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Transitional Justice

Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8

Chair: Mark A. Drumbl, Washington & Lee University

Participants:
- Rubbing Salt into the Wound: the Modulatory Role of Retributive Transitional Justice in Intergenerational Transmission of Psychosocial Legacies of Political Repression Lucie Pěntáková, NSCR
- The Battle of War Narratives in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Exploring Processes of (Re)Shaping and Intergenerational Transmission of War Narratives Margareta Blažević, NSCR
- Children Born of Sexual Violence, Harm, and Reparations in Northern Uganda Kirsten J. Fisher, College of Arts and Science, University of Saskatchewan
- Inside the Cycle of Violence: the Homotypic Intergenerational Continuities of Atrocity Crimes as Radicalisation and Extremism Mirza Buljubasić, The Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)
- Discussing Intergenerational Issues and Transitional Justice Mark A. Drumbl, Washington & Lee University; Barbora Holá, The Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Centre for International Criminal Justice, VU University Amsterdam

252. Terrorism, politically motivated crime, radicalisation, and some methodological aspects

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Pre-arranged Panel
6:30 to 7:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9

Chair: Axel Dessecker, Centre for Criminology (KrimZ)

Participants:
- Comparing the determinants of worldwide homicide and terrorism Gary LaFree, University of Maryland; Bo Jiang, University of Macau; Yesenia Yanez, University of Maryland
- Declines in perceptions of fairness and legitimacy and political radicalisation in times of crisis Diego Farren, Universität Hamburg; Peter Wetzel, Universität Hamburg; Katrin Brettfeld, Universität Hamburg
- Politically motivated crimes and their residence-to-crime distances David Bretschi, Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA); Sarah Bitschnau, Federal Criminal Police Office Germany (BKA)
- Study on hate and violence towards local politicians in Germany Kirsten Ebnerspach, Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA); Sarah Bitschnau, Federal Criminal Police Office Germany (BKA)
- Assessing the validity of media-based biographical data in terrorism research Eylem Kanol, Berlin Social Science Center (WZB); Maria-Anna Hirth, Centre for Criminology (KrimZ)
- Access to Justice Indicators – a Hungarian Perspective (P001) Exzter Kovács Szitkay, Centre for Social Sciences Institute for Legal Studies, Budapest, Hungary; University of Public Service Doctoral School of Law Enforcement, Budapest, Hungary
- Adverse Childhood Experiences and Social Behavior in Adolescence: Exploring the Protective Role of Resilience as a Moderator (P002) Rafael Franco Dutra Leite, University of Sao Paulo; André Vilela Komatsu, University of Sao Paulo; Pâmela Virginia Santos, University of Sao Paulo; Marina Rezende Bazon, University of São Paulo
- AI for Fighting Corruption (P003) Cristina Domingo Jaramillo, Universidad de Granada
- Analysing the construction and impact of visual discourse in Loyalist communities through the lens of masculinity (P004) Paula Ellen Surgenor, Transitional Justice Institute, Ulster University
- Analysis of Multiple Perpetrator Sexual Assault (MPSA) committed in Spain through a sample of court sentences (P005) Víctor Rodríguez Alonso, Universidad de Alicante; Rebeca Gonzalez Díaz, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia
- Animal attitudes and speciesism in relation to the abuse of farm animals (P006) Bernardo Hernández, Universidad de LaLAGUNA; Cristina Ruiz, Universidad de La Laguna; Andrea Vera, Universidad de La Laguna; Ana M. Martín, Universidad de La Laguna
- Advanced Biographical Data in Terrorism Research (P007) Isabo Goormans, Ghent University; Agnes Verbouw, Criminology student; Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University
A Study on Factors for Maintaining Employment of Released Prisoners (P013) Atika Tomato, Seijo University

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and criminality: a psychological profile of convicts serving prison sentences (P014) Agnieszka Nowogrodzka, Academy of Justice

Balance of RIMES application: Insights for comparative criminal policy (P015) Elisa García-España, University of Malaga; Anabel Cerezo Domínguez, University of Malaga

Be-ForIntel: Building the foundations of a Forensic Intelligence tool in Belgium (P042) Caroline Stappers, Researcher at the Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University; Kuralarasan Kumar, University of Ghent; Christophe Vandeven, Ghent University; Tom Vander Beken, Professor and director of the Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy (IRCP), Ghent University; Fabrice Gason, National Institute for Criminalistics and Criminology (NICC); Olivier Ribaux, University of Lausanne (Université de Lausanne); Bertrand Renard, National Institute for Criminalistics and Criminology (NICC- INCC)

Between “Falanges” and “Comandos”: the sociocritical history of criminal factions from Rio de Janeiro (P016) Thaíssa Fernanda Kratochwill de Oliveira, Fundação Oswaldo Cruz (Brasil); Patricia Constantino, Oswaldo Cruz Foundation - Brazil; Adriano Silva, Fundação Oswaldo Cruz (Brasil)

Biological, Psychological, and Social Characteristics of Juvenile Delinquents in Japan I; Focusing on ACEs (P017) Satoko Kasamatu, Mie Kokugi Gakuen; Masanari Kasamatu, Mie Kokugi Gakuen; Takaharu Ohara, Tokyo Kodaira Child Guidance Center; Naomi Matsura, Mie University, school of education; Hiroshi Tomita, Kokaido home school; Nobuko Hagiuda, Saitama University, school of education

Biological, Psychological, and Social Characteristics of Juvenile Delinquents in Japan III; Focusing on SDQ (P018) Nobuko Hagiuda, Saitama University, school of education; Hiroshi Tomita, Kokaido home school; Naomi Matsura, Mie University, school of education; Takaharu Ohara, Tokyo Kodaira Child Guidance Center; Masanari Kasamatu, Mie Kokugi Gakuen; Satoko Kasamatu, Mie Kokugi Gakuen

Biological, Psychological, and Social Characteristics of Juvenile Delinquents in Japan I Psychiatric characteristics 1; Psychiatric characteristics (P019) Takaharu Ohara, Tokyo Kodaira Child Guidance Center; Naomi Matsura, Mie University, school of education; Hiroshi Tomita, Kokaido home school; Nobuko Hagiuda, Saitama University, school of education; Satoko Kasamatu, Mie Kokugi Gakuen; Masanari Kasamatu, Mie Kokugi Gakuen

Child-to-parent violence from the parents’ perspectives: exploring the role of the parenting practices (P020) Lourdes Contreras, University of Jaén (Spain); Nazaret Bautista-Aranda, University of Jaén (Spain); M. Carmen Cano-Lozano, University of Jaén (Spain)

City crime during the pandemic in Brazil: Neighborhood level analysis of Curitiba, Paraná (P021) Victor Augusto Bosquilia Abade, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) and Pontifical Catholic University of Paraná (PUCPR); Lucas Melgaço, Associate Professor - VUB; Leticia Peret Antunes Hardt, Pontificia Universidade Católica do Paraná (PUCPR)
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255. Poor justifications for executive decisions and their significance for the rule of law

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair: Beate Kutschke, Paris Lodron University Salzburg

Participants:
The justification of strip searches in Belgian prisons Pieter Houbey, CTRG/CCSP
‘Do you know why we have stopped you?’ Police vehicle checks as a justification free zone Mike Rowe, University of Liverpool; Geoff Pearson, University of Manchester
Suspicionless searches - preventative policing without reasonable suspicion Estelle Marks, King’s College London
Why are universally applicable justifications a problem? A case study from Germany Beate Kutschke, Paris Lodron University Salzburg

256. POL Panel 19. Police officers’ lived experiences and their impact

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair: Teun Eikenaar, Radboud University Nijmegen

Participants:
An analysis of a National Survey on Police officers’ ‘lived experiences’ of Taser use in England and Wales Jasmine Oware, London School of Economics; Krzyszton Pösch, University College London
Common mental disorders and their risk factors among Belgian police officers: preliminary results of a widely distributed online survey Emilie Telle, University of Mons; Kelly Quertinmont, University of Mons; Thierry Pham, University of Mons; Audrey Vicenzutto, University of Mons

Using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis to Explore the Lived Experiences of those who Voluntarily Resigned from

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER, 8

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair: Adam Crawford, University of York

Participants:
Views on Public Service Responses to Vulnerability: A Q Methods Approach Ozmur Yardimci, University of York;
257. Prison Working Group: Factors impacting the quality of life in prison
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair: 
Anja Dirkzwager, NSCR
Participants:
Student mentors of prisoners: Contribution of a mentoring program for prisoners Ronit Peled-Laskov, Ashkelon Academic College: Uri Timor, Ashkelon Academic College
‘They “do something” with the prisoners’: The meaning of large, green yards in closed prisons Berit Johannsen, Kriminalomsorgens høgskole og utdanningssenter KRUS
Autonomy and self-Governance in reward systems in prison Jan Maarten Elbers, Leiden University; Esther van Ginneken, Leiden University; Miranda Boone, Leiden University; Paul Nieuwbeerta, Leiden University; Hanneke Palmen, Leiden University
Early insights from the ULTPEN project on ‘forvaring’, the ultimate penalty in Norway John Todd-Kvam, Norwegian University of Science and Technology

258. Education behind bars
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair: Perla Arianna Allegri, University of Torino - Italy
Participants:
Education in captivity: The value of education in Austrian prisons during (and after) the COVID-pandemic Christiane Schwarz, Rutgers School of Criminal Justice
Motivations to attend education and training programs in prison Olga Cunha, Lusófona University of Porto, Portugal; Andreia Castro-Rodrigues, ISPA - Instituto Universitário; Paula Paulino, Universidade Lusófona; Ana Rita Cruz, Universidade Lusófona de Lisboa
Vocational Training in Italian Prisons: Empowering or Exacerbating the Marginalization of the Underclass? Perla Arianna Allegri, University of Torino - Italy
"Can we talk about the food in these places?": Prison Food and Harm to Wellbeing Bryce Kashmerick-McCune, George Mason University; Sydney Ingel, George Mason University; Caitlin Bauer, Sam Houston State University; Danielle Sheldon Rudes, Sam Houston State University

259. COST Action 18121, WG2, Panel title: Culture, institutional abuse, victimology

Topic 4: Victimology/Patterns and trends in Victimization
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair: Anita Dremel, University of Osijek, Croatia
Participants:
Applying the attachment theory to institutional abuse in two different contexts: sports and religion Gema Varona, Senior researcher at the Basque Institute of Criminology (University of the Basque Country)
The Institutions as Victimisers? Dobrinka Chankova, Institute of Conflict Resolution
Policing sex work in Croatia: the invisibility of harm Marija Antić, Institute of social sciences Ivo Pilar
Gender equality in academia and epistemic justice Anita Dremel, University of Osijek, Croatia

260. Hate speech, identified-based Bullying and protection of victims in victimology
Topic 4: Victimology/Patterns and trends in Victimization
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair: Christina Verousi, Northumbria University
Participants:
Hate Incidents against Older Asians in the United States during the COVID-19 Pandemic Kyong Hee Chee, Texas State University
Insights on Hate Crime. Experiences and Consequences of Hate Crime Victimization in Minority Groups Lukas Boll, State Office for Criminal Investigation Lower Saxony: Anke Schroeder, State Office for Criminal Investigation of Lower Saxony
Parents’ Perceptions of Bullying among Children in UAE Society Ahmad Falah Alomosh, University of Sharjah
Faithful and fearful. Does religion promote or reduce fear of crime in Germany? Jan-Philip Steinmann, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony
The protection of victims by securing modern slavery convictions through financial investigations Alicia Heys, University of Hull

261. Penal Trajectories - Understanding entry into and release from prison
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair: Kristian Mjåland, University of Agder
Participants:
Exploring experiences of entry into custody: A comparative study of prison entry in England & Wales and Norway Anna Schliehe, Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg; Kristian Mjåland, University of Agder
Temporary collapse in the punishment of people convicted of sex offences Alice Levi, University of Liverpool
Returning to the outside: Understanding relational reintegration
after release from a life sentence Ailie Rennie, University of Cambridge
The breadth of imprisonment Julie Laursen, University of Copenhagen

262. Generative Justice: Theory and Praxis
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Non-Criminal Justice Responses to Delinquency
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 1
Chair: Mary Corcoran, Keele University
Participants:
- Prefiguring the Small Beginnings of Change Mary Corcoran, Keele University
- Generative Justice in the Global South? A Study of Brazil's Experience Using Open Prisons Sergio Grossi, Complutense University of Madrid
- Introducing Generative Justice Fergus McNeill, University of Glasgow
- Re/Integrative and Generative Spaces: 'The Place' Case Study Alejandro Rubio Arnal, Universitat Pompeu Fabra Barcelona
- Generative Justice in Practice: A Case Study Elli Targett, Landworks; Julie Parsons, University of Plymouth

263. Preliminary findings from “What happened in Sweden over the last 40 years? Studies on crime, gender, ethnicity and social class”.
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Immigration / Migration
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair: Sofia Anna Wikman, University of Gavle
Participants:
- The worried people's votes Jerzy Sarnecki, University of Gavle
- Foreign background and criminal justice system disparity Amber L. Beckley, Stockholm University, Örebro University
- Foreign-born, victimization and feelings of safety in Sweden. A three level analysis Lars Westfelt, University of Gavle; Samuel Nestius, University of Gavle
- Persistence and desistance narratives among Swedish migrant ex-prisoners Sofia Anna Wikman, University of Gavle; My Lilja, Department of Criminology Malmö University Sweden

264. Crime undermines governance in societies: A statistical overview
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Fear of Crime and Risk perception
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair: Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)
Discussant: Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne
Participants:
- Crime ang governance statistics: The experience from Mexico Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)

"Crime evidence of mafia-type criminal organizations in Italy and activities to combat the phenomenon" Claudio Caterino, Istituto Nazionale di Statistica di Italy (ISTAT); Ramona Cavalli, Istituto Nazionale di Statistica of Italy (ISTAT)

How crime undermines Governance statistics: A regional perspective. Dayana Lizeth Perez, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)

265. WCCJ Panel 4 – Expressions of Masculinities
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Gender and Crime
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair: Conor Murray, Ulster University
Participants:
- Codes of Imprisonment: Signs, Signals and Masculinities Conor Murray, Ulster University
- (Main)streaming Misogyny: An analysis of the Manosphere on TikTok Anda Julita Solea, University of Portsmouth; Lisa Sugiura, University of Portsmouth
- Negotiating young, gang-affiliated masculinities in youth detention Robin Găbnander, Stockholm University; Tove Pettersson, Stockholm University; Christoffer Carlsson, Stockholm University
- Release and Relapse: Understanding Sexual Recidivism in a sample of US Men Danielle Arlanda Harris, Griffith University

266. History of Polish criminological thought
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Historical Comparisons of Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair: Maciej Andrzej Duda, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn
Participants:
- Ecocide - from the concept of Rafał Lemkin to contemporary international initiatives regarding the environmental crime Joanna Naradowska, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn; Wiesław Płynawczewski, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn; Maciej Andrzej Duda, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn
- Criminological thought toward the phenomenon of looting and destruction of world cultural heritage during armed conflicts Maciej Andrzej Duda, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn; Wiesław Płynawczewski, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn; Joanna Naradowska, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn

Polish criminological and forensic thought in the era of global technological acceleration Magdalena Zubasinska, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn; Aneta Łyżwa, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn

Digital metadata – criminological and forensic aspects from the
267. Challenges of Doing Cross-National Survey Research (ISRD)

Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice

Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair:
Anna Markina, University of Tartu

Discussants:
Ineke Haen Marshall, Northeastern University
Dirk Enzmann, University of Hamburg
Majone Steketee, Verwey Jonker Institute and Rotterdam University
Janne Kivivuori, University of Helsinki
Chris Birkbeck, Salford University
Marta Dabrowska, University of Bialystok

268. Approximating courts: the use of vignette studies to assess legal decision-making in forensic mental health settings.

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making

Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair:
Michiel van der Wolf, University of Groningen

Participants:
Elucidating decision-making through vignette studies in Dutch forensic mental health cases Michiel van der Wolf, University of Groningen

Diminishing the number of grades of diminished responsibility Lucia Mebius, University of Groningen

Where to care: a vignette study on decision-making regarding mentally disordered offenders in Dutch criminal courts Vera Oosterhuis, Universiteit Leiden/WODC

Forensic mental health reports and sentencing decisions in the Netherlands Roosmarijn van Es, Leiden University; Janne van Doorn, Leiden University; Jan de Keijser, Leiden University; Maarten Kunst, Leiden University

Experimental designs to study law: can vignette studies live up to their expectations? Anna Goldberg, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

269. Young people and Policing: Reflecting on Police Contact with Children and Young People

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Youth Studies and Children’s Rights

Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair:
Yana Jaspers, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Participants:
The Role of Police Decision-Making in the Delivery of Community Resolutions with Children and Young People. Daniel Marshall, Manchester Centre for Youth Studies, Manchester Metropolitan University

Child-Friendly Justice? Exploring the Legal Rights of Suspects in Police Custody from a Child’s Perspective Vicky Kemp, University of Nottingham

Relations between Young Black Irish people and the Police. Johnny Connolly, University of Limerick

Learned Submissiveness? Youngsters’ experiences with Identity Checks by Police in an Urban Setting. Yana Jaspers, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

270. Criminological connections, directions, horizons: essays in honour of Nigel South

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology

Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair:
Anna Di Ronco, University of Essex

Participants:
Does the operation of digital drug markets resemble the digital economy at large? Meropi Tzanetakis, University of Manchester

Scarcity, conflict and environmental crime in a changing world Daan van Uhm, Utrecht University

Ecologically induced genocide: a new synthesis Damien Short, University of London; Martin Crook, University of West England

Conveying environmental harms through music: some directions for green cultural criminology Anna Di Ronco, University of Essex; Lorenzo Natali, University of Milan-Bicocca

Grave Matters: Sensory Criminology, Spectral Politics and Subjugated Knowledge Eamonn Carrabine, University of Essex

Life-Stage Dissolution” (“Adultification” and “Infantilization”) and the Right to Repair: Implications for Fixing this World Bicocca University of Essex; Lorenzo Natali, University of Milan-Bicocca

271. Assessing, Evaluating and Implementing Human Rights in Juvenile Justice

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Youth Studies and Children’s Rights

Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair:
Louise Forde, Brunel University London

Participants:
A multiple criteria evaluation of Adolescent Criminal Law and the role of human rights André van der Laan, WODC (Research and Documentation Centre), the Netherlands; Kirti Zeijlmans, WODC


Participation Rights and the Deprivation of Liberty – a case study of children’s rights implementation Ursula Kilkelly, University College Cork
272. PENALITY IN THE SOUTH(S) 3
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Policy, Criminalization, Policy of Criminal Sanctions
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chair: Maximo Sozzo, Universidad Nacional del Litoral
Participants:
Penal Moderation and Conceptual Hybridization Zelia Gallo, King’s College London
Challenging impunity for atrocity crimes. Bottom-up lessons from the South Valeria Veghe Weiss, Konstanz University
Neoliberal penal policies in Spain Ignacio González Sanchez, University of Girona
Reading Penalty from the Global South/Periphery. Contemporary innovations and debates on the inmate governance in Latin American prisons. Maximo Sozzo, Universidad Nacional del Litoral

273. CYBERCRIME AND COVID-19: BEYOND THE FINDINGS - REFLECTIONS ON THEORY AND PREVENTION
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Crime and COVID 19
Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1
Chair: Stefano Caneppele, University of Lausanne
Discussants:
Fernando Miró-Llinares, CRÍMINA Center, University Miguel Hernández of Elche
David Buil-Gil, The University of Manchester
Steven Kemp, University of Girona

274. FACTORS THAT SHAPE CRIMINAL POLICY DECISION MAKING
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Justice Policy
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10
Chair: Pablo Rando, University of Sevilla
Participants:
How Criminology Affects Punishment: Analyzing Conditions under Which Scientific Information Affects Sanction Policy Decisions Malouke Kuiper, University of Amsterdam; Christopher P. Reinders Folmer, University of Amsterdam; Emmeke Kooistra, NSCR; Greg Pogarsky, University at Albany - SUNY; Benjamin van Rooij, University of Amsterdam
MDM: An ethical framework proposal to mitigate the misuse of data in Criminal Justice Policy Ana Belén Gómez-Bellvis, Miguel Hernández University; Francisco Javier Castro-Toledo, Plus Ethics
Peace Churches and Restorative Justice: Past, Present, and Future Meredith Edelman, Monash Business School; Rick Sarre, University of South Australia
The Expressive Function of Criminal Law: How Legality and Punishment Influence Moral Judgment Avital Mentovich, University of Haifa; Maar Zeew Wolf, Ben Gurion University

It all starts with a thoughtful selection: The development of practice-based guidelines for selecting risk assessment tools in probation practice. Hanne Willemen, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium; Anna Marie Vansteenkiste, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium; Lars Brels, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Kristof Verfaillie, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Kasia Uzieblo, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, The Forensic Care Specialists

Police Intervention on Begging across Eight Jurisdictions: an Application of RIMES Instrument Pablo Rando, University of Sevilla

275. ILLICIT DRUG USE AND OFFENDING
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Substance abuse
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11
Chair: Kofi E Boakye, University of Leicester
Participants:
Correlates and risk factors for involvement of young people in illicit drugs Kofi E Boakye, University of Leicester
Risky Decision Making in amphetamine users: ERP study Yu Hua Liu, National Chung Cheng University; Chiao-yun Chen, National Chung Cheng University
Continuing with and returning to crime: Gendered experiences of coping through substance misuse and reoffending. Megan Coghlans, Maynooth University
Crime-drug relationships in Brazilian adolescents with different conduct patterns: A multi-method study Thales Vinicius Mozaner Romano, University of São Paulo; Marina Rezende Bazon, University of São Paulo
Gender differences in drug use behaviors for the schedule 1 and schedule 2 drug addicts Shu-Lung Yang, the Department of Criminology, National Chung Cherng University

276. CHALLENGES AND GOOD PRACTICES IN QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Qualitative Methods
Roundtable
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair: Victoria Woźniak-Cole, KU Leuven
Discussants:
Tatiana Fernandez Maya, University of New South Wales & KU Leuven
Pablo Romero-Seseña, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC)
Dominik Wzorek, Institute of Law Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences
Nibigira Nadine, Université libre de Bruxelles

277. COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE INVOLVEMENT BETWEEN PUNISHMENT POWERS, PRIVACY, DESISTANCE AND...
278. Organized crime involvement in legal and illegal trades

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime

Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 4

Chair: 
David Castro-Liñares, University of A Coruna

Participants:
Current trends and scenarios on Illicit Trade on Cultural Property in Europe: A major concern? David Castro-Liñares, University of A Coruna

Exploring new trends and challenges in the illicit firearms trafficking in Europe Marina Mancuso, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Ernesto Savona, Transcrime / Università Cattolica delSacro Cuore (Milan); Caterina Paternoster, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Maria Jofre, Transcrime - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

The downside of free enterprise in Belgium: opportunities for criminal entrepreneurs Frauke Wittevrongel, Ghent University Belgium

Theoretical frameworks on smuggling migrants. A critical analysis Stefano Becucci, University of Florence

The organised theft of medicine: main traits of an understudied type of organised property crime Marco Dugato, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Transcrime; Cosimo Sidoti, PhD candidate at Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Transcrime, Milan, Italy

279. EUROC PANEL 6: Life-course criminology and white-collar crime

Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime

Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5

Chair:
Jessica Hill, VU University

Participants:
Corporate Offending in Dutch Inland Shipping: A Trajectory Analysis Jelmar Meester, VU Amsterdam; Marielle Kluij, Leiden University; Arjan Blokland, NSCR; Wim Huisman, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Environmental crime in The Netherlands: the offenders and the prosecutors Jessica Hill, VU University; Victor van der Geest, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Joost van Onna, Openbaar Ministerie, The Netherlands

Offending Trajectories Among Those Convicted of White Collar Crimes Chelsey Narvey, Sam Houston State University; Erin Orrick, Sam Houston State University; Nicole Leeper Piquro, University of Miami

280. Child sexual abuse and pornography

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Sex Crimes, Sex Work and Sex Trafficking

Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6

Chair: 
Virginia Soldino, Universitat de València

Participants:
Contact Child Sexual Exploitation Victim – Perpetrator Dynamics: Exploring Interpersonal Communicative Patterns VICKY MOONEY, UCLan University

Digital Sexual Exploitation in South Korea: Criminal Laws and Policies in Action HAN-KYUN KIM, Korean Institute of Criminology & Justice; JUN HYOUNG HWANG, Kyonggi University; JEE YOUNG YUN, Korean Institute of Criminology & Justice

Professionals' perceptions of incidents of abusive sexual behavior displayed by adolescents against pre-pubescent children Virginia Soldino, Universitat de València

281. European Developmental and Life-course Criminology Working Group, Panel 1. Criminal careers and offending trajectories

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Development and Life Course Perspectives

Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7

Chair: 
Jasper Bendler, Bielefeld University

Participants:
Criminal career trajectories vs developmental trajectories Torbjorn Skardhamar, University of Oslo

Same but different? Similarities and differences in male and female criminal trajectories Benedicte Nordahl Berntsen, Norwegian Police University College; Torbjorn Skardhamar, University of Oslo

Offending specialisation in a 30-year prospective birth cohort study of over 5,000 people in Brazil Hugo S. Gomes, Human Development and Violence Research Centre (DOVE),
282. Multi-Ideological Radicalisation Assessment towards Disengagement: Long-standing relevance of risk assessment, cross-sectoral training, and multi-stakeholder cooperation

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9

Chair: Pedro Liberado, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems

Participants:

Assessing Risk of Violent Extremism in the Prison and Probation Contexts: Is there a need for ideology-based tools? Josep Garcia Coll, Euro-Arab Foundation for Higher Studies; Darina Sarafova, Center for the Study of Democracy; Mariyan Sabev, Center for the Study of Democracy

Training prison, probation and community staff on radicalisation and violent extremism: Results from a cross-sectoral and mixed-method training initiative Vânia Sampiao, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Leonardo Conde, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Pedro Liberado, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Sara Afonso, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Margarida Madruga Damas, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems

Interinstitutional collaboration towards successful disengagement and social reintegration of violent and terrorist offenders Mariyan Sabev, Center for the Study of Democracy; Maria Stoyanova, Center for the Study of Democracy; Darina Sarafova, Center for the Study of Democracy

283. POL Panel 10. Drugs policing and harm reduction

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1

Chair: Stijn Ruiter, NSCR

Participants:

Police Drug Diversion (PDD): A realist impact, process and economic evaluation Helen Glasspoole-Bird, The Open University; Matthew Bacon, University of Sheffield; Nadine Hendrie, University of Kent; Alex Stevens, University of Kent

Introducing the Dutch Crime Harm Index Stijn Ruiter, NSCR; Teun van Ruitenbreg, NSCR

Valuable Lives to Save: Police Perceptions on Safe Consumption Sites Rebekah April McNeilly, University of Alberta; Kevin Haggerty, University of Alberta; Luca Berardi, McMaster University; Bucerius Sandra, University of Alberta; Harvey Krahn, University of Alberta

From drug law enforcement to harm reduction: Conceptualising and evaluating the impact of policing drug markets Matthew Bacon, University of Sheffield; Xavier L’Hoiry, University of Sheffield; Amber Belk, South Yorkshire Police; Ashley Rogers, South Yorkshire Police; Reanna Garraghan, South Yorkshire Police; Charlotte Janusz, South Yorkshire Police

Between security, law enforcement and harm reduction: drug policing at commercial music festivals in England Verity Smith, Bath Spa University

284. Data-led and Digital Policing: A Global Perspective

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2

Chairs:

Tessa Diphoorn, Utrecht University
Shivangi Narayan, Jawaharlal Nehru University

Participants:

MyGate: Convenience or pervasive surveillance? A study of the app usage in a gated community in NCR’ Shivangi Narayan, Jawaharlal Nehru University

“We’re all dreaming AI”: Speculative Fantasies and Technologies of Desire in South African Policing Tessa Diphoorn, Utrecht University

Predictive Policing: On Algorithms and Community Policing Simon Egbert, Bielefeld University; Elena Esposito, Bielefeld University/University of Bologna

Guns, Fatigues, and Fitness: Elite Squad Instagramming in Rio de Janeiro’s Everyday War on Crime Tomas Salem, University of Bergen

Outsourcing security intelligence: the risks of digital litter in migration control practices Veronika Nagy, Utrecht University

285. POL Panel 15. Police use of force

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3

Chair: Hyen Namgung, Metropolitan State University of Denver

Participants:

Collective Bargaining, Police Pay, and Racial Differences in Police Lethality Rates Thaddeus Lateef Johnson, Georgia State University/Council on Criminal Justice; Natasha N. Johnson, Georgia State University; William J. Sabol, Georgia State University; Megan Hartman, Georgia State University; David T Snively, Georgia State University

Police and Gender: The Impact of Officer’s Sex on Use of Force Brian Lawton, John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Hyeyoung Lim, The University of Alabama at Birmingham

The relation of cognitive perspective taking with use of force decision making among sworn police officers Miguel
**286. Prison Working Group: Living and working in prison - Detainees, staff and their interactions**

**Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment**

Pre-arranged Panel

9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4

Chair:

**Anja Dirkzwager**, NSCR

Participants:

Procedural justice in their eyes: A qualitative interview study among detainees Matthias Hall, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Anja Dirkzwager, NSCR; Peter van der Laan, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR); Paul Nieuwbeerta, Leiden University

Deterrent effects of sanction severity and the role of procedural justice: An experiment in prisons Franziska M. Yasrebi-de Kom, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR); Anja Dirkzwager, NSCR; Peter van der Laan, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR); Paul Nieuwbeerta, Leiden University

Studying the needs of incarcerated persons and people working in two new prisons in Belgium Elieze Termote, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Lennert De Boe, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; An-Sofie Vanhoucke, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Studying prison officers’ training programs (with) recruits: The merit of participant-observation Emilie Gossye, VUB

**287. Imprisoned persons, their families and partners**

**Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment**

Paper Session

9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5

Chair:

**Marie Hutton**, University of Sheffield

Participants:

Criminalization By Proxy? Stigmatizing the New Romantic Partners of Returning Citizens Daisy Ball, Roanoke College

‘Divided Households’: Exploring the impact on children and young people (CYP) of having a household family member in prison Naomi Griffin, Newcastle University; Steph Scott, Newcastle University

It’s a conduit … a bridge - Early days family support and wellbeing in two English prisons Christina Straub, Department of Sociology, Durham University, UK; Kate O’Brien, Department of Sociology, Durham University, UK

Mother’s work is never done: Mother’s affected by remand Isla Masson, The Open University; Natalie Booth, Bath Spa University

Parental imprisonment: The views of imprisoned parents, their families, and prison administrators Patrik Manzoni, Zurich University of Applied Sciences ZHAW; Maria Kamenowski, Zurich University of Applied Sciences ZHAW; Nina Ruchti, Zurich University of Applied Sciences ZHAW

**288. Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Violence Against Women in China and the United States**

**Topic 4: Victimization/Patterns and trends in Victimization**

Pre-arranged Panel

9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6

Chair:

**Susan Dewey**, The University of Alabama

Participants:

Primary Aggressor I: Analyzing Arrest and Case Disposition Records Among Female Domestic Violence Offenders Brittany VandeBerg, University of Alabama

Primary Aggressor II: Analyzing Arrest and Case Disposition Records Among Male Domestic Violence Offenders Susan Dewey, The University of Alabama

Using Resilience Studies to Understand Violence in the Lives of Incarcerated Women Susan Dewey, The University of Alabama; Brittany VandeBerg, University of Alabama

**289. Intimate partner violence**

**Topic 4: Victimization/Patterns and trends in Victimization**

Paper Session

9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7

Chair:

**Philipp Müller**, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony

Participants:

Bidirectional violence in intimate relationships: The prevalence in a community Portuguese sample Andreia Machado, Lusófona University; Hei Lah; Filipa Branco, Lusófona University; Olga Cunha, Lusófona University of Porto, Portugal

Intimate partner violence: A comparison of the perpetrator-victim dyad Audrey Vicenzotto, University of Mons; Emilie Telle, University of Mons; Anye Miermont, University of Mons; Célia Lombardo, University of Mons

Intimate Partner Violence among Males in Germany – Prevalence and Consequences Laura-Romina Goede, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony

Men as Victims of Intimate Partner Violence – Results from a Qualitative Study in Germany Philipp Müller, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony

Prevalence of Intimate Partner Violence in Russia: A Systematic Review Alexandra Lysova, Simon Fraser University

The dark number of Intimate Partner Violence, a survey on an Italian sample Fabio Delicato, Association Criminiseriali

**290. Prison and the family: international perspectives on relationships in practice and policy**

**Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment**

Pre-arranged Panel

9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
291. Presidential Session
Participants:
Chair: Rachel Condy, Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford
Participants: Culture as the foundation: supporting Indigenous families with a parent in prison Krystal Lockwood, Griffith University
What are the incarceration-related predictors for mental disorders? Evidence from an Australian birth cohort Diksha Sapkota, Griffith Criminology Institute, Griffith University, Queensland, Australia; Susan Dennisson, School of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Griffith University, Queensland, Australia; Carleen Thompson, School of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Griffith University, Queensland, Australia
Negotiating care, love, and safety in prison: the case of simultaneous familial imprisonment Ariadne Fischer, University of Cambridge
Prisoners’ families policy in Scotland and England: a comparative analysis Rikki Wolkind, University of Edinburgh
Beyond the Barriers: Access to family justice proceedings for women in prison in the UK Shona Minson, University of Oxford

291. Presidential Session - Atlantic crossing: Understanding Crime Indicators in the United States and in Europe
ESC
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor basement - Auditorium
Chair: Klaus Boers, University of Muenster
Discussant: Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)
Participants: Not all data are created equal: Lessons from the U.S. National Institute of Justice on how research methodology shapes data quality, validity, and utility Nancy La Vigne, Director of the National Institute of Justice, United States
Win Some, Lose Some: Successes and Challenges Using Scientific Research to Inform Criminal Justice Policy Decisions Alex Piquero, University of Miami, United States (former Director of the Bureau of Justice Statistics)
Towards Integrated European Criminology: Constructing a Comprehensive Database for Contemporary and Historical Analysis Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne

292. Biological, Biosocial and Psychological Perspectives 2.
Theoretical developments
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Biological, Biosocial and Psychological Perspectives
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 1
Chair: Stijn Vandevelde, Ghent University
Participants: Are we always aggressive? Differences between contexts Mariana Sebastião Machado, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law - University of Porto / Doctoral research fellow, FCT [2021.04650.BD]; Cândido da Agra, Emeritus Professor, University of Porto / Center for Juridical, Economic and Environmental Studies (CEJEA), University Lusíada; Carla Sofia Cardoso, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto
Blame it on the booze? Alcohol alters threat perceptions of ostracism and sexual objectification Maayan Beeri Nagar, Ariel University; Maayan Dvir, Reichman University
Examining the Relationship of Criminal Thinking with Dark Triad Personality Traits BURCU TURK, Haliç University; Nurcan Hamzaoglu, Istanbul Yeni Yüzyil University
Migrants labelled as Not Criminally Responsible: Understanding barriers to forensic mental health care Marjolein de pau, Ghent University; Freya Vander Laenen, Ghent University; Stijn Vandevelde, Ghent University

293. Trafficking in human beings: data on victims and perpetrators in Spain
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Human Trafficking
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair: Carolina Villacampa, University of Lleida
Participants: The role of women as offenders in trafficking in human beings cases: an analysis of Spanish judicial sentences Marc Salat, University of Lleida
The approach to trafficking in human beings as an economic crime and victim compensation Clàudia Torres Ferrer, University of Lleida
 Trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation: survivors’ voices Carolina Villacampa, University of Lleida
Challenges in assisting unaccompanied foreign minors victims of trafficking in human beings Rubén Espany, University of Lleida; Carolina Villacampa, University of Lleida

294. Ecologies of security 1
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Fear of Crime and Risk perception
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair: Ian Loader, University of Oxford
Participants: The (new) ecology of security: Tribulations of sustainable security in an English town Evi Girling, Keele University; Sergen Bacheci, University of Oxford; Ben Bradford, University College London; Ian Loader, University of Oxford; Richard Sparks, University of Edinburgh
Normalised crises, sense-making and everyday security governance Julie Berg, University of Glasgow; Clifford Shearing, University of Cape Town
Climate security and urban everyday solutions: A criminological and ontological perspective Kajsa Lundberg, University of Melbourne
Reimagining security through redefining incivility, liveability and legitimate urban governance Nina Peršak, Institute for Criminal-Law Ethics and Criminology, Ljubljana; Anna Di Ronco, University of Essex

295. Intimate Partner Violence: during and after Covid in
Belgium
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair: Fabienne Glowacz, University of Liege
Participants:
Intimate partner violence and COVID-19: first-line health care responses and difficulties during the COVID-19 crisis Fabienne Glowacz, University of Liege; Amandine Dziowa, Université de Liège (Belgique)
Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) during the COVID crisis: policy analysis and case studies in French-speaking Belgium Luce Lebrun, University of Liege; Aline Thiry, University of Liege; Catherine Fallon, University of Liege
Intimate Partner Violence during COVID: a case-study from Flanders Gily Coene, Vrije Universiteit Bruxelles; Kaat Poels, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Figures on intimate partner violence (IPV) during and after the COVID crisis: lessons from a comparative approach of several data sources Charlotte Vanneste, INCC/ULIEGE

296. Protection and Prevention in the Governance of Crime: Historical Perspectives from Sweden and Britain
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Historical Comparisons of Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair: David Churchill, Leeds University
Participants:
The Politics of Protection in British Policing Francis Martin Dodsworth, Kingston University London
Tear Gas, Alarms, and Bulletproof Windows: Taxi Violence and Situational Crime Prevention in Post-war Sweden Anders Pedersson, University of Gothenburg
The Preventive Turn: The Case of Sweden Robert Anderson, Linnaeus University; Paula Wahlgren, Linnaeus University

297. ISRD Panel 1 Methodological and Ethical Issues in Cross-National Surveys
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair: Janne Kivivuori, University of Helsinki
Participants:
Upset among children caused by answering ISRD study questions Anna Markina, University of Tartu
A first look at measuring self-reported delinquency and victimization via internet samples in ISRD4 for the U.S.: Some substantive and method results Mikaela Sky Nielsen, University of California, Irvine; Michael Gottfredson, University of California, Irvine; Ineke Haen Marshall, Northeastern University
Correlates of inattentive responding in the ISRD4 study Dirk Enzmann, University of Hamburg
The fourth International Self-Report Delinquency Study: Insights from Bosnia and Herzegovina Muhamed Budimlić, University of Sarajevo - Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security Studies; Sandra Kobajica, University of Sarajevo - Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security Studies

298. Negotiated justice in Croatian criminal procedure – Recent trends and possible developments
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Prosecutorial Decision-making and the Prosecutorial Process, Alternatives to trial
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair: Elizabeta Ivičević Karas, University of Zagreb - Faculty of Law
Participants:
Reforming plea-bargaining in Croatia – Challenges and perspectives Elizabeta Ivičević Karas, University of Zagreb - Faculty of Law
Roads and pitfalls in the application of the penal order from the Croatian perspective Marin Bonačić, University of Zagreb - Faculty of Law
Appealing consensual forms - Croatian experience with appealing penal order and judgment based on the agreement of the parties Darija Željko, University of Zagreb - Faculty of Law
Consensual forms in misdemeanour proceedings in Croatia Orsat Miljenić, Office of the President of the Republic of Croatia

299. Roundtable: Models of reform for youth justice systems
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Youth Justice and Children’s Rights
Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair: Neal Hazel, University of Salford, UK
Discussants:
Stephen Case, Loughborough University, UK
Uršula Kilkelly, University College Cork
Kathy Hampson, Aberystwyth University
Stefaan Pleysier, LINC, KU Leuven

300. Southern and Critical Perspectives Upon Policing and Social Order
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair: Zoha Waseem, University of Warwick
Participants:
The contemporary criminalisation of Activists: insights from Latin America Roxana Pessoa Cavalcanti, University of Brighton; Israel Patricio Celi Toledo, Universidad Técnica
301. 'Care' and 'Control' in Juvenile Justice

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Juvenile Justice and Children’s Rights

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8

Chair: Emirhan Darcan, University of Bern

Participants:
- Chinese Juvenile Criminal Justice in a Dilemma: Punishment or Resocialization? - Under the Background of Lowering the Age of Criminal Responsibility Ying Wang, Wuhan University, China; Heidelberg University, Germany
- Investigating the relationship between adverse childhood experiences and serious youth violence Paul Gray, Manchester Metropolitan University
- Mental disorders of juveniles in contemporary Poland Paulina Sidor-Borek, University of Warsaw; Krzysztof Worek, University of Warsaw
- The Birth of the Care System: From the Brehon Era to the Children Act 1908 Shauna Philomena Armstrong, Maynooth University
- The limit of intervention. Between the need of help and the need of control of the juvenile's life. Maria Kopeć, University of Warsaw; Dominik Wzorek, Institute of Law Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences

302. (EU Horizon Program Promotion) Criminology at the frontiers of Science & Interdisciplinarity thanks to the ERC funding opportunities

ESC
Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9

Chair: Lionel Thelen, ERC - European Commission - COV 2


Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Crime and COVID 19

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1

Chair: Emirhan Darcan, University of Bern

Participants:
- COVID-19 and Crime: Unravelling the Role of Mobility Shifts Hulya Seyidoglu, University of Leeds; Anthony Dixon, University of Leeds; Jose Pina-Sánchez, University of Leeds; Nick Malleson, University of Leeds; Graham Farrell, University of Leeds
- The impact of the COVID-19 on crime in Poland based on statistical data KONRAD BUCZKOWSKI, The Institute of Legal Sciences of the Polish Academy of Sciences
- Behind closed doors: the challenges of reporting domestic violence during covid-19 in Brazil Vitor Goncalves, Texas State University; April Miu Miu Chai, Texas State University
- The Effect of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Cyber Fraud Victimization Among International Students in Belgium Ruofi Zhang, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University; Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University; Jelle Janssens, Ghent University
- Residential Time Spent and Homicide during the COVID-19 Pandemic Emirhan Darcan, University of Bern; Suat Cubukcu, Towson University

304. Innovations in Criminal Justice Research and Policy

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Justice Policy

Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10

Chair: Pauline K Brennan, University of Massachusetts Lowell

Participants:
- Advancing Sexual Abuse Prevention: Lessons from the Help Wanted Prevention Intervention Ryan Shields, University of Massachusetts Lowell
- Resisting Arrest while Black or Brown: An Examination of Prosecutorial Charging Decisions, Case Disposition, and Sentencing Rebecca Dunlea, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Pauline K Brennan, University of Massachusetts Lowell
- Perceived Legitimacy and Cooperation in the Jail Environment Jared Ellison, Old Dominion University
- Linking People on Probation to Substance Use Treatment: Using Needs Assessments and System Maps to Promote Organizational Change Steven Belenko, Temple University; Lauren Perron, Temple University; Jennifer Wood, Temple University

305. Violence, alcohol and other drugs

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Substance abuse

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11

Chair: Carly Lightowlers, University of Liverpool

Participants:
- Alcohol-related violence: is the night-time economy wholly to blame? Carly Lightowlers, University of Liverpool; Lucy Bryant, Institute of Alcohol Studies and Open University
- rTMS can reduce aggression in subjects with alcohol and substance use disorder Alessandro Sarzetto, Park Villa Napoleon; Maurizio Muscolot, Park Villa Napoleon; Giulia Moretti, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Carolina Passani, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Livio Amoresano, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Federica
306. Introducing 'the Öresund Collective of Ethnographic Criminology' (ÖCEC)
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Qualitative Methods
Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair: David Sausdal, Lund University
Discussants: Henrik Vigh, University of Copenhagen
Trine Mygind Korshy, University of Copenhagen
Julie Nygaard Solvang, University of Copenhagen
Sébastien Tutenges, Lund University

307. Generative Justice as a Social Movement?
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Non-Criminal Justice Responses to Delinquency
Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair: Fergus McNeill, University of Glasgow
Discussants: Beth Weaver, University of Strathclyde
Mary Corcoran, Keele University
Gill Buck, University of Chester
Sergio Grossi, Complutense University of Madrid
Lisa White, Liverpool John Moores University
Paula Harriott, Prison Reform Trust
Shadd Maruna, Queens University Belfast

308. Prevention and intervention methods of organized crime
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 4
Chair: Skirmantas Bikelis, LCSS Law Institute
Participants:
Novel Support for British Police to tackle Serious and Organised Crime: the GAIN Network case Cristina Silvestri, Liverpool John Moores University
Interventions on Preventing and Reducing Individual’s Involvement in Organized Crime: A Systematic Review Erin Boertien, NSCR; Quang Nguyen, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Sjoaakje van Deuren, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Veroni Eichelsheim, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Arjan Blokland, NSCR
Prosecution of Money Laundering in Lithuania: The Purpose and The Reality Skirmantas Bikelis, LCSS Law Institute
The Procedural Management of Complex Investigation Procedures in the Phenomenon Area of Organized Crime - Results of a Process Analysis Joachim Fassbender, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei - Project OK 3.0; Detlef Erny, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei - Project OK 3.0; Nele Eing, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei - Project OK 3.0; Christin Ovelhey, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei - Project OK 3.0; Maren Wegner, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei - Project OK 3.0

309. EUROC PANEL 9: Corporate harm, ecocide and corporate accountability
Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair: Elin Jönsson, Department of Criminology, Stockholm University
Participants:
Branding Corporate Criminals Mihailis Diamantis, University of Iowa
Ecocide and decolonial perceptions of justice Marília de Nardin Budó, Federal University of Santa Catarina (Brazil)
The Promises of Social Responsibility: Insights from a Study of the National Contact Points Elin Jönsson, Department of Criminology, Stockholm University
Unearthed: Bauxite Mining in Jamaica as Ecocide Tameka Samuels-Jones, York University

310. Perpetration of sexual violence in young people’s relationships
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Sex Crimes, Sex Work and Sex Trafficking
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair: Carolina Överlien, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies
Per Moum Hellevik, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies
Participants:
Integration and Non-Integration of Sexual Violence Perpetration in Self-Narratives of Young Men in Norway Anja Emilie Kruse, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies; Hannah Helseth, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies; Mari Todd Kvam, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies/Uppsala University; Carolina Överlien, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies
Help seeking among young perpetrators of IPV Sibel Korkmaz, Stockholm University/Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies; Carolina Överlien, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies
The interpretation of sexual assault – youth’s understandings of rape, sex and that in-between Carolina Överlien, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies; Hannah Helseth, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies

«We cannot investigate our way out of this» - Digital sexual abuse of children and youth Per Moun Hellevik, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies

Is it rape? Young people and teachers making sense of sexual transgression Hannah Helseth, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies

311. European Developmental and Life-course Criminology Working Group, Panel 2. Development of youth offending

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Development and Life Course Perspectives

Paper Session

9:30 to 10:45 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7

Chair: Walter Forrest, University of Limerick

Participants:

Cohort changes or increased diversion: What is driving changing youth offending trends in Australia? Molly Miranda McCarthy, Monash University; Shaun McLaws, University of Melbourne; Ben Matthews, University of Stirling; Tray Allard, Griffith University; Danielle Reynald, Griffith University

Parentification and the Reverse Maturity Gap: A Developmental Theory of Delinquency Wade C Jacobsen, University of Maryland; Michaela Soyer, Hunter College

Are Family Religiosity and Climate associated with Anger Dysregulation and Deviance Propensity in justice-involved juveniles? The Role of Personal Religiosity Valeria Saladino, University of Cassino; Oriana Mosca, University of Cagliari; Cristina Cabras, university of cagliari; Valeria Verrastrò, University "Magna Graecia" of Catanzaro; Marco Lauriola, University of Rome "Sapienza"

Heterogenous development in risk-taking and impulsivity predicts differences in criminal careers Walter Forrest, University of Limerick; Carter Hay, Florida State University

The Development of Moral Behavior during Adulthood: The Contribution of Personal Values and Life Contexts Maya Benish-Weisman, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Ella Daniel, Tel Aviv University; Anat Bardi, Royal Holloway; Hester van Herk, The University of Amsterdam; Joanne Sneddon, University of Western Australia; Julie Lee, University of Western Australia

A Cross-Cohort Assessment of the Effects of Incarceration During the Transition to Adulthood on Marriage Daniela Kaiser, UC Irvine


Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Transitional Justice

Paper Session

9:30 to 10:45 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8

Chair: Barbora Holá, The Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Centre for International Criminal Justice, VU University Amsterdam

Participants:

Cooperation on the extradition of genocide suspects to Rwanda: A contribution to transitional justice? Maarten Bolhuis, VU Amsterdam

Gendered Reentry and Reintegration Processes Following Incarceration for Genocide in Rwanda Hollie Nyses Nzigitaira, The Ohio State University; Anneliese Schenk-Day, Ohio State University

Open-source investigations (OSINT) and the digitalization of “in”-conflict transitional justice during ongoing armed conflicts Nandor Knust,UIT Arctic University of Norway; ARTEM GALUSHKO, UiT, the Arctic University of Norway

There Is Something Special about War Criminals... Assessing the Rehabilitation of War Criminals at the ICTY/IRMCT and in Croatia Barbora Holá, The Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Centre for International Criminal Justice, VU University Amsterdam; Maja Munivrana, Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb

313. EXTR7 Extremism2

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Paper Session

9:30 to 10:45 am

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9

Chair: Lea Echelmeyer, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Participants:

An empirical legal study of the prevention of intergenerational transmission of (violent) extremist ideologies through child protection measures Lisette Dirkse, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Nadia Ismaïli, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Elanie Rodermond, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Catrien Bijleveld, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Masha Antokolskaia, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Characterising online threats to politicians: on the role of misogyny and extremism Isabelle van der Vegt, Utrecht University

Identity and youth radicalization: personal identity formation and support for violent extremism during adolescence Lea Echelmeyer, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Frank Weerman, NSCR & Erasmus University Rotterdam; Anne-Marie Slotboom, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

The role of social networks for attitude change after covid - extremism vs tolerance Beate Volker, NSCR

314. Plenary 2 - Friday - Voices from Asia and America

ESC

Plenary Session

11:00 to 12:15 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor basement - Auditorium

Chair: Barbora Holá, The Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Centre for International Criminal Justice, VU University Amsterdam

Participants:

Asian Criminology-the Concept and Paradigm Jianhong Liu,
315. General Assembly of ESC (ESC Members only)
ESC
Plenary Session
12:15 to 1:30 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor basement - Auditorium

316. POL Panel 11. Policing and modern technologies
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair: Vlad Niculescu-Dinca, Leiden University
Participants:
“[Technology] could completely take away your gut feeling”
Nienie de Groes, PhD student Leiden University; Vlad Niculescu-Dinca, Leiden University; Pieter Tops, Leiden University
Cybernetic policing in late capitalism: Reflections on police power and subjectivation
Landor Govaerts, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Let’s try it and see what happens, shall we? Vlad Niculescu-Dinca, Leiden University; Joery Matthey, Leiden University
Negotiating police discretionary power in the era of Big Data – Insights from Portugal
Laura Neiva, Communication and Society Research Centre

317. Towards a Lethal Force Monitor: Comparing Experiences and Next Steps
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair: Abi Dymond, University of Exeter
Participants:
Lethal force in England and Wales. Abi Dymond, University of Exeter
Accountability and learning related to use of force by police in the Netherlands
Otto Adam, University of Groningen
A Cross-National Comparison of Officer-Involved Shootings in Australia, England & Wales, and New Zealand.
Ross Hendy, Monash University
More than the Sum of its Parts: Devising a Lethal Force Monitor.
Brian Rappert, University of Exeter

318. POL Panel 16. Policing and modern technologies 2
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair: Lior Voliniz, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Participants:
A systematic review of public safety smartness indicators in
Smart Cities Antonio M. Díaz-Fernández, Universidad de Cádiz; Cristina Del-Real, Leiden University; Gallardo Amores Francisco J., University of Cádiz
Smart Cities Security in Andalusia, Spain: Aligning Current Initiatives with Practitioners’ Needs
Antonio M. Díaz-Fernández, Universidad de Cádiz; Mariana Noelia Solari Merlo, Universidad de Cádiz; Cristina Del-Real, Leiden University
Digital intelligence applied to citizen security: identification of acceptable uses by professionals
Sandra Pérez, Universidad Miguel Hernandez - Crímina; Zoraida Esteve, Universidad Miguel Hernandez - Crímina
Digital governance and minor offenses: participatory strategies in the policing of everyday life
Lior Voliniz, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Urban security using technology democratically: development of a self-assessment tool for local authorities
Francisco Javier Castro-Toledo, Plus Ethics; Ana Belén Gómez-Bellvis, Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche

319. Prison Working Group: Mental health in prisons
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4
Chair: Leonel Cunha Gonçalves, Geneva University Hospitals & University of Geneva
Participants:
Intervening on common mental health problems of detainees: A three-phase pilot study
Mathilde van Oudenaeren, NSCR / Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Anke Witteveen, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Anja Dirkzwager, NSCR; Marit Sijbrandij, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Posttraumatic stress symptoms among detained males in the Netherlands
Anja Dirkzwager, NSCR
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in prison: A neglected public health topic
Stéphanie Baggio, University of Bern; Patrick Heller, Geneva University Hospitals
Correlates of suicide attempts in prison before and during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic
Leonel Cunha Gonçalves, Geneva University Hospitals & University of Geneva; Stéphanie Baggio, University of Bern

320. Prison staff and volunteers in prison 1
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair: Conor Mangold, University of Bern
Participants:
Relationship between Organizational Dehumanization, Perceived Sexual Harassment and Stress in an Italian Sample of Prison Workers.
Antonia M. Díaz-Fernández, Cristina Del-Real, Leiden University; Gallardo Amores Francisco J., University of Cádiz
Smart Cities Security in Andalusia, Spain: Aligning Current Initiatives with Practitioners’ Needs
Antonio M. Díaz-Fernández, Universidad de Cádiz; Mariana Noelia Solari Merlo, Universidad de Cádiz; Cristina Del-Real, Leiden University
Digital intelligence applied to citizen security: identification of acceptable uses by professionals
Sandra Pérez, Universidad Miguel Hernandez - Crímina; Zoraida Esteve, Universidad Miguel Hernandez - Crímina
Digital governance and minor offenses: participatory strategies in the policing of everyday life
Lior Voliniz, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Urban security using technology democratically: development of a self-assessment tool for local authorities
Francisco Javier Castro-Toledo, Plus Ethics; Ana Belén Gómez-Bellvis, Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche
321. Current issues in victimology
Topic 4: Victimology/Policy and Prevention of Victimization
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair:  
Albin Dearing, Vienna Forum for Democracy and Human Rights
Participants:
The characteristics of restraining orders violators and their victims in Slovenia Eva Bertok, Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law; Katja Filipčič, Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law Ljubljana; Mojca M. Plesničar, Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law Ljubljana
Transforming sexual assault investigations: Exploring the use of written reporting tools in interpersonal crimes Larissa Sandy, University of Nottingham; Sam Richardson-Martin, POW Nottingham
Navigating barriers and facilitators to support victims of violence in a close relationship with cognitive disability: Social workers' perspectives Sofie Ann-Louise Adaszak, Örebro University; Johanna Gustafsson, Örebro University; Åsa Källström, Örebro University; Marie Holmefur, Örebro University; Lissette Farias Vera, Karolinska Institute
The basis of victims' rights: Injustice, not harm Albin Dearing, Vienna Forum for Democracy and Human Rights
Identification and Protection of Wrongfully Convicted Persons as Special Type of Victims in Croatia Andrej Bozhinovski, Faculty of Law University of Zagreb; Suncana Roksandic, Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb, Croatia
Online risk behaviors and victimization among juveniles in ISRD3 Poland Marta Dabrowska, University of Białystok; Ewa Monika Guzik, University of Białystok

322. Localising Memory in Transitional Justice
Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization
Author meets critics
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Critics:
Valeria Vegh Weis, Konstanz University
Nandor Knust, UIT Arctic University of Norway
Book Author:
Mina Rauschenbach, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Stephan Parmentier, KU Leuven

323. Work, Meaning, and Masculinity in the Prison
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair:
Lauren Hall, University of Lincoln
Participants:
Prison break? The role of families in coping with prison work for prison governors Lauren Hall, University of Lincoln
The hustle and bustle: revisiting the prison and the factory in a post-industrial society Kate Herrity, University of Cambridge
It’s not OK to not be OK Gary Saunders, University of Nottingham
Men at Work: Gendered Prison Labour and Imagined Rehabilitation Jason Warr, University of Nottingham

324. Cultural Criminology 1: Strategies of Resistance and Control
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Cultural Criminology
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 1
Chair: Janos Mark Szakolczai, University of Glasgow
Participants:
Archaeology, Ethics, and Destruction: Developing a Community-Oriented Model for Mitigating Archaeological Site Looting Robert James Vigar, University of Pennsylvania; Osama Amer Mohyeldin Mohamed, Aswan University
‘Collecting Shellfish’, a networking project in Japan: Action research from a green cultural criminology perspective Orika Komatsubara, Osaka Metropolitan University
Controlling punk culture in socialist Hungary Agnes Farkas, ELTE Faculty of Law
From Watchtower to Watchdog: reimagining surveillance & security without data collection Janos Mark Szakolczai, University of Glasgow

325. Border Criminologies: Interrogating Internalisation and Externalisation
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime Control and the Immigration System
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair: Hallam Tuck, University of Oxford
Participants:
NEW - The spectre of Robo-Deport: How automated is automatic visa cancellation in Australia? Leanne Weber, University of Canberra, Australian Capital Territory
Administering border violence in the UK Mary Bosworth, University of Oxford
Necropolitics and the question of death in contemporary border governance Katja Franko, University of Oslo; Dorina Damsa, Norwegian Institute for Social Research
Penal (welfare) nationalism? Nativism, mass incarceration, and the creation of the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program
Hallam Tuck, University of Oxford

From humanitarian to militarized border externalization?
Shifting practices of borderwork in Lebanon Nora Milch, University of Oslo

326. Ecologies of security 2
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Fear of Crime and Risk perception
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair: Richard Sparks, University of Edinburgh

Participants:
Environments of vulnerability: landscape, weather, light and darkness in remote island policing Anna Souhami, University of Edinburgh
Community-led planning for safety: A poisoned chalice? Leo Kritikos, University of Edinburgh
Social Exclusion and Spatial Justice in the Volumetric City Alison Young, University of Melbourne; Hristijan Popovski, University of Melbourne; Kajsa Lundberg, University of Melbourne
‘Seeing disorder’ in an English Town Ben Bradford, University College London; Sergen Bachte, University of Oxford; Evi Girling, Keele University; Ian Loader, University of Oxford; Richard Sparks, University of Edinburgh

327. WCCJ Panel 7 – Gender Inequality and its Impacts
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Gender and Crime
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair: Andrea Gimenez-Salinas, Universidad Pontificia Comillas

Participants:
Challenging Gender Inequality in Construction Trades Training: Findings from a Crime Prevention Project Ruth Liston, Victoria University; Brett Woods, Victoria University; Tim Corney, Victoria University
Discussions on Gender Inequality among the Individuals Convicted of Substance Abuse-Related Crimes damla tanal tatar, Akdeniz University; Meral Timurturkan, Mehmet Akif Ersoy University; Gönül Demez, Akdeniz University; Tuğçe Tunca, Akdeniz University; Bahar Onkan, Akdeniz University
Emotional processing in women with psychopathic traits: a systematic review Marina Leonor Pinheiro, University of Minho, Braga, Portugal; Rai Abrunhosa Gonçalves, Universidade do Minho; Olga Cunha, Lusófona University of Porto, Portugal
Gender perspective of quality of life and well-being in Serbian prisons: Preliminary findings Milena Milčević, Institute for Criminological and Sociological Research; Ljeposava Ilijić, Institute for Criminological and Sociological Research; Olivera Pavićević, Institute for Criminological and Sociological Research
Exploring Gender Differences in White-Collar Crime: Characteristics and Intervention Needs for Women Andrea Gimenez-Salinas, Universidad Pontificia Comillas; Ana Martinez Catena, University of Barcelona; Florencia Pozuelo, General Secretariat of Penitentiary Institutions

328. EHC-WG Panel 1. Historical Data and the Criminal Justice System
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Historical Comparisons of Crime
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair: Miikka Vuorela, University of Eastern Finland

Participants:
Crime Science Medieval Style: Predicting Homicide hot-spots in Late Medieval London, York and Oxford Manuel Eisen, University of Cambridge; Stephanie Emma Brown, University of Cambridge
The Historical Criminal Statistics of the Nordic Countries 1809–2022 Miikka Vuorela, University of Eastern Finland
New perspectives on national recidivism statistics in Belgium: towards a recidivism monitor Philippe Huynen, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Benjamin Mine, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Eric Maes, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Luc Robert, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie; Patrick Jeuniaux, INCC - Institut National de Criminalistique et de Criminologie
Crime and justice administration in the Portuguese colonial war: analysis of the criminal proceedings against combatants Fatima da Cruz Rodrigues, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) Faculdade de Direito da Universidade do Porto & Centro de Estudos, Jurídicos, Económicos e Ambientais of the Universidade Lusíada; Ana Guerreiro, University of Maia; Research Unit in Criminology and Behavioral Sciences (UICCC/UMaia) & School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS): Pedro Sousa, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS); School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Maria Leonor Machado Esteves, Universidade Lusíada; Joaquim José da Cunha Roberto, Museu Histórico Militar; Jorge Gracia Ibañez, Faculdade de Direito da Universidade do Porto
The history of Icelandic police women Eyrin Eyþórsdóttir, University of Akureyri, Iceland

329. ISRD Panel 2 Results from ISRD4 - Focus on National Findings
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair: Chris Birkbeck, Salford University

Participants:
Drug dealing and drug accessibility across Swiss districts: a
multi-level approach Riccardo Milani, HES-SO, University of Applied Sciences and Arts Western Switzerland, School of Social Work Fribourg (HETS-FR); Sandrine Haymoz, HES-SO, University of Applied Sciences and Arts Western Switzerland, School of Social Work Fribourg (HETS-FR)

New forms of delinquency among Czech juveniles Jiri Burianek, Katedra sociologie, Charles University Prague; Zazana Podanà, Katedra sociologie, Charles University Prague

Identity, school belonging and delinquency: A case concentrating on minority youth in the Netherlands Mehmet Day, a Department of Psychology, Education and Child Studies, Erasmus School of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands.; Majone Stekete, Verwey Jonker Institute and Rotterdam University

Youth delinquency trends in Lithuania 2006-2022 Aušra Pociénë, Vilnius university; Vaidas Kalpokas, Vilnius University, Lithuania

A link between delinquency and victimization in Lithuania Jolanta Aklekevičienë, Vilnius University, Lithuania; Vaidas Kalpokas, Vilnius University, Lithuania

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair: Yağmur Altay, İstanbul University Law Faculty
Participants:
Communicate the diagnostic assessment in psychiatric expertise reports: Which findings according to experts, lawyers and magistrates? Anye Miérmont, University of Mons; Emilie Telle, University of Mons; Juliette Blin, University of Mons; Thierry Pham, University of Mons; Audrey Vicenzutto, University of Mons

Comparing Sanctioning Regulations for Mentally Disordered Offenders in Türkiye and in the Netherlands Candan YILMAZ, University of Groningen; Michiel van der Wolf, University of Groningen; Sanne Struijk, Professor at Erasmus School of Law

Consideration of homelessness in canadian criminal courts Nicolas Spallanzani-Sarrusin, Université de Montréal; Marianne Quirouette, Université de Montréal

Debts and fines. Understanding the financial situation and sentencing of convicted persons in the Netherlands Rosa Koenraadt, Criminology, Leiden University, the Netherlands

Reactional Criminal Justice: Turkish Twitter timeline as a motion of opposition Yağmur Altay, İstanbul University Law Faculty

Silence as Evidence? The role of the silence of the accused in the evidential decision of the (Dutch) criminal law judge Tessa Johanna van der Rijst, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

331. Hate crimes in the Basque Country: an empirical approach and pending challenges
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Hate Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair: Enara Garro Carrera, University of the Basque Country
Participants:
Hate incidents in the Basque Country: overview and recent evolution Enara Garro Carrera, University of the Basque Country

Hate incidents in the Basque Country: criminal typology and victimisation distribution Mikel Anderez Belategui, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

The map of hatred in the Basque Country: spatial-temporal analysis and the profile of perpetrators Uxue Martin Silva, University of the Basque Country


332. Pathologies of the normal: New rules of the criminological method
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair: Simon Hallsworth, University of Suffolk
Participants:
The normal and the pathological: renewing criminology Phil Carney, University of Kent

The laughter of the state, the carnival of the masters Svetlana Stephenson, London Metropolitan University; Simon Hallsworth, University of Suffolk

Politics, Progress and the Pathologies of Ressentiment Simon Hallsworth, University of Suffolk

From New Rules to New Physics Mike Mcguire, University of Surrey

333. WCCJ Panel 1 - Womens' Safety and Resistance Strategies
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Feminist Criminology
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair: Ioanna Gouseti, LSE Sociology
Participants:
Counter-Hegemonic Storytelling: Women and Girls Strategies for Being Safe on the Streets in England Elaine Arnulf, University of Wolverhampton; Mahuya Kanjilal, University of Wolverhampton; Nazanin Khastegnan, e.arnull@wlv.a.c.uk

Gendered harassment in public: introducing the concept and an inclusive approach to its empirical exploration Ioanna Gouseti, LSE Sociology

How Does Exploitation and Organised Crime in a Community Impact Women and Girls’ General Sense of Safety? Mahuya Kanjilal, University of Wolverhampton; Khastegnan Nazanin, n.khastegnan@wlv.ac.uk; Elaine Arnulf, University of Wolverhampton

334. Macro Approaches to Criminal Policy and Punishment
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Policy,
Criminalization, Policy of Criminal Sanctions
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chair: Clara Rigoni, Université de Lausanne

Participants:
- 70 Years of Slovenian Penal Policy Benjamin Flander, University of Maribor; Gorazd Meško, University of Maribor; Rok Hacin, University of Maribor

Causal conditions of criminal justice effectiveness in European Union, the United States, and Brazil José Neves Cruz, CJI, Faculty of Law, Universidade do Porto

Penal exports, penal power and the state Kjersti Lohne, University of Oslo; Katrine Antonsen, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, University of Oslo

Progressive penalty as performance Jamie Buchan, Edinburgh Napier University; Fergus McNeill, University of Glasgow

Similar But Different? Distinct Punitve Features of Criminal Legislation in France and Germany Johanna Nickels, Freie Universität Berlin

The Expansion of Criminal Law in Europe Clara Rigoni, Université de Lausanne

335. “COVID-19, Society and Crime in Europe” by Dina Siegel, Aleksandras Dobryninas, Stefano Becucci (eds.) (Springer, 2022)

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Crime and COVID 19

Author meets critics
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1

Critics:
- Anna Markina, University of Tartu
- Hans Nelen, Maastricht University
- Vincenzo Scalia, Universita' di Firenze

Book Author: Dina Siegel, Utrecht University

Aleksandras Dobryninas, Vilnius University

Becucci Stefano, University of Florence

336. NARRCRIM Panel 1 Narrative Criminology

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Narrative Criminology

Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10

Chair: Jennifer Fleetwood, Goldsmiths, University of London

Participants:
- “If you don’t take the initiative, you’re forgotten. Simple as that.” Narratives of desistance support during resettlement Sylvia Koffeld-Hamidane, PhD student at University of Southeastern Norway

The impact of Criminal Identity on Situational Identities within the Narratives of an Organized Crime Member Fabio I. M. Poppit, University of Łódź, Poland/Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Lithuania

Self and imposed narratives in the Scottish justice system. James Reilly, University of Strathclyde

The roots of psychosocial narrative criminology in Freudian metapsychology Alfredo Verde, University of Genoa

‘We are family’: Victim-survivors’ and next of kin redress following historical institutional abuse by Catholic clergy Naomi Ormskerk, University of Humanistic Studies; Maarten Kunst, Leiden University; Nicole Immler, University of Humanistic Studies

337. Exploring Non-violent Extremism(s): Groups, Perspectives and New Debates

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and New Debates

Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11

Chair: Elisa Orofino, Anglia Ruskin University

Participants:
- Why Do We Need a Handbook on Non-Violent Forms of Extremism? Elisa Orofino, Anglia Ruskin University; William Allchorn, Anglia Ruskin University

Boys who hate girls, who hate boys, who hate girls” Mark Littler, Liverpool Hope University; Gavin Hart, Liverpool Hope University

Discourses and Subjective Experience: Considerations for Future Research on Incels Caroline Deli, Université de Montréal

Exploring results from a capacity-building initiative for educational and youth professionals towards preventing radicalisation and extremism among youngsters Sara Afonso, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Margarida Madruga Damas, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems; Pedro Liberado, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems

338. QRME Panel 2. Methodologies in online settings

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Qualitative Methods

Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2

Chair: johanne miller, University of the West of Scotland

Participants:
- App-based textual interviews with hard-to-reach populations Silje Bakken, University of Oslo

Exploring the Role, Function, and Value of Prison Pen-Pal Relationships Using Correspondence Methods Tania Mejia-ODonnell, University of Cambridge

Likes, Comments, & Hashtags: An Exploration of Reentry Using Digital Qualitative Methodologies on Instagram Calvin John Smiley, Hunter College-CUNY; Jan Haldipur, California State University, Long Beach

Researcher safety in the online public sphere Laura Sibret, University of Portsmouth

Ethics in Nethnographic studies of social media and closed group communication: Towards a differential approach Jakob Demant, University of Copenhagen; Alessandro Moretti, University of Copenhagen

Killing me softly with your time: Boredom and young people in Scotland. johanne miller, University of the West of Scotland

339. Collateral consequences of criminal records from a cross-national perspective

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Non-Criminal Justice Responses to Delinquency
Roundtable
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Edificio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair:
Alessandro Corda, Queen's University Belfast
Discussants:
Marti Rovira, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Elina van 't Zand-Kurtovic, Leiden University
Katerina Hadjimatheou, University of Essex
Andrew Henley, University of Nottingham
Nicola Carr, University of Nottingham
Elena Larrauri, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

340. National and International perspectives on organized crime
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Paper Session
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Edificio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 4
Chair:
Pablo Punin, Grupo de Investigación en Criminología y Ejecución Penal de la Universidad Pompeu Fabra de Barcelona
Participants:
Examining perpetrators’ behavior in episodes of mass violence: a case study of the San Fernando massacre. Valentin Pereda, Universite de Montréal
Socialisation through violence: Exposure to neighbourhood and police violence and the development of legitimacy beliefs among adolescents Jonathan Jackson, London School of Economics; Thiago Oliveira, University of Manchester
Organised crime and politics in Central Asia Gulzat Botoeva, Swansea University
The Santa: exploring a mafia-led para-masonic structure to build and protect the Calabrian ‘ndrangheta Alberto Vannucci, University of Pisa; Anna Sergi, University of Essex

Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Edificio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair:
Nicholas Lord, The University of Manchester, UK
Participants:
The role of digital technology in food fraud: key issues with organisational transparency and accountability Jon Davies, The University of Manchester
Exploring seafood fraud, a comparative crime script analysis: case studies from the UK and US Sophie Lawrence, Queen’s University Belfast
Preventing fisheries crime in well-regulated fisheries Marianne Svorken, Nofima
Fisheries frauds in Norway and the UK: In Cod, do we trust? Nicholas Lord, The University of Manchester, UK

342. Policing and Prevention of Online Child Sexual Abuse
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Sex Crimes, Sex Work and Sex Trafficking
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Edificio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair:
Samantha Lundrigan, Policing Institute for the Eastern Region
Participants:
Autism and child sexual abuse offending Deanna Davy, Policing Institute for the Eastern Region; Natalie Mann, Policing Institute for the Eastern Region; Clare Allely, University of Salford; Luke Vinter, University of Derby; Sarah Brown, UWE Bristol
Parents’ and daughters’ self-reported attitudes, protective behaviours and online behaviour in relation to online self-generated child sexual abuse Samantha Lundrigan, Policing Institute for the Eastern Region
What official records can tell us about sexual offending recidivism Natalie Mann, Policing Institute for the Eastern Region; Samantha Lundrigan, Policing Institute for the Eastern Region
Protecting the protectors: Learning from police officers and staff involved in child sexual abuse and exploitation investigations. Theresa Redmond, The Policing Institute for the Eastern Region at Anglia Ruskin University; Samantha Lundrigan, Policing Institute for the Eastern Region

343. Cumulated disadvantage and desistance from crime: gaining insight into agential and structural processes
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Development and Life Course Perspectives
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Edificio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7
Chair:
Julie Marcotte, UQTR
Participants:
Cumulating disadvantage and navigating desistance: young adults’ journeys toward social integration Natacha Brunelle, UQTR; Isabelle F.-Dufour, Université Laval; Marie-Pierre Villeneuve, Université de Sherbrooke
Detangling the agential and structural factors at play in the identity development of young adults in conflict with the law Marie-Pierre Villeneuve, Université de Sherbrooke; Isabelle F.-Dufour, Université Laval; Natacha Brunelle, UQTR
Dually-involved youth: The thin line between control and protection Julie Marcotte, UQTR; Isabelle F.-Dufour, Université Laval; Natacha Brunelle, UQTR

344. Space, the Final Criminological Frontier: Imagining Crime, Policing and Security in Outer Space
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Transnational Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
1:30 to 2:45 pm
Edificio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8
Chair:
Yarin Eski, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Participants:
The Spacefaring Community and the State of Denial of Crimes
346. POL Panel 12. Public Order Policing

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair:
Richard Hester, University of Gloucestershire
Participants:
Policing Environmental Protests Angus Nurse, Nottingham Trent University
Identifying blind spots of riot control: An analysis of police reports from the 2022 Swedish Easter Riots Johan Rosquist, Linnaeus University; Peter Lindsström, Linnaeus University
Policing Human Rights Activism in Ireland Cian O Concubhair, Maynooth University
“They stand there looking really bored and p***ed off”: analysing efficient policing resourcing at football matches in England and Wales Richard Hester, University of Gloucestershire
Policing The Blank Page Movement: Insights from Policing Students, as a cohort of Generation Z. Allison Jayne Turner, University of South Wales

347. Transforming police responses to rape and sexual assault: Operation Soteria Bluestone Panel 2

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
5:00 to 6:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair:
Emma Williams, Centre for Police Research and Learning – Open University
Participants:
Taking Charge: Explaining the Outcomes of Police Investigations of Rape in England and Wales David Buil-Gil, The University of Manchester; Gordana Uzelac, London Metropolitan University
Enabling Change: The move from tokenistic to specialist learning for officers who investigate rape and sexual offences Emma Williams, Centre for Police Research and Learning – Open University; Richard Harding, Open University
Segmenting Police Investigators working in Rape and Serious Sexual Offences using Maslach’s Burnout Inventory (MBI) Arun Sondi, Centre for Police Research and Learning – Open University; Jonathan Jackson, London Metropolitan University
Understanding gendered approaches of self-care amongst police investigators of rape and serious sexual offences (RASSO) in England and Wales Linda Maguire, The Open University, UK
Digital Evidence in Rape and Serious Sexual Offences: Tackling the Challenges Tiggey May, ICPR, Birkbeck, University of London

348. Transforming police responses to rape and sexual assault: Operation Soteria Panel 1

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair:
Elizabeth A Stanko, City, University of London
Participants:
Operation Soteria Bluestone: theoretical framework and approach to police-academic collaboration Elizabeth A Stanko, City, University of London; Katrin Hohl, City, University of London
Re-imagining procedural justice in policing sexual violence: A new feminist paradigm centring the rights, interests and experiences of victim-survivors Kelly Johnson, Glasgow University; Rosa Walling-Wefelmayer, Loughborough University; Katrin Hohl, City, University of London; Olivia Smith, University of Loughborough
Procedural justice theory applied to victim-survivor interactions with police: findings from a large national survey Katrin Hohl, City, University of London; Jonathan Jackson, London School of Economics; Ben Bradford, University College London
Walking a tightrope? The implications the police and Independent Sexual Violence Advisor (ISVA) relationship Oona Brooks-Hay, University of Glasgow /SCCJR; Susan Hillyard, Loughborough University; KellyJohnson, Glasgow University

349. Prison Working Group: Prison experiences in Germany and Switzerland
350. Culture, arts, sports and space in prison

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment

Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5

Chair: Christine McCarthy, Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand

Participants:
Radio what’s New? Someone Still Loves You: The Impact of Listening to Prison Radio on Inmates’ Wellbeing. Tomer Einat, Department of Criminology, Bar-Ilan University; Maayan Nagar Beeri, Ariel University
Science of art behind bars: can prison be a healing environment? Przemyslaw Piotrowski, Jagiellonian University in Krakow; Stefan Florek, Jagiellonian University in Krakow
Yoga in Prison: Taboo, wilful thinking or a cost-efficient effective alternative wellbeing intervention. Anqi Shen, Northumbria University
Inhabiting the prison: Exploring the experience of imprisonment through the lens of space, time, and embodiment. Irene Marti, University of Bern

The problem of classification: space, architecture and security classification in New Zealand prisons. Christine McCarthy, Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand

351. Digital and Domestic Violence Against Women: Routes to Pre- and Intervention

Topic 4: Victimology/Policy and Prevention of Victimization

Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6

Chair: Stefanie Horn, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University

Participants:
Digital violence against women reported to the police during 2019 in Finland. Jarmo Houtsonen, Police University College Finland; Marianne Mela, Police University College of Finland; Marita Husso, Tampere University; Sonja Tiiveräine, Tampere University; Sisko Piippo, University of Jyväskylä; Louna Hakkarainen, Tampere University; Jasmina Haapanen, Tampere University; Anna Knihtilä, Tampere University

Victims’ Mental Maps of Institutional Response to Domestic Violence: Barriers and Opportunities. Norbert Leonhardmair, VICSESE | Vienna Centre for Societal Security; Stefan Hofp, VICSESE | Vienna Centre for Societal Security; Emanuel Tananau Blumenschein, VICSESE | Vienna Centre for Societal Security

Intimate partner homicide: Separation as a trigger for escalation of violence. Thomas Görgen, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University; Stefanie Horn, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University; Catharina Vogt, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei

Trauma and loss: Effects of intimate partner homicides on children. Stefanie Horn, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University; Catharina Vogt, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei; Thomas Görgen, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University

352. Safeguarding Children and adults from Drug Abuse, exploitation and others issues. evention Strategies and Approaches

Topic 4: Victimology/Policy and Prevention of Victimization

Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7

Chair: Aimee Neaverson, Anglia Ruskin University

Participants:
Child Criminal Exploitation and the Quest for Victim Status: Reflections and Challenges. Julie Shaw, Liverpool John Moores University
Cuckooing and Exploitation: Views from the Inside. Aimee Neaverson, Anglia Ruskin University
Understanding and Preventing ‘Cuckooing’ victimisation in Northern England. Laura Bainbridge, University of Leeds
Age of consent: The tipping point of sexual abuse in youth in custodial settings? Eileen M. Ahlin, Penn State Harrisburg
Taking victims seriously in Europe: EU victims’ policy and law-making in progress. [CA 18121] Nina Persiak, Institute for Criminal-Law Ethics and Criminology, Ljubljana

353. Prisoner health in healthy prisons

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment

Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8

Chair: Thomas Ugelvik, University of Oslo

Participants:
A running start: Endurance training, corporal replacement projects, and the co-production of desistance. Thomas Ugelvik, University of Oslo; Pernille Nyvoll, University of Oslo; Tore Rokkan, University College of Norwegian Correctional Service

Methadone and other drugs: The licit, illicit, and stigmatized in prison drug treatment services. Rose Boyle, University of Oslo
354. Framing “offending”
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Feminist Criminology
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 1
Chair: Emma Milne, Durham University
Participants:
Consent as an instrument of violence: taking a closer look at desire in the court room Alexandra Fanghanel, Greenwich University
Breastfeeding in the Borderlands – The New Age Wet Nurse. Online Milk Sharing Communities, Risk, and Formula Stigma and Distrust Amber P. Frost, University of Greenwich
Evidencing ‘sexual gentrification’ in sex work platform governance in the UK Helen Rand, University of Greenwich
The future of the Infanticide Act 1938 – time for reform? Emma Milne, Durham University

355. Foreign nationals in the criminal justice system
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/ Crime Control and the Immigration System
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair: Ellen Vandennieuwenhuysen, University of Antwerp
Participants:
Foreigners in pre-trial detention: Insights into the decision-making process Ellen Vandennieuwenhuysen, University of Antwerp
Degradation ceremonies and the boundaries of citizenship Eleonora Di Molfetta, University of Milano-Bicocca
The perspective of the application of FD909 in a sample of transferred prisoners and prison managers Luisa Ravagnani, University of Brescia
Double punishment? The revocation of a residence permit after a criminal conviction in Belgium Lars Breuls, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Foreign nationals in criminal justice: French probation services perspectives Daniel Danglades, French Prison and Probation Services

356. Fear of crime
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Fear of Crime and Risk perception
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair: Marco Calaresu, University of Sassari
Participants:
Feeling safe while having fun? A review of experienced safety and fear of crime at events and festivals. Remco Spithoven, Saxion University of Applied Sciences; Jelle Brands, Leiden University
The Model for Predicting Fear of Terrorism through Fear of Rape and Sense of Security Inna Levy, Ariel University; Keren Cohen-Louch, Department of Criminology, Ariel University, Israel; Nir Rozmann, Department of Criminology, Western Galilee College, Acre, Israel
Transformation-Related Anxieties and Fear of Criminal Victimization: Testing the Sponge Function of the Fear of Crime Helmut Hirtlenlehner, Johannes Kepler University Linz; Christian Grafl, University of Vienna
Reassuring or frightening? A cross-national longitudinal analysis of the effect of government ideology on individuals’ fear of crime Marco Calaresu, University of Sassari; Moris Triventi, University of Trento

357. Let’s talk about violence against women. An approximation with data
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair: Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)
Participants:
Let’s talk about violence against women. An approximation with data to detect the new forms. Claudia Villante, Istituto Nazionale di Statistica di Firenze (ISTAT); Alessandra Capobianchi, Istituto Nazionale di Statistica di Firenze (ISTAT)
"The Economic Cost of Gender-Based Violence in Spain" Luis Felipe Rivera-Galicia, Universidad de Alcalá
"How to measure gender-related killings of women and girls" Maurice Dunaisky, UNODC
Statistics on intimate partner violence: Experience from the European Institute for Gender Equality Cristina Fabre, European Institute for Gender Equality (EIGE)

358. EHC-WG Panel 2. Histories of the Vulnerable Groups
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Historical Comparisons of Crime
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair: Esmorie Jacqueline Miller, Lancaster University
Participants:
The criminalisation and control of the poor: A look at nineteenth-century Tasmanian Pauper-Emancipists Emma Deborah Watkins, University of Birmingham
A History of Leisure Caravanning and the unforeseen harms on the Gypsy and Traveller Community Iain Channing, University of Plymouth; Zoe James, University of Plymouth
History of Women in prison, Jalisco, Mexico; Women’s Readaptation Center 1917-2023 Ramón Gerardo Navejas Padilla, Universidad de Guadalajara; Axel Francisco Orozco Torres, Universidad de Guadalajara
The Intractability Malleability Thesis: Writing Race into British and Canadian Interwar Youth Penal Reform Esmorie Jacqueline Miller, Lancaster University
Racialized Perceptions of Crime and Redlining in Chicago
Megan Evans, Pennsylvania State University

359. ISRD PANEL 3: Rates of victimization, offenses and the overlap between these two phenomena
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair: Ineke Haen Marshall, Northeastern University
Participants:
Life-time violent victimization and recent violent behavior: An overlap analysis Micaela Guibert, Institute of Psychological Researches, National Council of Scientific and Technological Research and National University of Córdoba (Argentina); Karin Arbach, Institute of Psychological Researches, National Council of Scientific and Technological Research and National University of Córdoba (Argentina); Betina Lacunza, National University of Tucumán; Antonella Bobbio, Institute of Psychological Researches, National Council of Scientific and Technological Research and National University of Córdoba (Argentina); Jorge Brera, Institute of Psychological Researches, National Council of Scientific and Technological Research and National University of Córdoba (Argentina); Carolina Rinaldi, Institute of Psychological Researches, National Council of Scientific and Technological Research and National University of Córdoba (Argentina); Consuelo Viano Tello, Institute of Psychological Researches, National Council of Scientific and Technological Research and National University of Córdoba (Argentina); Rafaelle CS Costa, University of Sao Paulo
Rates and overlap of offending and victimisation among young people in Brazil: preliminary results from the ISRD4 project Marina Rezende Bazon, University of São Paulo; André Vilela Komatsu, University of Sao Paulo; Rafaelle CS Costa, University of Sao Paulo; Ana Beatriz do Prado Schiavone, University of Sao Paulo; Chris Birkbeck, Salford University
The Consequences of Experiencing Both Victimization and Offending: Results from a Survey of Young People in Venezuela Nelle Pérez Santiago, Universidad Central de Venezuela, Venezuela; Juan Antonio Rodríguez, Universidad de Los Andes, Venezuela; Laura María Bustidas Zambrano, Universidad de Los Andes, Venezuela; Chris Birkbeck, Salford University

360. Prosecutorial Decision-making and the Prosecutorial Process, Alternatives to trial 1.
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Prosecutorial Decision-making and the Prosecutorial Process, Alternatives to trial
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair: Marthinus Christoffel Koen, SUNY Oswego
Participants:
Body Camera Footage in the Courtroom: Prosecutorial Impressions Marthinus Christoffel Koen, SUNY Oswego; James Willis, George Mason University
Defense lawyering in the progressive prosecution era Jenny Roberts, American University Washington College of Law
Differential application of alternatives to criminal proceedings in Israel - does location matter? Efrat Shoham, Ashkelon Academic college
Jurisprudence in disputes about parental responsibility Kristin Skjorten, Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies
Jury Compositions and Case Outcomes Before and After the Ban of Peremptory Challenges in Arizona, USA Shi Yan, Arizona State University, USA; Cassia Spohn, Arizona State University; Jessica Salerno, Arizona State University, USA; Valena Beety, Arizona State University Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law; Henry Fradella, Arizona State University, USA

361. Hate Crimes Panel 1. Theoretical foundations of the fight against bias motivated crimes
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Hate Crime
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6
Chair: Mark Walters, University of Sussex
Participants:
Adolescents and the affinity to the radical right Carl Philipp Schröder, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony; Yvonne Krieg, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony; Jan-Philip Steinmann, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony
Criminalising hate: Law as Social Justice Liberalism Mark Walters, University of Sussex
Hate crime against LGBT+ people. The promise and limits of law enforcement. Henning Kaiser Klatran, Norwegian Police University College
Negative parasocial contact and racial hate crimes: The missed penalties during the EURO 2020 final. Mathijs Kros, Utrecht University; Christof Nägel, Institute of Sociology and Social Psychology, University of Cologne
Reducing Islamophobia: An Intervention Kathryn Benier, Monash University; Nicholas Faulkner, Monash University; Isak Ladegaard, University of Illinois; Rebecca Wickes, Griffith University
Supporting Victims of Hate Crime in Plymouth. Christopher Pac-Soo, University of Plymouth

362. Perpetrators of international crimes: interdisciplinary and innovative approaches
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Critical Criminology
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair: Caroline Fournet, University of Exeter, Law School
Participants:
Simulations for perpetrator studies: what simulations and what can they teach us about perpetration. Ben Gaches, University of Groningen
Followers in the entourage: The types of followers within the
363. Diversion and Court Processes in Juvenile Justice
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Juvenile Justice and Children’s Rights
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Chair: Patricia Carraro Rossetto, University of Malaga
Participants:
How plead juveniles in the criminal justice system? An exploratory research of plea bargaining in Spain Alicia Montero Molera, University of Castilla-La Mancha; Esther Fernandez Molina, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha
Judicial decision making in juvenile justice: analysis of the grounds and choices of the socio-educational measure in the Brazilian context Bruno César da Silva, Universidade de São Paulo - Campus Ribeirão Preto
Meet them where they are: an exploration of perceived cognitive communication abilities among system-involved youth in the United States Allison T Chappell, Old Dominion University; Anne Perrotti, Old Dominion University; Tancy Vandecar-Burcin, Old Dominion University; Randy Gainsy, Old Dominion University; Sampath Jayarathna, Old Dominion University
The Role of Diversion in the Decarceration of Children and Young People in Ireland: Serious Offending and Judicial Decision-Making Aine Bernadette Mannion, University College Cork
The (too) many facets of diversion: a critical mapping of what diversion(s) has become in EU youth justice Silvia Randazzo, KU Leuven

364. Evaluating Criminalization Strategies
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Policy, Criminalization, Policy of Criminal Sanctions
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chair: Patricia Carraro Rossetto, University of Malaga
Participants:
Implementing the Palermo Protocol in Canada: implications for human rights and fundamental principles of justice. Tamara O’Doherty, Simon Fraser University; Hayli Millar, University of the Fraser Valley
Re-evaluating risk profiling in criminal justice and crime prevention through the lens of ‘Artificial Intelligence’ Rosamunde Van Brakel, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
The impact of judicial interpretation on criminal policy - the case of Polish illegal drug laws jurisprudence. Adam Stasiak, Polish Academy of Sciences
The influence of Greco anti-corruption recommendations on legislative reforms of the Spanish criminal code of 1995 Patricia Carraro Rossetto, University of Malaga

365. Understanding the Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Crime and Punishment
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Crime and COVID 19
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1
Chair: Diletta Tatti, University Saint-Louis - Brussels
Participants:
Re-visiting the pains of incarceration during the Covid-19 pandemic in Chilean prisons catalina droppelmann, Pontificia Universidad Catolica Chile; Daniela Montanari, Pontificia Universidad Catolica Chile; Ignacio Borquez, Pontificia Universidad Catolica Chile
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on European penal populations: A situational opportunity perspective Yiji Z. Hashimoto, University of Lausanne; Edoardo Cocco, University of Lausanne; Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne
Guilty Please: Covid-19 and the unravelling of the presumption of innocence Lisa Mary Armstrong, University of Glasgow

366. NARRCRIM Panel 2 Narrative Criminology
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Narrative Criminology
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10
Chair: Sveinung Sandberg, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, University of Oslo
Participants:
Al-Hollywood: Contradictory Narratives from ISIS Affiliated Women in the Al-Hol Camp Henriette Frees Esholdt, Lund University
Dumpster Data: An Investigation of Crime Scene Photographs on Guam Douglas Stephen Farrer, University of Exeter
“Red pill stories”: The political journeys of British neo-Nazi activists Tony Karas, Goldsmiths, University of London
The Jihadist: Collective Representations of an Emerging Identity in Street Culture Sébastien Tutenges, Lund University
The Narratives of the Wrongfully Convicted Linda Asquith, Leeds Beckett University

367. Predictors and Consequences of Guardian and Offender Decision-Making
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Rational Choice Perspectives
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11
Chair: Lauren Porter, University of Maryland
Participants:
Examining the Role of Emotional Experiences and Moral Evaluations in the Decision to Engage in Violence Shaina Herman, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law; Timothy C. Barnum, Max Planck Institute
368. Recruiting and researching hidden/hard-to-reach populations: Practical and ethical challenges and good practices

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Qualitative Methods
Roundtable
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair:
Pia Struyf, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Discussants:
Yana Demeyere, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Anna Marie Vansteenekiste, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Victoria Wozniak-Cole, KU Leuven
Marc Balcells, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Daniela Andrea Mardones Bravo, University of Edinburgh

369. Collateral consequences of criminal records in society

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Non-Criminal Justice Responses to Delinquency
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair:
Elina van 't Zand-Kurtovic, Leiden University
Participants:
Co-producing justice: The impact of social cooperation on the collateral consequences of criminal records Beth Weaver, University of Strathclyde
Gendered effects of the mark of a criminal record? Marti Rovira, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Vignette study of the effect of criminal convictions on dating Interest Douglas Evans, Fairleigh Dickinson University; Kwan-Lamar Blount-Hill, Arizona State University
A qualitative inquiry concerning integrity assessment and screening in pre-employment selection Ard Barends, Leiden University; Elina van 't Zand-Kurtovic, Leiden University
"Repairing the Damage Done": Narratives of Former Addicts and Incarcerated People Assisting in the Recovery Processes of Peers Ety Elisha, The Max Stern Yezreel Valley College; Esthi Shachaf-Friedman, Ashkelon Academic College

370. Organized crime: involvement, determinants, and impact

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 4
Chair:
Sarah Schreier, University of Tuebingen, Institute of Criminology
Participants:
Alliance and Conflict: Investigating the Determinants of Yakuza Violence Using Multilevel Network Analysis Niles Breuer, University of Oxford; Martina Baradel, University of Oxford
Assessing the Impact of Organised Crime on Violence in a Non-Traditional Setting in the UK Paolo Campana, University of Cambridge; Cecilia Meneghini, University of Exeter; Alyssa Kinsley, University of Cambridge
Co-offending patterns associated with different crime types – A social network perspective Ida Adamse, NSCR; Arjan Blokland, NSCR; Veroni Eichelsheim, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement
Entry in and desisting from organized crime: an (auto)biographical study of individuals involved in organized crime Sjoukje van Deuren, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Matthias Hall, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Veroni Eichelsheim, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Arjan Blokland, NSCR
Generational Shifts and Law Enforcement Impacts on the Younger Generation of Organized Crime Offenders in Italy and the Netherlands Victor van der Geest, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Francesco Calderoni, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan); Tommaso Comunale, Center for the Study of Democracy; Edward Kleemans, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Talking with the 'Other Side': Insights from Interviews with So-Labeled Organized Crime Perpetrators Sarah Schreier, University of Tuebingen, Institute of Criminology; Jörg Kinzig, University of Tuebingen, Institute of Criminology

371. White-collar offenders after criminal justice involvement

Topic 2: Types of Offending/White collar Crime, Organizational Crime, Corporate Crime, Financial Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair:
Andrzej Uhl, Cambridge University
Participants:
Formal and informal exclusion of prosecuted white-collar offenders Wim Huism, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Dennis Lesmeister, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
White Collar Offenders and the Impact of Conviction Mark Button, University of Portsmouth
Narrative Criminology and White-Collar Offenders Ben Hunter, University of Greenwich
What will they think of me? Stigmatization among a sample of white-collar offenders Diana Sun, Florida Atlantic University; Michael Benson, University of Cincinnati
372. Rape and sexual assault
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Sex Crimes, Sex Work and Sex Trafficking
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatório Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair: Ioana Madalina Crivatu, University of Suffolk
Participants:
The decision-making process of those who do not rape in a multiple perpetrator sexual offence: A taxonomy of engagement Ioana Madalina Crivatu, University of Suffolk
The Linguistics of Rape: The Conceptualisation of Rape Based on a Qualitative Analysis of Supreme Court Cases Brunilda Haxhiu, University of New York Tirana; Adrian Leka, University of Shkoder
The sexual victimization-perpetration overlap: The role of gender and rape myth acceptance Suzanne St. George, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Prevention of sexual violence in Ljubljana nightlife venues Katja Eman, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security, University of Maribor; Tinkara Bulovec, City of Ljubljana, Municipal Constabulary Department
Chair: Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Participants:
When does a provocation demand a violent response? A randomized scenario study of the Code of the Streets Clemens Kroneberg, University of Cologne; André Ernst, GESIS-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences; Lenkewitz Sven, University of Cologne
A Micro Theory of Crime Opportunities: Symbolic Interaction among Motivated Offenders, Suitable Targets, and Capable Guardians Charles C Lanfear, University of Cambridge; Ross L Matsueda, University of Washington
Linking situational and developmental processes in the explanation of crime events and criminal careers. Per-Olof H Wikstrom, University of Cambridge (emeritus) and University of Malmö
Chair: Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Participants:
When does a provocation demand a violent response? A randomized scenario study of the Code of the Streets Clemens Kroneberg, University of Cologne; André Ernst, GESIS-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences; Lenkewitz Sven, University of Cologne
A Micro Theory of Crime Opportunities: Symbolic Interaction among Motivated Offenders, Suitable Targets, and Capable Guardians Charles C Lanfear, University of Cambridge; Ross L Matsueda, University of Washington
Linking situational and developmental processes in the explanation of crime events and criminal careers. Per-Olof H Wikstrom, University of Cambridge (emeritus) and University of Malmö
Chair: Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Participants:
When does a provocation demand a violent response? A randomized scenario study of the Code of the Streets Clemens Kroneberg, University of Cologne; André Ernst, GESIS-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences; Lenkewitz Sven, University of Cologne
A Micro Theory of Crime Opportunities: Symbolic Interaction among Motivated Offenders, Suitable Targets, and Capable Guardians Charles C Lanfear, University of Cambridge; Ross L Matsueda, University of Washington
Linking situational and developmental processes in the explanation of crime events and criminal careers. Per-Olof H Wikstrom, University of Cambridge (emeritus) and University of Malmö

373. How does context matter? Linking macro and micro processes in criminological theory
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Development and Life Course Perspectives
Pre-arranged Panel
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatório Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7
Chair: Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Participants:
When does a provocation demand a violent response? A randomized scenario study of the Code of the Streets Clemens Kroneberg, University of Cologne; André Ernst, GESIS-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences; Lenkewitz Sven, University of Cologne
A Micro Theory of Crime Opportunities: Symbolic Interaction among Motivated Offenders, Suitable Targets, and Capable Guardians Charles C Lanfear, University of Cambridge; Ross L Matsueda, University of Washington
Linking situational and developmental processes in the explanation of crime events and criminal careers. Per-Olof H Wikstrom, University of Cambridge (emeritus) and University of Malmö
Chair: Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Participants:
When does a provocation demand a violent response? A randomized scenario study of the Code of the Streets Clemens Kroneberg, University of Cologne; André Ernst, GESIS-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences; Lenkewitz Sven, University of Cologne
A Micro Theory of Crime Opportunities: Symbolic Interaction among Motivated Offenders, Suitable Targets, and Capable Guardians Charles C Lanfear, University of Cambridge; Ross L Matsueda, University of Washington
Linking situational and developmental processes in the explanation of crime events and criminal careers. Per-Olof H Wikstrom, University of Cambridge (emeritus) and University of Malmö
Chair: Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Participants:
When does a provocation demand a violent response? A randomized scenario study of the Code of the Streets Clemens Kroneberg, University of Cologne; André Ernst, GESIS-Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences; Lenkewitz Sven, University of Cologne
A Micro Theory of Crime Opportunities: Symbolic Interaction among Motivated Offenders, Suitable Targets, and Capable Guardians Charles C Lanfear, University of Cambridge; Ross L Matsueda, University of Washington
Linking situational and developmental processes in the explanation of crime events and criminal careers. Per-Olof H Wikstrom, University of Cambridge (emeritus) and University of Malmö

374. Transnational organized crime: small airfields and seaports in Europe, a blind spot?
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Transnational Crime
Roundable
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatório Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8
Chair: Linda De Veen, EMMA
Discussant: Hans Moors, EMMA
Participants:
“This is between the blackpill and the redpill”: Subcultural involvement and incel identity performances online Jan Christoffer Andersen, University of Oslo
Incel deradicalization? Studying the experiences of former incels Gavin Hart, Liverpool Hope University
Trading Copes for Hope? Personal and Ideological Narratives in the Stories of Exit-Curious and Former Incels on Reddit Alyssa Czerwinsky, University of Manchester
Virtual Reality Chads and Stacys: Incels and the Metaverse Suraj Lakhani, University of Sussex; Lisa Sugirtha, University of Portsmouth

375. Incel Extremism
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism
Paper Session
3:00 to 4:15 pm
Educatório Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9
Chair: Gavin Hart, Liverpool Hope University
Participants:
“The role of capital in white-collar offenders’ reentry Andrzej Uhl, Cambridge University
377. Urban Transformations and Plural Policing in Southern Contexts
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair: Nina Jon, Norwegian Police University College
Participants:
Good cop, bad detective? A study about detective culture Anouk van Schaik, Radboud University Nijmegen (the Netherlands)
“Negligence of the highest order”: What Australian corruption inquiries reveal about police culture and reform Saskia Penn, RMIT University
The Occupational Culture of Covert Police Officers in the UK Shane Mac Giollabhui, Ulster University
Police Culture: Measuring Values, Attitudes and Discriminatory Experiences in the German Federal Criminal Police Office Johanna Marie Währ, Bundeskriminalamt; Mathias Weber, Bundeskriminalamt; Clemens Striebing, Fraunhofer IAO; Jannick Schneider, Fraunhofer IAO; Katharina Hochfeld, Fraunhofer IAO
The Norwegian Crisis and Hostage Negotiation Unit (CHNU) as an alternative police culture Nina Jon, Norwegian Police University College

376. POL. Panel 14. Police Culture
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair: Nina Jon, Norwegian Police University College
Participants:
Good cop, bad detective? A study about detective culture Anouk van Schaik, Radboud University Nijmegen (the Netherlands)
“The Provident Officer”- A look at the motivations and attitudes of Police Officers in Australia Jillian Poulsen, University of Queensland
“Negligence of the highest order”: What Australian corruption inquiries reveal about police culture and reform Saskia Penn, RMIT University
The Occupational Culture of Covert Police Officers in the UK Shane Mac Giollabhui, Ulster University
Police Culture: Measuring Values, Attitudes and Discriminatory Experiences in the German Federal Criminal Police Office Johanna Marie Währ, Bundeskriminalamt; Mathias Weber, Bundeskriminalamt; Clemens Striebing, Fraunhofer IAO; Jannick Schneider, Fraunhofer IAO; Katharina Hochfeld, Fraunhofer IAO
The Norwegian Crisis and Hostage Negotiation Unit (CHNU) as an alternative police culture Nina Jon, Norwegian Police University College
Sobia Ahmad Kaker, University of Essex, UK

Participants:
Publics of Policing: Expanding Approaches to Nodal Policing
SI Cooper-Knock, University of Sheffield; Julie Berg, University of Glasgow
Policing the ‘Mobile Revolution’ in Urban Tanzania
Charlotte Cross, The Open University

Urban Transformations and Mechanisms of Control in Pakistan. Sobia Ahmad Kaker, University of Essex, UK; Zoha Waseem, University of Warwick

378. POL Panel 17. Outsourcing: Private Security

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair: Robert Holland, University of Edinburgh

Public-private partnerships in alarm monitoring and filtering: towards an increased efficacy of police intervention policy in case of false alarms. Amandine Vanscheeuwijk, Ghent University

Ethical Perspectives and Police Science: Using Social Contract Theory as an Analytical Framework for Evaluating Police Legitimacy
Tal Jonathan-Zamir, Institute of Criminology, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Gali Perry, Institute of Criminology, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; James Willis, George Mason University

The Effects of Precarity on Self-Legitimacy of Private Security Guards
Mahesh Nalla, Michigan State University; Anna Gurinskaya, Michigan State University; Dhruv Gupta, IIT Kanpur, India

Emotions and Security: The Exploration of Emotional Labour Within the Security Environment of a Hybrid Space
Robert Holland, University of Edinburgh

379. The ‘deep end’ of Nordic punishment

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4
Chair: Julie Laursen, University of Copenhagen

Punishment as a ‘contract’ between the State and the indeterminately sentenced Julie Laursen, University of Copenhagen

“Left to rot”: Voluntary isolation as a pocket of punitiveness in the Danish prison system Frederik Rom TAxhjelm, University of Copenhagen

Punished and banished – Non-citizen women’s experiences in a Danish prison Dorina Danmsa, Norwegian Institute for Social Research

Indefinite preventive detention in Norway: insights from the ULTPEN project John Todd-Kvam, Norwegian University of Science and Technology

380. The importance of participatory and effective prison regulation for safer societies

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair: Gill Buck, University of Chester
Participants:
Documents as regulators in Shaw’s report on prison suicide at HMP Woodhill Catherine Traynor, University of Nottingham

Centring women prisoners’ voices in networked prison regulation Gill Buck, University of Chester

Prisoner complaints - fair, participatory and inclusive? Quantitative analysis of HMIP prisoner surveys Rebecca Banwell-Moore, University of Nottingham

(Re)constructing individualised prisoner death investigations: A case study from England and Wales Philippa Tomczak, University of Nottingham; Kaitlyn Quinn, University of Missouri - St. Louis; Catherine Traynor, University of Nottingham; Lucy Wainwright, University of Nottingham

381. Digital Victimization and other issues

Topic 4: Victimology/Policy and Prevention of Victimization
Paper Session
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair: Anne Louise Kirby, University of Portsmouth

Rethinking cybercrime prevention: Building on inoculation rationales through introducing “reflective fortification” Anne Louise Kirby, University of Portsmouth; Vasileios Karagiannopoulos, University of Portsmouth; Simon Marsden, University of Portsmouth

Tackling digital violence against women in the criminal procedure and support services Marita Hussu, Tampere University; Sisko Piippo, University of Jyväskylä; Jarmo Houtsonen, Police University College Finland; Marianne Mela, Police University College of Finland; Louna Hakkarainen, Tampere University; Jasmina Hagaanen, Tampere University; Anna Knihilä, Tampere University

Towards an integrated cyber resilience model. Combining psychological dynamics underlying problem-focused and emotion-focused coping to enhance individual end users’ cyber resilience. Remco Spithoven, Saxion University of Applied Sciences; Ellen Misana-ter Huurne, Saxion University of Applied Sciences; Ynze van Houten, Saxion University of Applied Sciences

EUCPN toolbox on High-risk victim groups: Preventing repeat and secondary victimisation Sarah Bosman, EUCPN

382. The Universality of Victims’ Need for Recognition

Topic 4: Victimology/Consequences of Victimization
Roundtable
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair:
383. Prison Foodways
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair: Julie Parsons, University of Plymouth
Participants:
We don’t want to be eating just crisps: Understanding on the social role of food in visiting rooms in women’s prisons.
Maria Adams, University of Surrey; Vicki Harman, University of Surrey; Charlotte Dodd, University of Surrey
Towards a new way of providing food: A plan evaluation of the novel food policy in Dutch prisons Bram de Heide, Universiteit Leiden; Hanneke Palmen, Leiden University; An-Sofie Vanhoucke, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Paul Nieuwbeerta, Leiden University
Doing food when doing time, chrononormativity and the enduring temporariness of the social life of food in prison.
Julie Parsons, University of Plymouth
Perspectives on ‘food corruption’ in prison Daniel McCarthy, University of Surrey; Jon Garland, University of Surrey
Cell’s Kitchen: An appetizing overview of the cook-dine-and-eat facilities in Dutch prisons. Elisabeth Groeneveld, Leiden University; Paul Nieuwbeerta, Leiden University; Hanneke Palmen, Leiden University; An-Sofie Vanhoucke, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

384. Penality in the south(-s) (3): Southern (border) criminology (2)
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime Control and the Immigration System
Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair: Jose A. Brandariz, University of A Coruna
Participants:
Researching borders in the peripheries: methods, language and situated knowledge to avoid “orientalism” in cross-borders conversations Giulia Fabini, University of Bologna
Informality and rule of law in migration control; a dialogue between the North and the South Valeria Ferraris, University of Turin
‘In between’ – looking for the place of Eastern Europe in the global South-North division Witold Klaus, Institute of Criminology, Polish Academy of Sciences

Immigration enforcement as a police matter. Notes on “crimmigration” from a Nordic perspective Jukka Könönen, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki

385. New technologies for capturing perceptions of place and safety
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Fear of Crime and Risk perception
Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair: Laura Vozmediano, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU
Participants:
Do individuals look at CCTV? Two empirical studies on how individuals perceive CCTV in the Portuguese context Inês Guedes, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime, Justice and Security of the School of Criminology - Faculty of Law of the University of Porto; Natália Almeida, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Eduarda Teixeira, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Carla Sofia Cardoso, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto
(Un)pleasant urban spaces? App-based participatory mapping – case studies from the Czech Republic and Australia Lucia Brisudova, Palacký University Olomouc; Michael Chataway, Queensland University of Technology; Emily Moir, University of the Sunshine Coast
Gathering experiences of safety and fear among women using a mobile app Laura Vozmediano, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU; Carlota Jauregui, University of the Basque Country; Alexander Trinidad, Institute of Sociology and Social Psychology, University of Cologne
Experiences of crime and fear among the LGBT community: a mixed methods proposal Maite Azabal, University of the Basque Country; Laura Vozmediano, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU; Alexander Trinidad, Institute of Sociology and Social Psychology, University of Cologne

386. Responses to violence, abuse and offending
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Feminist Criminology
Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair: Emma Milne, Durham University
Participants:
Using Criminal Histories to Empower Victims of Domestic Abuse Katerina Hadjimatheou, University of Essex
Domestic abuse perpetrators: A gendered approach to the language of accountability Rasha Hamid, University of Essex
Reimagining ‘vulnerability’ in womens prisons Sarah Waite, Leeds Trinity University; Danica Darley, The University of Sheffield

387. EHC-WG Panel 3. Historical Perspectives to International and Modern Problems
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Historical Comparisons of Crime
389. Sentencing and justice outcomes over defendants’ ethnicity, gender, age and area of residence

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making

Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5

Chair:
**Andromachi Tseloni**, Nottingham Trent University

Participants:

Ethnicity, gender and community sentences **Angela Sorsby**, University of Sheffield


The Interrelationship between Area Deprivation and Ethnic Disparities in Sentencing **Jose Pina-Sánchez**, University of Leeds; **Ana Morales**, University of Sheffield; **Sara Geneletti**, London School of Economics; **Ana Navarro Veiga**, University of Lisbon; **Eoin Guilfoyle**, Brunel University

Extent, nature and outcomes of serious and organised crime prosecuted before the criminal courts in England and Wales. **Tim McSweeney**, University of Hertfordshire

---

388. ISRD Panel 4 ISRD Findings from a Comparative Perspective

**Topic 7**: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice

Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4

Chair:
**Dirk Enzmann**, University of Hamburg

Participants:
Victimisation, offending, and family: A comparison of young people in Brazil and Britain **Rafaelle CS Costa**, University of Sao Paolo; **Chris Birkbeck**, Salford University; **Marina Rezende Bazon**, University of São Paulo; **Neal Hazel**, University of Salford, UK

Macro-and individual level predictors of victimization among youth in 26 countries **Ineke Haen Marshall**, Northeastern University; **Karen Heimer**, University of Iowa, USA; **Kelly Guinn**, Oregon Criminal Justice Commission, US

Street gangs and juvenile delinquency: a comparative study based on Nordic ISRD4 Eurogang module **Markus Kaakinen**, University of Helsinki; **Heidi Mork Lomell**, University of Oslo; **Kim Moeller**, Aalborg University; **Margrét Valdimarsdóttir**, University of Iceland; **Amir Rostami**, University of Gävle

Rural-Urban Perspective of Juvenile Delinquency and Victimization in Slovenia: Preliminary Results from the ISRD4 Data **Iza Iza Kokoravec**, University of Maribor, Slovenia; **Gorazd Meško**, University of Maribor; **Ineke Haen Marshall**, Northeastern University

---

389. Sentencing and justice outcomes over defendants’ ethnicity, gender, age and area of residence

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making

Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5

Chair:
**Henry Yeomans**, University of Leeds

Participants:
Can’t Buy Me Love: Examining Whether American K-12 Private Schools Are Safer Than Public Schools **Catherine E. Burton**, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley; **Gordon A Crews**, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley

Criminology in Africa: A counter European rebirth? **Lufino Sadiki**, University of Pretoria; **Francois Steyn**, University of Pretoria

Interwar Poland, Lessons for Criminology from Across International and Historical Contexts **Symon Michal Buczynski**, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Poland

Reconnecting Genealogies of Criminal Justice and Tax Collection: A Historical Criminology of the British Excise **Henry Yeomans**, University of Leeds

Smile for the Camera: Online Warehouse Tours as Dark Tourism within the Era of Late Capitalism **Adam Lynes**, Birmingham City University

---

390. Hate Crimes Panel 2. National laws and policies against hate crimes

**Topic 2**: Types of Offending/Hate Crime

Paper Session
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6

Chair:
**Petra Bard**, Eötvös Loránd University Faculty of Law

Participants:
Hate crime investigation and sentencing in Sweden: what have learned in the past 20 years? **Mika Hagerlid**, Department of Criminology, Malmö University; **Görel Granström**, Department of Law, Umeå University

Hate crimes in Spain through the case law (years 2018-2022) in comparative perspective **Isabel García**, University of Salamanca

Hiding the Hate – contextual effects on hate crime reports with the US Armin Kächler, Bielefeld University/ FH Münster

Making the Case for EU Hate Crime Legislation **Kevin Brown**, Queen’s University Belfast; **Martin Regan**, Queen’s University Belfast


Reactions of far-right activists in Japan toward anti-hate speech legislation **Yutaka Yoshida**, Cardiff University

---

391. Using Optimal Foraging Theory to Understand Offender Target Selection and Exploitation

**Topic 1**: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Rational Choice Perspectives

Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7

Chair:
**P. Jeffrey Brantingham**, University of California Los Angeles

Participants:
Specialization versus individual variation in graffiti writer’s target selection strategies: A behavioral ecological approach
Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University; Karalarasan Kumar, University of Ghent; Wim Bernasco, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR); P. Jeffrey Brantingham, University of California Los Angeles

Competition Between Graffiti Writers: A Behaviour Ecological Perspective
Karalarasan Kumar, University of Ghent; Wim Bernasco, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR); Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University

Competition and Environmental Variation in the Prey Choice of Los Angeles Car Thieves.
P. Jeffrey Brantingham, University of California Los Angeles; Craig D. Uchida, Justice & Security Strategies, Inc.

The ‘desperation threshold’: risk-sensitive foraging applied to criminal behaviour
Benoît de Courson, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law

392. Negotiating Class in Youth Justice: Professional Practice and Interactions

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Juvenile Justice and Children’s Rights

Author meets critics
4:30 to 5:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8

Critics:
Sveinung Sandberg, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, University of Oslo
Alistair Fraser, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow
Rachel Condry, Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford

Book Author:
Jasmina Arnež, Institute of Criminology, University of Ljubljana and Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford

393. Criminalisation of Activism

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Policy, Criminalization, Policy of Criminal Sanctions

Roundtable
4:30 to 5:45 pm

Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9

Chair:
Valeria Vegh Weis, Konstanz University

Discussants:
Wayne Morrison, Queens Mary
Dario Melossi, University of Bologna
Anna Di Ronco, University of Essex
Ginny Blackson, Linfield University

394. “Based on statistics... How to visualize crime before, during and after covid 19?”

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Crime and COVID 19

Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1

Chair:
Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)

Discussant:

---

**Marcelo F. Aebi**, University of Lausanne

Participants:

Crime before, during and after covid-19: Some lessons from Mexico. Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI); Dayana Lizeth Perez, National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI)

"Crime and the Covid period: some perspective of analysis"
Maria Giuseppina Muratore, Istituto Nazionale di Statistica of Italy (ISTAT); Lucilla Scarmicchia, Istituto Nazionale di Statistica of Italy (ISTAT)

"The impact of COVID-19 restrictions on crime trends"
Maurice Dunaiski, UNODC

"Data Visualization: Crime and Covid" Cristina Fabre, European Institute for Gender Equality (EIGE)

---

395. Crime and Mental Health

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Mental Health

Paper Session
4:30 to 5:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10

Chair:
Amanda Elizabeth Perry, University of York

Participants:

Criminal Convictions in Males and Females Diagnosed with ADHD: A Population-Based Study
Anna-Karin Angström, Örebro University; Anneli Andersson, Örebro University; Miguel Garcia-Argibay, Örebro University, Sweden; Zheng Chang, Karolinska Institute.; Paul Lichtenstein, Karolinska Institute; Brian D’Onofrio, Karolinska Institute, Indiana University; Catherine Tuvbld, Örebro University; Laura Ghirardi, Karolinska Institute; Henrik Larsson, Örebro University

Development in mental health problems and crime involvement in a Swedish adolescent sample
Linn Persson, Malmö University; Anna-Karin Ivert, Malmö University

Mental health and homicides in the new Residence for not guilty by reason of insanity
Franco Scarpa, USL Toscana Centro

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES IN UNDERCOVER POLICE OFFICERS: a literature systematic search from a psychiatric perspective
Giulia Moretti, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Carolina Passani, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Emma Flutti, Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele; Federico Pacchioni, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University; Alessandro Sarzetto, Park Villa Napoleon; Palmina Caruso, University of Milan; Guido Travaini, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University

Psychological autopsy: a shared model is possible?
Federico Pacchioni, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University; Giacomo Mercuriali, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University; Guido Travaini, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University

Examination of mental health through a peer support mentor scheme
Amanda Elizabeth Perry, University of York

---

396. Exploring the role of mechanisms in theories of crime causation: Analytic and other approaches

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology

Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm

Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11
Chair:  
**Kyle Treiber**, University of Cambridge

Participants:

Constitutive causality and Situational Action Theory. **K. Ryan Proctor**, Avila University


Formalizing Social Disorganization Theory: A reorganization of the Chicago School. **Sarah R. Bostrom**, Avila University

Situational Action Theory and the Analytic approach to developing and testing explanations of crime. **Kyle Treiber**, University of Cambridge

---

**397. QRME Panel 3. Methodologies and gender**

Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Qualitative Methods

Paper Session

4:30 to 5:45 pm

**Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2**

Chair: **Rhiannon Maniatt**, Cardiff University

Participants:

Co-design in criminology: Developing an adaptive response to serious violent crime reporting for sex workers. **Sam Richardson-Martin**, University of Nottingham; **Larissa Sandy**, University of Nottingham

Queer(y)ing Criminological Research Methods. **Ryan Peacey**, The University of Manchester

Reflections on using the Sandboxing Technique in Exploring Vicarious Trauma/Resilience with Domestic Abuse Advocates. **Rhiannon Maniatt**, Cardiff University

Necropolitics and Necroresistance: A Qualitative Research of Gypsy, Traveller and Roma Communities During the COVID-19 Pandemic. **Rachel Stuart**, Brunel University; **Pippa Grenfell**, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; **Cicely Marston**, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine

**Is animal abuse an environmental crime? Public perception of animal welfare offences in Finland**. **Letizia Paoli**, KU Leuven Faculty of Law and Criminology; **Bryan C. Peters**, KU Leuven Faculty of Law and Criminology; **Peter Reuter**, University of Maryland

The hierarchy of seriousness of organised crime in Romania: a law-enforcement perspective. **Alexandra Neag**, Anglia Ruskin University

Organized crime and Russian policy. Criminological remarks. **Piotr Chlebowicz**, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn

Organized Crime in Ukraine in Time of War. **Olena Shostko**, Ukrainian Center of Legal Studies

---

**398. The implications of criminal records disclosure: Mental health, wellbeing and exclusionary effects**

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Non-Criminal Justice Responses to Delinquency

Pre-arranged Panel

4:30 to 5:45 pm

**Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3**

Chair: **Andrew Henley**, University of Nottingham

Participants:

Mental health, criminal records and disclosure. **Andrew Henley**, University of Nottingham

The harmful effects of criminal record disclosure interactions. **Nicola Collett**, DeMontfort University

‘Not only have I been judged, but I am being judged. This will never be over’. **Charlotte Brooks**, University of Nottingham

Some are worse than others: Applying collateral consequences learning to enhanced criminal record checks. **Caroline Bald**, University of Essex

Empathic Intuition: Working Outside of the State? **Kavya Padmanabhan**, PhD Student

---

**399. International perspectives on organized crime**

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime

Paper Session

4:30 to 5:45 pm

**Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 4**

Chair: **Alexandra Neag**, Anglia Ruskin University

Participants:

Is the Sinaloa Cartel a Mafia? **Letizia Paoli**, KU Leuven Faculty of Law and Criminology; **Bryan C. Peters**, KU Leuven Faculty of Law and Criminology; **Peter Reuter**, University of Maryland

The hierarchy of seriousness of organised crime in Romania: a law-enforcement perspective. **Alexandra Neag**, Anglia Ruskin University

Organized crime and Russian policy. Criminological remarks. **Piotr Chlebowicz**, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn

Organized Crime in Ukraine in Time of War. **Olena Shostko**, Ukrainian Center of Legal Studies

---

**400. EURO 11 Green Criminology: Public and perpetrator perceptions and rationalisations of environmental crime**

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Environmental/Green Criminology

Paper Session

4:30 to 5:45 pm

**Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5**

Chair: **Abby Muricho Onencan**, Erasmus School of Law – Erasmus Initiative Dynamics of Inclusive Prosperity

Participants:

On bad intentions and harmful consequences: Understanding public perceptions of environmental crime seriousness. **Marieke Klun**, Leiden University; **Jelle Brands**, Leiden University; **Lisa Ansems**, Leiden University

Is animal abuse an environmental crime? Public perception of the abuse of protected, domestic and farm animals. **Ana M. Martin**, Universidad de La Laguna; **Andrea Vera**, Universidad de La Laguna; **Christian Rosales**, Universidad de La Laguna; **Bernardo Hernández**, Universidad de La LAGUNA

Intersection between legal and illegal turtle supply chains, and vendor perceptions of sanction risks. **Rachel Boratto**, Monitor Conservation Research Society

Neutralization techniques used by defendants charged with animal welfare offences in Finland. **Elli Valtonen**, University of Helsinki; **Tarja Koskela**, University of Eastern Finland; **Anna Valros**, University of Helsinki

Through the Smokescreen of Chemical Industry Discursive Strategies: Neutralizing the Impacts of Future PFAS Use in the European Union. **Abby Muricho Onencan**, Erasmus School of Law – Erasmus Initiative Dynamics of Inclusive Prosperity; **Lieselot Bisschop**, Erasmus University
401. Researching sexual violence

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Sex Crimes, Sex Work and Sex Trafficking

Paper Session
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Educatório Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6

Chair: Charlotte Herriott, Anglia Ruskin University

Participants:
A glimpse into the dynamics of Co-therapy in group therapy of juvenile sexual offenders TALI BUSTNAY, Zefat Academic College Assessing the Impact of Sexual History Evidence on Mock Juror Decision Making Charlotte Herriott, Anglia Ruskin University

402. European Developmental and Life-course Criminology Working Group, Panel 3. Prison, re-entry, and desistance

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Development and Life Course Perspectives

Paper Session
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Educatório Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7

Chair: Doris C. Chu, University of Northumbria

Participants:
Emerging adulthood in prison: the analysis of criminal risk factors Virginija Klimukiene, Vilnius University; Gintautas Sakalauskas, Vilnius University; Alfredas Laurinavičius, Vilnius University

The cognitive impact of childhood maltreatment on prisoners’ maladjusted behavior Tomer Carmel, Ariel University, Israel

Addressing Barriers to Housing in Reentry Programs: A Qualitative Study of Second Chance Act Grantees Elizabeth L. Beck, Georgia State University; Natasha N. Johnson, Georgia State University; Sommer Delgado, Georgia State University; Victoria Helmy, Georgia State University; Susan A. McLaren, Georgia State University; Alice Prendergast, Georgia State University; Leigh Alderman, Georgia State University; Lorenzo Almada, Georgia State University; Eric Napierala, Georgia State University; William J. Sabol, Georgia State University

From Motivation to Offend, to Motivation to Desist: the Multiple Motivational Pathways to Desistance Marie-Ève Dubois, School of criminology, Université de Montréal; Frédéric Ouellet, School of criminology, Université de Montréal

Social capital, mutual aid, and desistance: A theoretically integrated process model Katherine Elizabeth Albertson, Sheffield Hallam University; Kevin Victor Albertson, Manchester Metropolitan University

Factors Affecting Post-Traumatic Growth and Anticipated Desistance: An Examination of Females Incarcerated for Drug-Related Offenses Doris C. Chu, University of Northumbria

403. Alessandro Moretti - The Rise and Rise of Illegal Ticket Touting: An Ethnography of Deviant Entrepreneurship

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime

Author meets critics
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Educatório Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8

Critics:
James Treadwell, Staffordshire University
Jakob Demant, University of Copenhagen
Geoff Pearson, University of Manchester

Book Author: Alessandro Moretti, University of Copenhagen


Topic 2: Types of Offending/Terrorism and Terrorism Financing, Radicalization, Extremism

Pre-arranged Panel
4:30 to 5:45 pm
Educatório Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9

Chair: Axel Dessecker, Centre for Criminology (KrimZ)

Participants:
Islamist political attitudes among Muslims living in Germany: on the ambivalent role of religiosity Katrin Brettfeld, Universität Hamburg; Diego Farren, Universität Hamburg; Peter Wetzels, Universität Hamburg

It’s all about Islam? On the role of ‘Islam’ in joining Islamist groups Michaela Glaser, Berghof Foundation

Human rights violations and protests in Afghanistan and Islamistophobic attitudes towards Muslims in Germany Thomas Richter, German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA); Katrin Brettfeld, Universität Hamburg; Peter Wetzels, Universität Hamburg

Attitudes towards refugees in the context of threat perceptions in the German population Rebecca Endtricht, University of Hamburg; Janosch Kleinschnittger, Universität Hamburg

405. POL Panel 13. Rural and Community Policing

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1

Chair: Julia Mireille Rootenberg, Van Vollenhoven Institute, Leiden Law School

Participants:
Policing drugs in rural Scotland: an exploration of policing practices at the intersection between environmental demands and technological development. Oana Petcu, University of Glasgow & University of Edinburgh

Critical perspectives on policing rural environments: Cops,
context, communication and COVID-19 andrew wooff, Edinburgh Napier University; Shane Horgan, Edinburgh Napier University; Andy Tattell, Edinburgh Napier University

Community safety in respect of implementing the Use of Community-Oriented Public Police Auxiliaries in Thailand through Comparisons with the United Kingdom Krisanaphong Poothakool, Assistant to the President and the Chairman of the Faculty of Criminology & Justice Administration, Rajamangala University of Technology Maha Sarakham University, Maha Sarakham, Thailand, 12000

Where State Meets Citizen: Tracing the Origins of ‘Sousveillance’ in American Community Policing Julia Mireille Roodenberg, Van Vollenhoven Institute, Leiden Law School

Self-legitimacy of Police Officers and Community Policing in Slovenia Gorazd Metko, University of Maribor; Rok Hacin, University of Maribor


Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 2
Chair:
Maximo Sozzo, Universidad Nacional del Litoral

Participants:
Snapshot from the UK – Women in Policing – building back better? Jenny Fleming, University of Southampton

Fictional Representations of Women in Italian Policing: An Explorative Study in Cultural Criminology Rossella Selmini, University of Bologna

Does gender matter in policing? Lola Valles, Institute for Public Security of Catalonia

Women led police stations and the progress of women in policing. An alternative vision from the Global South. Maximo Sozzo, Universidad Nacional del Litoral; Kerry Carrington, University of Sunshine Coast; Maria Victoria Puyol, Universidad Nacional del Litoral; Jess Rodgers, University of Tasmania

407. POL Panel 27. Policing research and practice

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair:
Michael Lawrence Walker, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Participants:
Police Criticism in European Perspectives: Beyond sterile controversies? Detlef Nogala, Freelance Consultant (ex CEPOL); Christian Mouhanna, CNRS CESDIP

The implications of climate change for the professional practice of the Dutch police Anna Matczak, The Hague University of Applied Science

What Is to Be Done About the Police? Matt Clement, Royal Holloway University of London

Echo Chambers & Mistrust: Policing Perspectives on the Public

Michael Lawrence Walker, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Professional quality of life among police officers Emilie Telle, University of Mons; Iris Descartes, University of Mons; Thierry Pham, University of Mons; Audrey Vicenzutto, University of Mons

408. Recent longitudinal perspectives on imprisonment and labour market outcomes

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4
Chair:
Anke Ramakers, Criminology, Leiden University, the Netherlands

Participants:
Can community service reduce reoffending and improve labor market outcomes? Hilde Wermink, Criminology, Leiden University, the Netherlands

The effects of replacing incarceration with electronic monitoring on crime, health, and social exclusion Enes Al Weswasi, Department of Criminology, Stockholm University, Sweden; Olof Backman, Department of Criminology, Stockholm University, Sweden

Effect of Local Labour Demand on Post-Release Employment – Evidence from Finland Riku Laine, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki, Finland; Mikko Aaltonen, Faculty of Law, University of Eastern Finland; Pekka Martikainen, Population Research Unit, University of Helsinki, Finland; Mikko Myrskyla, Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research

Problematic Debts and Debt Payment Potential during Prison Reentry Anke Ramakers, Criminology, Leiden University, the Netherlands; Rosa Koenraadt, Criminology, Leiden University, the Netherlands

409. Victim vulnerability from a comparative perspective (COST 18121: Working Group 5)

Topic 4: Victimology/Victims’ rights
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5
Chair:
Suzan van der Aa, Maastricht University

Participants:
The four problems of victim vulnerability within criminal (procedural) law Suzan van der Aa, Maastricht University

Cross-border victimization Michael Kilchling, Max Planck Institut (Freiburg)

Ellderly victims in aging societies Elsbieht Hryniewicz-Lach, Adam-Mickiewicz-University in Poznan, Poland

Experiences and Vulnerabilities of Human trafficking Victims within Criminal Procedures Victoria Wozniak-Cole, KU Leuven

The Challenges of Vulnerability and Effective Recognition by the State for Victims of Sexual Violence: A Study of Guatemala and Belgium Mariana Lara Palacios, Leuven Institute of Criminology (KU Leuven)

410. Dissecting violence and abuse in England and Wales:
empirical investigations of inequalities
Topic 4: Victimization/Patterns and trends in Victimization
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6
Chair:
 Polina Obolenskaya, City University (London)
Participants:
The rise, fall and stall of violence in England and Wales: how have risks of violence changed for different groups? Polina Obolenskaya, City University (London); Niels Blom, City, University of London
Inequality Dimensions of Violence: Mapping Relations and Experiences of Violence at the Intersection of Gender, Ethnicity and Migrant-Status Hannah Manzur, City University (London)
Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) among migrants and non-migrants in England: Gender Stratified Analyses of a Probability Sample Survey Ladan Hashemi, City University (London); Hannah Manzur, City University (London); Polina Obolenskaya, City University (London); Sally McManus, City University (London)
Health and wellbeing consequences of intimate partner violence and abuse: Differentiating intimate partner by perpetrator relationship type Niels Blom, City, University of London; Polina Obolenskaya, City University (London)

411. Trends in victimization
Topic 4: Victimization/Patterns and trends in Victimization
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7
Chair: 
 jan van dijk, NSCR
Participants:
The great unknown: trends in crime across the world jan van dijk, NSCR
Understanding Victimisation of European Roma: An Analysis of Risk Factors Using Multiple Theoretical Frameworks Lorena Molnar, University of Lausanne; Julien Chopin, Simon Fraser University, University of Montreal; Yuii Z. Hashimoto, University of Lausanne; Alexander T. Vazsonyi, University of Kentucky
The Targeted Victimisation of Alternative Subcultures: Extent, Forms and Impacts Jon Garland, University of Surrey; Nathan Hall, University of Surrey
Stability and change in victimization inequality in Scotland, 2008-9 to 2019-20 Ben Matthews, University of Stirling; Susan McVie, University of Edinburgh; Paul Norris, University of Edinburgh
Assessing the Extent of Online Victimisation – Findings of the Victimisation Survey “Safety and Crime in Germany” Daniel Church, Federal Criminal Police Office Germany

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8
Chair: 

Inke Regina Pruin, University of Bern
Participants:
Access to justice research: On the way to a broader perspective Ashjörn Storgaard, University of Lund
Access to Justice is a “feel good” concept... …But what is in it for prisoners? Anette Storgaard, University of Aarhus, Denmark
Access to justice for prisoners: three dimensions David Mühlemann, University of Bern
Access to justice in informal urban settlements in Accra, Ghana Thomas Akoensi, University of Kent; Amy Nivette, Utrecht University
Accessing justice with respect to prisoners’ wages Christine Graebsch, University of Dortmund

413. Biological, Biosocial and Psychological Perspectives 1. Adolescent and childhood criminality
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Biological, Biosocial and Psychological Perspectives
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 1
Chair: 
 Sally-Ann Ashton, Prairie View A&M University
Participants:
Adolescent crime memories and emotions. Implications for police interviewing strategies for group offenders Anna Bussu, Edge Hill University; Sally-Ann Ashton, Prairie View A&M University
Preliminary results from ISRD4 in Brazil: Testing the General Theory of Crime Ana Beatriz do Prado Schiavone, University of Sao Paulo; André Vilela Komatsu, University of Sao Paulo; Rafaelle CS Costa, University of Sao Paulo; Marina Rezende Bazon, University of Sao Paulo
Swipe, Hookup, and Harassment: the Complex Scripts of Dating App Culture Laura Byn, Ghent University
The role of empathy and impulsivity in understanding children’s rule-breaking and pro-social behaviors: an exploratory study on Portuguese elementary-school children Carla Sofia Cardoso, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto; Gilda Santos, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS) - School of Criminology, Faculty of Law of the University of Porto; Margarida Santos, CEJEA, Lusíada University, Porto; Teresa Figueira, University of Porto, Faculty of Law

414. Penalty in the south(-s) (II): Debates on Southern (Border) Criminology (I)
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment and the Immigration System
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair: 
 Jose A. Brandariz, University of A Coruna
Participants:
The rise and fall of crimmigration arrangements in Spain Cristina Fernandez Bessa, University of A Coruna; Ana Ballesteros-Pena, Complutense University of Madrid; Jose
415. Vulnerability, gender, emotions and fear of crime
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Fear of Crime and Risk perception
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair:
Nicole Rader, Mississippi State University
Participants:
A sensory criminology of pedestrian underpasses: reflections on senses, emotions and social identities Ian R Cook, Northumbria University
Fear of crime and vulnerability: the role of gender under the BeSecure-FeedSecure Project in Piraeus Christina Zarafoonou, PANTEION UNIVERSITY; ELENI KONTOPOULOU, PANTEION UNIVERSITY; Dimitris Kalamaras, PANTEION UNIVERSITY
'Experimenting with situational fear of crime': a multimodal measure using Virtual Reality environments. Jelle Brands, Leiden University; Jochem Jansen, Leiden University; Janne van Doorn, Leiden University
Teaching Fear: Gendered Parental Advice about Safety and its Impact on Fear of Crime Nicole Rader, Mississippi State University

416. Immigration, crime & citizenship, Panel 7, Security and structural violence against migrants and refugees
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Transnational Crime and Justice and the Immigration System
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair:
Amy Cortvriend, University of Northampton
Participants:
Asylum seekers' experiences of criminalisation in the UK Niroshan Ramachandran, School of Law, Criminology and Policing, Edge Hill University
Overlooked and Underserved: intersectional violence and the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration in Spain Raquel Gonzalez Ortiz, University of Salamanca
Security for whom? Meanings & practices of security from the perspective of refugees and the police Leonie Jantzer, Leuphana University Lüneburg
Sens of security of Ukrainian war victims in Poland Zbigniew Lasocik, University of Warsaw
Women seeking asylum: Coping with trajectories of structural violence Amy Cortvriend, University of Northampton

Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Historical Comparisons of Crime
Author meets critics
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Critics:
Lesley McAra, Edinburgh University
Robert John Mears, Bath Spa University
Simon Hallsworth, University of Suffolk
Book Author:
Gordon Hughes, Cardiff University

418. Transnational Crime and Justice: Comparative and Historical Perspectives
Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Transnational Crime and Justice
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4
Chair:
Randi Solhjell, University of Oslo
Participants:
Conceptions and Applications of Trauma-informed Policing: International Perspectives Michele Pich, Temple University & Rowan University
Exploring Criminogenic Asymmetry as related to Government Effort to Address Human Trafficking Kimberly Ann McCabe, University of Lynchburg
I am my Father’s son, but He Pākehā au: reflexive viewing the Nuremberg IMT Wayne Morrison, Queens Mary
Scandinavian penal export in multilateral settings: Norms, roles and positioning in international criminal justice Randi Solhjell, University of Oslo
Transnational Justice? Conceptualizing Carceral Cultures in Non-Sovereign Territories Johanna Romer, University of Essex; Louis Romer, Vassar College

419. Prosecutorial Decision-making and the Prosecutorial Process, Alternatives to trial 2.
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Prosecutorial Decision-making and the Prosecutorial Process, Alternatives to trial
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5
Chair:
Keven Jaren Carlo, SUNY Oswego
Participants:
Pandemic Prosecution: The Lake County Blues Keven Jaren Carlo, SUNY Oswego; Marthinus Christoffel Koen, SUNY Oswego
Plea bargaining in sexual offences in Spain: an exploratory case study Víctor Rodríguez Alonso, Universidad de Alicante; Rebeca Gonzalo Díaz, Universidad Nacional de Educación a
420. Hate Crimes Panel 3. Fighting social hatred in the online sphere

Topic 2: Types of Offending/Hate Crime

Participants:
- Archetypes of Haters: Exploring the behavior behind extreme and hateful memes Jonatan Mizrahi-Werner, University of Copenhagen; Jakob Demant, University of Copenhagen
- Contemporary trends in the research of hate crimes in social media Krzysztof Worek, University of Warsaw
- Hate speech detection on social media: a comparison between predictive and generative models. Mario Santisteban Hallam University, UK; Alex Black, Sheffield Hallam University, UK; Vicky Heap, Vicky Heap, University of London; Johnny Downs, King’s College London
- National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) as key actors in documenting and preventing hate crime Eva Tzavala, National Commission for Human Rights; Katerina Charokopou, National Commission for Human Rights; Anastasia Chalkia, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
- The public prosecutor as extrajudicial judge? An exploratory study of prosecutorial decision-making in Belgium Marlies Heirstrate, VUB
- Towards an evidence-informed prosecutor-led diversion Randy Haers, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Kristof Verfaillie, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Chair: Krzysztof Worek, University of Warsaw

421. Compliance-Industrial Complex, Global Crime Governance, and the Commodification of Regulation: Towards New Theoretical Perspectives

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology

Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7

Chair: Cris Shore, Goldsmiths, University of London

Participants:
- Compliance-Industrial Complex, Global Crime Governance and Philanthrocapitalism: Towards New Theoretical Perspectives on the Regulation of Crime and Harm Tereza Østbø Kaldova, OsloMet; Cris Shore, Goldsmiths, University of London
- Compliance-Industrial Complex and Right-Wing Populism as the Products of the Regulation of Serious Crime in Post-socialist Czechia Petr Kupka, University of West Bohemia
- Sanctions as Anti-Policies: The Paradigm of Moralizing Technocracy Jardar Østbø, Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies

The “Reputation Screen” of Luxury: Illicit Networks and Manufacturing Processes in Prato Audrey Millet, University of Oslo

Thinking Institutionally About Corruption Thomas Raymen, Northumbria University

422. Insights on children and young people’s education, care status, ethnicity and sentencing

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Juvenile Justice and Children’s Rights

Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8

Chair: Andromachi Tseloni, Nottingham Trent University

Participants:
- School performance trajectories and young adult offending: Findings from a national administrative data linkage, United Kingdom Alice Wickersham, King’s College London; Rosie Cornish, University of Bristol; Stephen Scott, King’s College London; Johnny Downs, King’s College London
- Education and social care predictors of offending trajectories: A UK administrative data linkage study Hannah Dickson, King’s College London; George Vamvakas, King’s College London; Roxanna Short, King’s College London; Nigel Blackwood, King’s College London
- Ethnicity, Care Experience and Criminalisation: Using Administrative Data to Interrogate Youth (In)Justice in England Katie Hunter, Manchester Metropolitan University
- Individual and familial factors as mediators and moderators of young children’s aggressive behavior Rana Eseed, The Hebrew university of Jerusalem; Mona Khoury, Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Iris Zadok, The Hebrew university of Jerusalem

423. Criminalising Beyond the Usual Limits

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Policy, Criminalization, Policy of Criminal Sanctions

Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9

Chair: Joe Purshouse, University of Sheffield

Participants:
- Community Protection Warnings and the shadow carceral state Alex Black, Sheffield Hallam University, UK; Vicky Heap, Sheffield Hallam University, UK
- Innovative combat sports and the limits of the ‘boxing exception’ in English criminal law Joe Purshouse, University of Sheffield; Edward J. Wright, University of Nottingham
- Mapping the pains of penal extractivism. Evidence from Espinar, Peru Diego Tuesta, University of Toronto; Maritza Paredes, Pontificia Universidad Católica; Katia Aviles, Utrecht University
- The creeping criminalisation of sub-criminal behaviour: a case study of Community Protection Notices Vicky Heap, Sheffield Hallam University, UK; Alex Black, Sheffield Hallam University, UK

You don’t have the right to steal my life’ Giving voice to ex-
424. Understanding the Practices of Cybercrime Offenders
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Cybercrime
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1
Chair: Thomas J. Holt, Michigan State University
Participants:
"I might as well make you suffer the rest of your life": Sextortion offender narratives Karen Holt, Michigan State University; Roberta Liggett-O'Malley, University of South Florida-Sarasota
Understanding cyberattackers' target selection: Results from two experimental studies Danielle Stibbe, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)
Assessing the network structures of CSEM offenders online Thomas J. Holt, Michigan State University; Karen Holt, Michigan State University
Recipe for success: Mechanisms behind the rise and fall of Telegram illicit marketplaces Taisia Garkava, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

425. Treatment of offenders
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Mental Health
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 10
Chair: Teresa Brasio-McLaughlin, University of Glasgow
Participants:
Health and social support for people released from prison: Prioritizing requirements for a digital solution Lisa McCann, University of Strathclyde; Catriona Connell, University of Stirling
Judicial review and the obstacles to release of non-criminally responsible offenders in Portugal Filipe Cardoso Santos, Centre for Social Studies - University of Coimbra
Men's Mental Health After Prison: Everyday Experiences Of Mental Health In The Community Post-Imprisonment Teresa Brasio-McLaughlin, University of Glasgow
If You Could Read My Mind: Examining the Use of Risk/Needs Assessments with School Age Children Jordan A Crews, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley; Catherine E. Burton, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley

426. The International Journal of Restorative Justice (TIIJR)
Annual Lecture
ESC Roundtable
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11
Chairs: Claudia Mazuccato, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore Estelle Zinsstag, Edinburgh Napier University, UK and KU Leuven, Belgium

427. QRME Panel 4. Methodologies and crimes of the powerful
Topic 8: Methodologies in Criminology/Advances in Qualitative Methods
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair: Ioannis Papadopoulos, University of Salford, Manchester, UK
Participants:
How to research authoritarian contexts? A reflection on methods. Amr Marzouk, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Use of expert inquiries in researching organised crime Miroslav Scheinost, Institute od criminology and social prevention
Voicing unaccompanied migrant minors in detention. A phenomenological approach. Ioannis Papadopoulos, University of Salford, Manchester, UK

428. Managing the Vulnerable Population in Transit Systems
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Non-Criminal Justice Responses to Delinquency
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair: Jerry Ratcliffe, Temple University
Participants:
Policing the largest drug market on the eastern seaboard: Officer perspectives on enforcement and community safety Jerry Ratcliffe, Temple University; Hayley Wight, Temple University
Exploring officer perspectives on harm reduction, support services and long-term solutions in the ‘Walmart of Heroin’ Hayley Wight, Temple University; Jerry Ratcliffe, Temple University
Recalibrating police responses to vulnerable individuals: The dawn (and effectiveness) of the police co-response model Robert J. Kane, Drexel University; Jordan M. Hyatt, Drexel University; Matthew J. Teti, Drexel University
An “untethered” police co-response model to better respond to vulnerable populations: Early results from an evaluation of Project SCOPE Jordan M. Hyatt, Drexel University; Robert J. Kane, Drexel University; Matthew J. Teti, Drexel University
Privilege, delinquency and drift: How status and social class affect perceptions of deviance for van dwellers in Wales. Olivia Pearson, University of the West of England; Melissa Mendez, Cardiff University

429. Organized crime: Institutions, attitudes, functioning
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 4
Chair: Gian Maria Campedelli, University of Trento
Participants:
Patterns and Evolution of Italian Mafia Presence in Foreign Countries between 2000 and 2020 Francesco Calderoni, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacramento (Milan)
Power Structures and Earnings in Cybercrime: Insights from the CONTI Ransomware Group Alberto Aziani, Transcrime / Università Cattolica del Sacramento (Milan); Mirko Nazzari, Università Cattolica - Transcrime (Milan)
430. EUROC 3: Measuring corruption
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Corruption
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair: Rafael Pucci, USP University of São Paulo
Participants:
Anti-corruption policies and new legal regulation regarding the
imbalance between developed and developing countries
Rafael Pucci, USP University of São Paulo
Corruption crimes in Ukraine under martial law and in
Lithuania under the state of emergency Kateryna Dmytrivna
Kutyk, Mykolas Romeris University, Lithuania; Yaroslav
Mudryi National Law University, Ukraine
Corruption indices and organizational corruption Alexander
Fürstenberg, Heidelberg University
How to Analyze “Systemic” corruption – The Case of Romania
Monika Elza Bancsina, Max-Weber-Institute for Sociology,
University of Heidelberg; Markus Pohlmann, Max-Weber-
Institute for Sociology, University of Heidelberg
Measuring structural corruption in Finland Vesa Muttilainen,
Police University College, Finland

431. Sexual offenders
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Sex Crimes, Sex Work and Sex
Trafficking
Paper Session
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair: Sophie Grace Dixon, Institute of Criminology, University of
Cambridge
Participants:
Bias and Non-Bias Motivating Factors for Sexual Homicides of
Minor Girls in India Dayanand Sundaravadivelu, Stillman
College; Sesha Kethineni, Professor Emeritus, Illinois State
University; Tini Neha Miriyam, Prairie View A&M
University
Criminogenic factors related to paedophiles: a criminological-
phenomenological case study analysis Ann-Mari (Anni)
Elizabeth Hesselink, University of Limpopo, South Africa
Strains, Negative Emotions, and Sexual Assault Perpetration: A
Test of General Strain Theory Gaetan Dove, Coventry
University
Why Victim Age and Co-offending Status Matter in Sexual
Offending: An Analysis of Ministry of Justice Crown Court
Data. Sophie Grace Dixon, Institute of Criminology,
University of Cambridge

432. Author-Meets-Critic Session on James’ Ptacek’s Feeling
Trapped: Social Class and Violence Against Women
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Gender and Crime
Author meets critics
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7
Critics:
Jayne Mooney, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Walter S. DeKeseredy, West Virginia University
Book Author:
James Ptacek, Suffolk University

433. A barrier model approach to analyse and tackle organised
vehicle crime
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8
Chair:
Atanas Rusev, Center for the Study of Democracy
Participants:
Towards an EU barrier model to prevent and disrupt theft of
motor vehicles in the EU Joeri Vig, Stichting Centrum voor
Criminaliteitspreventie en Veiligheid; Atanas Rusev, Center
for the Study of Democracy; Lienke Hutten, Stichting
Centrum voor Criminaliteitspreventie en Veiligheid
Thieves on wheels – barriers to prevent car thieves to enter,
stay, and exit a country Nacer Lalam, l'Institut des hautes
études du ministère de l'Intérieur (IHEMI); Atanas Rusev,
Center for the Study of Democracy
Vehicle theft and situational crime prevention in the age of
technology: results of a crime scripting analysis. Catherine
Monbailliu, Institute for International Research on Criminal
Policy, Ghent University; Jelle Janssens, Ghent University
Possible barriers to prevent and disrupt fencing stolen vehicles
and vehicle parts Sonja John, Berlin School of Economics
and Law; Klaus von Lampe, Berlin School of Economics and
Law

434. Crime in sports: manifestations of organized crime and
white collar crime in the sport sector
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
6:00 to 7:15 pm
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 9
Chair:
Wim Hardyns, Professor, Institute for International Research on
Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law
and Social Law, Ghent University
Participants:
Legal and regulatory vulnerabilities as an inadvertent facilitator
of football trafficking Louis Vandercruysse, Ghent
University; Tom Vander Beken, Professor and director of the
Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy
(IRCP), Ghent University; An Vermeersch, Ghent
University; Annick Willem, Ghent University
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER, 9

435. POL Panel 20. Police bias
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair:
Massimiliano Mulone, Université de Montréal
Participants:
- On the influence of prior information on the credibility of a testimony: Criteria-Based Content Analysis (CBCA) reality criteria in police officers Stefanie Kemme, University of Münster; Lena Posch, University of Applied Police Sciences Hamburg
- Policing and racial discrimination: law enforcement officers' resistance and rationalization to allegations of racism Massimiliano Mulone, Université de Montréal
- Antilocution and trust in the police workplace Colin Rogers, University of South Wales
- The usual suspects? Profiling who was policed during the Covid-19 pandemic in Scotland Susan McVie, University of Edinburgh
- Police Leader Emotional and Cultural Intelligent and the Acknowledgement of Systemic Racism in Criminal Justice Joseph Schafer, Arizona State University; David R White, Ferris State University

436. POL Panel 23. Police partnerships and collaboration
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 1
Chair:
Monika Weissensteiner, Trento University
Participants:
- Policing partnerships and changes in police professionalism in comparative perspective Thierry Delpuech, CNRS UGA PACTE; Jacqueline E Ross, University of Illinois College of Law
- Neighborhood control as a crime prevention strategy Francesco Caccetta, Arma dei Carabinieri
- Entangled in a fraudulent system: An in-depth analysis of a large-scale football scandal Lucie Vanwersch, UGhent; Win Hardyns, Professor, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Department of Criminology, Criminal Law and Social Law; Ghent University
- Zero tolerance or null effectiveness?: Public policies and sports rules to fight match-fixing César de Cima, Instituto Universitário de Lisboa, Centro de Estudos Internacionais (CEI-Iscte) and Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia (CIES-Iscte); Marcello Moriconi, Instituto Universitário de Lisboa, Centro de Estudos Internacionais (CEI-Iscte)
- Combining Criminology and Forensic Science to Detect Match-Fixing Fiona Langlois, University of Lausanne (UNIL); Stefano Caneppele, University of Lausanne
- Rethinking cross-border police-cooperation Monika Weissensteiner, Trento University
- A qualitative examination of unhoused community members' experiences with police and peace officers Kathryn Lee, University of Alberta; Marta-Marika Urbanik, University of Alberta; Carolyn Greene, Athabasca University; Katharina Maier, University of Winnipeg

437. POL Panel 25. Police investigations and technological advances
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 3
Chair:
Simone Hatchard, South Wales University
Participants:
- Adding Power to the Equation: Power, Nodal Governance and Online Open-Source Investigations of Atrocity Crimes. Isabella Regan, Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam
- ‘Do they want efficiency or do they want to show off?’ Tech effect bottom-up and top-down in Portuguese police work Susana Costa, Centre for Social Studies; University of Maia
- Understanding the use of digital forensics in the investigation and prosecution of major crime Simone Hatchard, South Wales University

438. Race, religion, gender and inequality in prison
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Affari: Floor second floor - Affari 4
Chair:
Rachele Girardi, University of Greenwich
Participants:
- A picture of religious freedom in prisons and detention centres in Poland based on research carried out among convicts and educators Olga Sitarz, University of Silesia in Katowice; Anna Jaworska-Wieloch, University of Silesia in Katowice; Jakub Hanc, University of Silesia in Katowice
- Exposure to the Criminal Legal System among Black Central Brooklyn Residents Tawanda Rowell-Cunsolo, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Courtney Blanford, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- In This Economy? The Cost of Prison Life Beth Huebner, Arizona State University
- Punishment circle: a look at prison and social inequality in Ecuador Pablo Punin, Grupo de Investigación en Criminología y Ejecución Penal de la Universidad Pompeu Fabra de Barcelona
- Locked behind gendered bars: exploring the heteronormative regulation of prison spaces Rachele Girardi, University of Greenwich

439. COST 18121: Working Group number 1: Examining victims rights in Europe
Topic 4: Victimology/Victims’ rights
Pre-arranged Panel  
8:00 to 9:15 am  
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 5  
Chair:  
**Freya Augusteijn**, NSCR  
Participants:  
Victim ‘Survival’ Skills: reclaiming the narrative Nicola O’Leary, University of Hull; Simon Green, University of Hull  
Viewing victims’ rights through compliance theory Freya Augusteijn, NSCR  
The prevention of victimization in Romania: current and future developments Aura Preda, Spiru Haret University Bucharest  
“Positive retribution: a new way of thinking the position of the victim” Antony Pemberton, Katholieke Universiteit van Leuven (KU Leuven)

### 440. Domestic and Gender-Based Violence

**Topic 4: Victimology/Policy and Prevention of Victimization**

**Paper Session**  
8:00 to 9:15 am  
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 6  
Chair:  
**Lee Elbert Ross**, University of Central Florida  
Participants:  
Tackling intimate gender violence in Portugal: paths taken and challenges Joana Torres, Universidade da Madeira/Faculdade de Direito da Universidade do Porto; Jorge Gracia, Universidad Internacional de La Rioja; Sônia Maria Martins Caridade, Escola de Psicologia da Universidade do Minho  
An examination of how procedural justice policing impacts intimate partner violence victims Christopher D Maxwell, Michigan State University; Tami P Sullivan, Yale School of Medicine; Joy S Kaufman, Yale School of Medicine  
Support for victims of crimes related to domestic violence in Poland - expectations and reality, Joanna Katarzyna Rajewska de Mezer, Department of Rehabilitation, Faculty of Educational Studies, Adam Mickiewicz University Poznań  
Usage and effectiveness of precautionary measure against victims of intimate partner violence. Evidence from Spain. Jorge Rodríguez-Menédez, Universitat Pompeu Fabra; Martí Rovira, Universitat Pompeu Fabra; Carlos Palomo, Universitat Pompeu Fabra  
‘Slow femicide’ by omission: falling through a chasm, the experience of help-seeking in later life Sarah Mae Wydall, Aberystwyth University; Elize Freeman, Aberystwyth University; Rebecca Zerk, Aberystwyth University  
Conditions of Granting and Denying Civil Protection Orders: A Systematic Literature Review Lee Elbert Ross, University of Central Florida

### 441. Hate Crime, Hate Speech, and Related Challenges

**Topic 4: Victimology/Policy and Prevention of Victimization**

**Paper Session**  
8:00 to 9:15 am  
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 7  
Chair:  
**Margot Goblet**, Université de Liège  
Participants:  
Effective countermeasures for reducing hate crimes against religious youth: a systematic review Sophie Litvak, University of Helsinki; Janne Kivivuori, University of Helsinki; Markus Kaakinen, University of Helsinki  
Hate Crime Risk Assessment to improve police response to victims Loretta fase Trickett, Nottingham Trent University; Timothy Bryan, University of Toronto  
Stereotypes concerning (victims of) honor-related violence Janne van Doorn, Leiden University  
Sexism and violence against women: Which legislative framework? Margot Goblet, Université de Liège; Fabienne Glowazc, University of Liege  

### 442. Experiences of imprisonment

**Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Imprisonment, Prisons, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment**

**Paper Session**  
8:00 to 9:15 am  
Palazzo Affari: Floor third floor - Affari 8  
Chair:  
**Edwin Schreeche-Powell**, The University of Greenwich  
Participants:  
Censoriousness in a South African prison Anton Symkovych, University of Melbourne; University of Johannesburg  
Prisoners’ overall evaluation of the prison conditions: A good prisoner-staff relationship is not enough. Hilde Pape, University College of Norwegian Correctional Service; Berit Johnsen, Kriminalomsorgen høgskole og utdanningscenter KRUS  
Prisoner Survey Data from Every Prison in England and Wales: Accessing 20 Years of HM Inspectorate of Prisons Data Rosie Meek, Royal Holloway University of London; Nick Hardwick, Royal Holloway University of London  
The export of an ‘exceptional’ penal system Katrine Antonsen, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, University of Oslo  
The Iatrogenic Outcomes of ‘Well-Meaning’ Peer Led Penal Induction Interventions Edwin Schreeche-Powell, The University of Greenwich

### 443. Immigration, Crime and Citizenship Panel 1. Victims and survivors of Human Trafficking

**Topic 2: Types of Offending/Human Trafficking**

**Paper Session**  
8:00 to 9:15 am  
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10  
Chair:  
**Łukasz Wieszorek**, University of Warsaw  
Participants:  
Human Trafficking in India: A Qualitative Content-Analysis Tiya Neha Miriyam, Prairie View A&M University; Dayanand Sundaravadivelu, Stillman College; Sesha Kethineni, Professor Emeritus, Illinois State University  
Data Culture in Human Trafficking II Raquel Verdasco Martínez, Universidad Pontificia de Comillas de Madrid  
Victims of human trafficking in Poland – new countries of origin Łukasz Wieszorek, University of Warsaw  
Assistance and Support Services for Survivors of Human Trafficking: A Western Canada Qualitative Study JOHN A WINTERDYK, Mount Royal University  

### 444. COVID-19 and Trust in Government and Criminal Justice Systems

**Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Attitudes about Punishment and Criminal Justice System**

**Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Attitudes about Punishment and Criminal Justice System**

**Paper Session**  
8:00 to 9:15 am  
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10  
Chair:  
**Łukasz Wieszorek**, University of Warsaw  
Participants:  
Human Trafficking in India: A Qualitative Content-Analysis Tiya Neha Miriyam, Prairie View A&M University; Dayanand Sundaravadivelu, Stillman College; Sesha Kethineni, Professor Emeritus, Illinois State University  
Data Culture in Human Trafficking II Raquel Verdasco Martínez, Universidad Pontificia de Comillas de Madrid  
Victims of human trafficking in Poland – new countries of origin Łukasz Wieszorek, University of Warsaw  
Assistance and Support Services for Survivors of Human Trafficking: A Western Canada Qualitative Study JOHN A WINTERDYK, Mount Royal University
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chairs:
**Amber Horning Ruf**, University of Massachusetts Lowell
**Joselyne Chenane Nkogo**, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Participants:
The Effect of Voluntary and Involuntary Police Contact on Public Perceptions of Trust during the Global COVID-19 Pandemic Joselyne Chenane Nkogo, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Sean Perry, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Amber Horning Ruf, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Rita Augustyn, Keene State College; Catherine Stevens, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Exploring the Determinants of Citizens’ compliance with COVID-19 Regulations: Legitimacy versus Fear Anna Gurinskaya, Michigan State University; Mahesh Nalla, Michigan State University; Seung Yeop Paek, California State University, East Bay
A Cross-Cultural Comparison of How Residents Emotionally Responded to Governments Response to COVID-19 Amber Horning Ruf, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Catherine Stevens, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Joselyne Chenane Nkogo, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Sean Perry, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Rita Augustyn, Keene State College
COVID-19, Diffuse Anxiety, and Public (Mis)Trust in Government: Empirical Insights and Implications for Crime and Justice Jonathan Reid, Sam Houston State University; Samantha Brown, University of North Florida; Jared Dmello, Sam Houston State University

### 445. Perspectives on Diversity and Detention

**Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Political and Social Discourses about Crime and Justice**

**Paper Session**
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3

**Chair:**
**Katharina Heermann**, FU Berlin, Criminal Law and Criminology Prof. Kirstin Drenkhahn

**Participants:**
The significance of diversity and social categorization in law studies and the legal profession Katharina Heermann, FU Berlin, Criminal Law and Criminology Prof. Kirstin Drenkhahn
Gypsies, Roma and Travellers and Crime and Justice: Practitioner Perspectives Raegan Booth, London School of Economics and Political Science; Kirsty Koral, Plymouth University; Kitty Lymeropolou, Plymouth University
Dragons in Dungeons? Myths of Incarceration in Cultures without Imprisonment David John Hayes, The University of Sheffield
Re-updating prisons in the global south Maiara Corrêa, Center for the Studies Of Violence, University of São Paulo (NEV-USP)
Measuring criminology students' attitudes towards offenders with mental health needs Alzbeta Tunova, University of Greenwich; Janika Keraenen, University of Greenwich; Jack Tomlin, University of Greenwich; Sarah C Kilbane, University of Greenwich

### 446. Theoretical Perspectives on Crime and Justice

**Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Political and Social Discourses about Crime and Justice**

**Paper Session**
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4

**Chair:**
**Lena-Carlotta Hartlieb**, University of Hamburg

**Participants:**
Conceptual Meanings of Fairness within the Field of Autonomous Driving Systems Lena-Carlotta Hartlieb, University of Hamburg
Primordial Brains and Bodies: How Neurobiological Discourses Shape Policing Experiences Laura Keesman, University of Groningen
Rebiologising race and ethnicity in social sciences and practice: And what criminology and forensics has to do with it András Laszló Pap, Centre for Social Sciences, VAT No.: HU15325189; Eötvös University, Budapest, Hungary; Central European University, Vienna
Shifting ‘blue lines’: the rise of non-state investigative communities in the battle over ‘fact’ and ‘truth’ in the ‘post-truth world’ Katerina Gachevska, Leeds Beckett University

### 447. Sex Work, Sexual Violence and the Law Panel

**Topic 7: Comparative and Historical Perspectives/Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Justice**

**Pre-arranged Panel**
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5

**Chair:**
**Jane Scoular**, University of Strathclyde

**Participants:**
Sex Work and Sexual Violence Project: An overview of methods and ethics in sensitive, international research Susie Balderston, University of Strathclyde
Sex Workers Experiences of Sexual Violence Cherida Fraser, University of Otago
Legal regimes and relevance of the law Jane Scoular, University of Strathclyde
What do sex workers want? Barb Brens, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Recommendations for a ‘best practice’ in NGO support for sex workers after sexual violence Susie Balderston, University of Strathclyde; Alessandra Lanti, Licensed Clinical Professional Counselor

### 448. Biosocial criminology 1: Health factors and crime

**Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Biological, Biosocial and Psychological Perspectives**

**Pre-arranged Panel**
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6

**Chair:**
**Amber L. Beckley**, Stockholm University, Örebro University

**Participants:**
Psychiatric disorders and criminal convictions in youth: A population-based study of comorbidities and sex differences Rebecca Siponen, Örebro University; Anneli Andersson, Örebro University; Sofi Oskarsson, Örebro University; Anna-Karin Ångström, Örebro University; Amber L.
449. Applying moral frameworks to theory and practice
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology
Pre-arranged Panel
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7
Chair:
**Neema Trivedi-Bateman**, Loughborough University
Participants:
The shifting morality of intimate partner violence: Applying Situational Action Theory *Sarah Carlo, University of Cambridge*
Social sources of moral education in Hong Kong: A test of Situational Action Theory's Developmental Ecological Action Model *Katie Tu, University of Cambridge*
Challenges and strategies for delivering morality interventions in different youth contexts: The Compass Project intervention *Neema Trivedi-Bateman, Loughborough University*
Discussant *Alex Sutherland, Alex Sutherland*

450. Corporate Environmental Crime at the Crossroads of Waste Management and Bunker Fuel Production
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Environmental/Green Criminology
Author meets critics
8:00 to 9:15 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8
Critic:
**Hans Nelen**, Maastricht University
Book Author:
**Vincent Chris Figliomeni**, F.F. Social Science Research Center

452. Gangs and Weapons
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Gangs (youth and street gangs)
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 3
Chair:
**Frank Weerman**, NSCR & Erasmus University Rotterdam
Participants:
Definitional dilemmas in youth gang research: findings from the Australian Youth Safety Survey (AYSS) *Angela Higginson, Queensland University of Technology*
Group-based violence in Belgium: a mapping exercise *Annelies Pauwels, Flemish Peace Institute*
Shooting for Nothing? Evaluating the Effectiveness of Turf Wars in Rio de Janeiro *Andrea Varzori, University of Huddersfield, UK*
Young people with weapons in the Netherlands: Differences between owners, carriers and users *Frank Weerman, NSCR & Erasmus University Rotterdam*
Examining the Sources of Crime Guns and their Relation to Firearm-Related Crime and Violence *Ashlin Oglesby-Neal, Urban Institute*

453. Crime and crime reduction strategies
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Non-Criminal Justice Responses to Delinquency
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 3
Chair:
**Justine Chatellard**, Université de Lausanne
Participants:
Adressing violence without the criminal justice system: an analysis of transformative justice in the USA and its testing in Switzerland *Justine Chatellard, Université de Lausanne*
Just a good yam? Crime and disorder in UK public libraries *Brian Moss, Department of Justice Ireland*
Reducing violence against women and girls in the night-time economy: a rapid review of preventive interventions *Nazanin Khasteganan, University of Wolverhampton; Mahuya Kanjilal, University of Wolverhampton; Elaine Arnell, University of Wolverhampton*
Tackling faith hate crime on university campus *Brianna G Lewis, Nottingham Trent University*

454. EUROC 12 Green Criminology: Wildlife crime and policing environmental crime
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Environmental/Green Criminology
Paper Session
8:00 to 9:15 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair:
**Amélie Jeanneret**, Independent researcher
Participants:
“Missing the trees for the forest”? An exploration of the harms to the European eels within their trade and traffic. *Mónica Pons-Hernandez, Universitat Rovira i Virgili*
456. Criminology and Social Media

Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Social Media and Crime

Participants:

- Chinese Social Media Representation of Domestic Violence and Online Feminist Responses to it, Lihan Miao, Durham University
- #ComingHome: Reentry and Identity in the Digital Space, Jan Haldipur, California State University, Long Beach; Calvin John Smiley, Hunter College-CUNY

Online sales of protected species: a study on compliance with Swiss legislation, Cristina Cretu-Adatte, Institut de lutte contre la criminalité économique, HEG-Arc, HES-SO // Haute école de Suisse occidentale; Olivier Beaudet-Labrecque, Institut de lutte contre la criminalité économique, HEG-Arc, HES-SO // Haute école de Suisse occidentale; Hazel Bunning, Institut de lutte contre la criminalité économique, HEG-Arc, HES-SO // Haute école de Suisse occidentale

Police Investigations of Waste Crime: A Cross Country Comparison, Phillip William Screen, Transcrime - Crime&tech / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Mi); Serena Favarin, Transcrime - Crime&tech / Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Milan); Cosimo Sidotti, PhD candidate at Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Transcrime, Milan, Italy

Policing and self-perishing? The impact of the import regulation on the Swiss illicit caviar market, Amélie Jeanneret, Independent researcher; Stefano Caneppele, University of Lausanne; Yūji Z. Hashimoto, University of Lausanne

Slow violence and the animal-industrial complex: Unpacking the consequences of coercive confinement during the war against nonhuman animals, Stacy Banwell, University of Greenwich


458. POL Panel 24. Police: Support, oversight and leadership

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Policing and Law enforcement

Participants:

- Job Insecurity within a Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office: Neoliberalism, PCCs, and OPCC staff, Paul Robinson, Northumbria University; Pauline Ramshaw, Northumbria University; Georgios Papanicolaou, Northumbria University
- Patrolling the Police: Experimental Evidence on Police Executives' Support for Oversight, Josh McCrain, University of Utah
- Protecting Public Facing Professionals Online (3PO): Privacy policies and protections in routine police management, Shane Horgan, Edinburgh Napier University; Aston Liz, Edinburgh Napier University; Yen Nee Wong, Edinburgh Napier University
- Linking Supervisor Justice to Street Justice through Self-Legitimacy and Policy Compliance Among Hong Kong Police, Ivan Sun, University of Delaware; Yuning Wu, Wayne State University; Jessica C.M. Li, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
- Warriors or guardians? Military police officers’ orientations in Brazil, Marcio Mattos, University of Brasília
460. Women in prison

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Prison, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment

Chair:

Katarzyna Celinska, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Participants:

- Coming out of Prison: Women’s Narratives on their Re-entry Experiences Silvia Gomes, University of Warwick
- Empowerment through employment for rurally imprisoned women Larissa Sindy, University of Nottingham; Gabriela Franich, University of Melbourne; Marietta Martinovic, RMIT University
- Imprisonment and Post-release Effects of Confinement with Women with a Mental Illness Diana Cantini Vaisman, Bar Ilan university; Tomer Einat, Department of Criminology, Bar-Ilan University
- Justice-involved women in the U.S.: Coping with prison and resilience. Katarzyna Celinska, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- Profile of incarcerated women in French-speaking Belgium: leaving invisibility to discover vulnerabilities. Valentine Doffiny, PhD Student
- Education Through Time: A Study on the Curriculum Offer in Women’s Prisons Katherine Lear, University of Greenwich


Topic 4: Victimology/Victims’ rights

Chair:

Simone Green, University of Hull

Discussants:

- Antony Pemberton, Katholieke Universiteit of Leuven (KU Leuven)
- Vasiliki Artinopoulou, PANTEION UNIVERSITY of Athens
- Michael Kilchling, Max Planck Institut (Freiburg)

462. Fighting THB victimization - new approaches and efforts

Topic 4: Victimology/Policy and Prevention of Victimization

Chair:

Stefan Schumann, Johannes Kepler University Linz

Discussants:

- Kimberly Ann McCabe, University of Lynchburg
- John A Winterdyk, Mount Royal University
- Karin BRUCKMÜLLER, Sigmund Freud University Vienna

463. Gender-based victimization

Topic 4: Victimology/Patterns and trends in Victimization

Chair:

Jane Healy, Bournemouth University

Participants:

- Addressing Harmful Sociocultural Practices to Reduce Gender-Based Violence: A Case Study of Six South African Communities Mahlogonolo Stephane Thobane, University of South Africa
- Examining Transgendered Experiences with Law Enforcement Mindy Bradley, University of Arkansas; Maureen Outlaw, Providence College; Brent Teasdale, Illinois State University; Kim Menard, The Pennsylvania State University- Altoona; Brenda Sims Blackwell, Georgia Southern University
- Honour-based killing in Iran: The profiles of victims and risk factors. A thematic analysis Fatemeh Babakhani, Founder and Manager, Mehr Shams Afarid, Non-Governmental Safehouse; Ladan Hashemi, City University (London)
- Inclusivity and Adversity at the Eurovision Song Contest: LGBTQI+ communities experiences of safety and citizenship Jane Healy, Bournemouth University
- The Harms of Hate for Trans Individuals Katie Louise McBride, University of Plymouth, UK

464. Prison standards and human rights

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Prison, Prison Life and Effects of Imprisonment

Chair:

Manuel Maroto-Calatayud, Complutense University of Madrid

Participants:

- Execution of a prison sentence. International standards - the local perspective. (Poland) Paulina Wiktorska, Institute of Law Studies Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland
- Monitoring’ activities in prison and their actors: questions of independence, formality and impact Daniela Ronco,
465. Immigration, Crime and Citizenship Panel 2. Experiences, sentiments and perceptions of migrants and against migrants
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Crime Control and the Immigration System
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 10
Chair:
M.H. Kox, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Participants:
Sentiment and Settlement: Exploring How Sentiments of Immigrants Affect Settlement Patterns of Foreign-Born Migrants Bianca Wirth, The Pennsylvania State University
Entangled in crisis: an exceptional path in legitimizing othering VASILEIOS GERASOPOULOS, Utrecht University
Immigration Law and Discretion in Contemporary Italy Robert Garot, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York
“Where is the justice?” Unauthorized migrants’ perceptions of the legitimacy of Dutch immigration system M.H. Kox, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Bordered Orders and Affective States: Unravelling, Rethinking, Abolishing Ana Aliverti, University of Warwick

466. Satisfaction with, Trust in, and Cooperation with Police
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Attitudes about Punishment and Criminal Justice System
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 11
Chair:
Thiago Oliveira, University of Manchester
Participants:
Explaining trust in and willingness to cooperate with police for different age groups Henriette Madita Thiele, Hamburg Police Department
Governing human security: Reassessing the boundary between soldiering and policing when protecting civilians Sine Vorland Holen, Norwegian Defence University College / University of Oslo
Typology of support for the use of force and police procedural justice among residents of São Paulo, Brazil Frederico Castelo Branco, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil; Viviane de Oliveira Cubas, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil; André Oliveira, University of São Paulo
Understanding the Influence of Procedural Justice on Australian Muslims Support for and Resistance Towards Police Michael Desmond Pass, Griffith University; Kristina Murphy, Griffith University; Louise Elizabeth Porter, Griffith University; Natasha Madon, Griffith University
Dynamics and consequences of the overpolicing-underpolicing paradox Thiago Oliveira, University of Manchester

467. Social Explanations to Violent Crimes
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Policy, Criminalization, Policy of Criminal Sanctions
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 2
Chair:
Arca Alpan, Istanbul Bilgi University
Participants:
Adversity in childhood and later involvement in serious violent crime Alison Teyhan, University of Bristol; Rosie Cornish, University of Bristol; Kate Tilling, University of Bristol; John Macleod, University of Bristol; Iain Brennan, University of Hull
Combating violence in Arab communities in Israel – Strengthening governance or creating the next social crisis Hagit Lernau, Haifa University; Maram Azem-Nashef, (Bidadai) Rehabilitate Center
Life-course influences of poverty on violence and homicide: 30-year prospective birth cohort study in Brazil Joseph Murray, Human Development and Violence Research Centre, Federal University of Pelotas
Social Rehabilitation and Penal Abolitionism as a Path for Transformative Justice ANDRE RIBEIRO GIAMBERARDINO, Federal University of Paraná (Brazil)
Swept under the Table? The challenges of climate change in ‘high crime’ informal settlements Niall Hamilton-Smith, University of Stirling
The Economic Models of Crime and Stagflation in Turkey Arca Alpan, Istanbul Bilgi University

468. Insights and Controversies on So-called Clan Crime – Results of a Joint Research Project
Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Political and Social Discourses about Crime and Justice
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 3
Chair:
Daniela Hunold, HWR Berlin – Berlin School of Economics and Law
Participants:
An Anthropological Perspective on ‘Clan Crimes’ in Germany: Causes and Family Dynamics Mahmoud Jaraba, FAU – Erlangen Centre for Islam and Law in Europe (EZIRE)
Challenges in Conceptualising ‘Clan Crime’ Stella Nueschen, DHPol Münster – German Police University; Jens Struck, DHPol Münster – German Police University; Daniel Wagner, German Police University; Thomas Görgen, Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei/German Police University
Contrastive analysis of criminal careers Robert Pelzer, Technische Universität Berlin; Jana Meier, Technische Universität Berlin
Self-representation practices of members of (post-)migrant milieus on Instagram Tamara Dangelmaier, HWR Berlin – Berlin School of Economics and Law; Daniela Hunold, HWR Berlin – Berlin School of Economics and Law; Maren Wegner, HWR Berlin – Berlin School of Economics and Law
Prevention of family-based crime Franziska Franz, State Office
469. European Discourses on Crime & Justice

Topic 6: Perceptions of Crime and Justice/Political and Social Discourses about Crime and Justice

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 4

Chair: Fernando Miró-Llinares, CRÍMINA Center, University Miguel Hernández of Elche

Participants:
“Guilty without a crime”: An analysis of the criminalization of migrants through the Spanish Constitution Desislava Dimitrova, University of Málaga

¿Penal populism in the Spanish criminal context? Natalia Torres-Cadavid, University of Vigo; Virxilio Rodriguez-Vasquez, University of Vigo

The media approach and Twitter discussion of the proposed reform of the law on prostitution in Spain. Rocio Martínez Almanza, Phd Student UMH, Researcher CRÍMINA Centre; Jesús Aguerrí, CRÍMINA Center, University Miguel Hernández of Elche; Fernando Miró-Llinares, CRÍMINA Center, University Miguel Hernández of Elche; Sara Sampayo Sande, CRÍMINA

Whatever happened to Hungarian freedom fighters? Narratives, collective forgetting, and intergroup hostility Daniel Gyollai, University of Copenhagen


Sentencing Behavior in Individual Crimes

Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Courts and Sentencing and Penal Decision Making

Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 5

Chair: Paula Rosa, Northumbria University

Participants:
Animal Cruelty Sentencing: Judicial and Public Perspectives regarding sentencing seriousness. Max Lowenstein, Bournemouth University, UK

Criminological Examination in Brazil: An Empirical Study and Contributions of International Human Rights Law Paula Rosa, Northumbria University

Does victim’s abuse of alcohol affect sentences in intimate partner femicides? Evidence from Russian court decisions Svetlana Zhuchkova, HSE University

Punishing "fairly" sex offenders? Discussion and thoughts on this question Aimée H. Zermatten, University of Fribourg - Swiss Young Academy

471. Biosocial criminology 2: Intergenerational associations

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Biological, Biosocial and Psychological Perspectives

Pre-arranged Panel

9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Congressi: Floor ground floor - Congressi 6

Chair: Antti Latvala, University of Helsinki

Participants:
Examining birth cohort differences in intergenerational transmission of crime: A population-based extended family study Antti Latvala, University of Helsinki; Stephanie Zellers, Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland, University of Helsinki, Finland; Karri Silventoinen, University of Helsinki; Jaakko Kaprio, Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland, University of Helsinki, Finland

Health, behavior, and social outcomes among offspring of offending parents: A register-based study from Sweden Aurora Järvinen, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki, Finland; Antti Latvala, University of Helsinki; Paul Lichtenstein, Karolinska Institute

Parental incarceration and offspring criminality: A Finnish register-based study Ilona Nissinen, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki, Finland; Antti Latvala, University of Helsinki; Karoliina Suomppä, University of Helsinki; Pekka Martikainen, Population Research Unit, University of Helsinki, Finland

The concentration of crime harm within families: An intergenerational application of the Dutch Crime Harm Index Steve van de Weijer, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Teun van Ruitenberg, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement; Stijn Ruiters, NSCR

472. Bourdieu on the Block: Policing, Punishment and the Street

Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Theoretical and Epistemological debates in Criminology

Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 7

Chairs:
Alistair Fraser, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow
Sveinung Sandberg, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, University of Oslo

Discussants:
Jennifer Fleetwood, Goldsmiths, University of London
Jasmina Arnez, Institute of Criminology, University of Ljubljana and Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford
Tara Lai Quinlan, University of Birmingham
Matt Bowden, TU Dublin
Jake Phillips, Sheffield Hallam University
Silje Bakken, University of Oslo
Eirik Jerven Berger, University of Oslo
Jakob Demant, University of Copenhagen
Victor Lund Shammas, University of Agder
Yusef Bakkali, De Montfort University


Topic 2: Types of Offending/Environmental/Green Criminology

Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am

Palazzo Congressi: Floor first floor - Congressi 8

Chair: Ragnhild Sollund, University of Oslo

Participants:
Wildlife trafficking in Norway, Norway as a recipient state Ragnhild Sollund, University of Oslo

Are legal hunts more ‘species just’ than illegal hunts? An analysis of wolf and bear theriocides in Norway Martine S.B.
474. Justice & the Trade in Cultural Objects
Topic 5: Social Control and Criminal Justice/Criminal Policy, Criminalization, Policy of Criminal Sanctions
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Palazzo Congressi: Floor second floor - Congressi 9
Chair:
Emiline Smith, University of Glasgow
Participants:
A Pathway to Justice: The Return of Material Culture, Human Remains and Intellectual Property Emiline Smith, University of Glasgow
Ethical Issues Regarding the Collection of Underwater Archaeological Artefacts Kate Melody Burmon, Independent Researcher
Can Auction Data from eBay Be Both Ethical and Useful? A Validation Test of eBay Antiquities Listings Michelle D. Fabiani, University of New Haven
Bring back our heritage! A victimological approach to the restitution of looted cultural heritage Marc Balcells, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
“We have one, but so do they”: Techniques of neutralisation in decolonial narratives in European museums? Naomi Oosterman, Erasmus University Rotterdam; Camila Malig Jedlicki, Independent Researcher

475. A cross-national conversation about transnational bribery
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Corruption
Roundtable
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 1
Chair:
Rachel Boratto, Monitor Conservation Research Society
Discussants:
Fiona Chan, Indiana University
Wim Huisman, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Nicholas Lord, The University of Manchester, UK

476. Mind of the Mafia
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor - Fuligno 11
Chairs:
Alan R. Felthous, Saint Louis University, School of Medicine, Saint Louis, MO, USA
Felice Carabellese, University of Bari
Participants:
Overview of antisocial, dissocial, and psychopathy in men of the mafia Alan R. Felthous, Saint Louis University, School of Medicine, Saint Louis, MO, USA
Overview of psychopathy in women of the mafia Felice Carabellese, University of Bari
Overview of using of insanity in mafia trials Gaia Sampogna, University of Campania Vanvitelli; Corrado De Rosa, Department of Mental Health Avellino, Department of Psychiatry, University of Campania Vanvitelli
Trends in Organized Crime During Covid-19 In The Italian Scenario Guido Travaini, Vita-Salute S. Raffaele University
Overview of “The Foggia Society” Fulvia Carabellese, University of Bari; Lia Parente, University of Bari

477. WCCJ Panel 11 – Perspectives on Female Criminality
Topic 1: Perspectives on Crime and Criminal Behavior/Feminist Criminology
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor - Fuligno 2
Chair:
Lana Jeries, University of Cambridge
Participants:
Attitudes toward female criminality: Portuguese Prison Guards’ perceptions Sofia Knittl, ISPA; FCUL; Andreia Castro-Rodrigues, ISPA - Instituto Universitário; Sónia Maria Martins Caridade, Escola de Psicologia da Universidade do Minho
Gender Discrimination towards Female Arab Teenagers in Israel and Their Involvement in Severe Violence: The Mediating Role of Closeness to Parents Lana Jeries, University of Cambridge; Mona Khoury, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Judicial Perspectives on Care-Experienced Girls and Women in Trouble Claire Fitzpatrick, Lancaster University; Julie Shaw, Liverpool John Moores University; Jo Staines, University of Bristol
Learning From Criminalised Women in Lincolnshire: The 3 Es Model Lyndsey Harris, University of Lincoln; Elena Maria Gaschino, University of Lincoln; Melanie Jordan, University of Nottingham; Lauren Smith, University of Lincoln; Lauren Hall, University of Lincoln; Lorna Beeson, University of Lincoln; Ruth Sellin, University of Lincoln
Walking the Line: Exploring female hikers experiences of gender-based fear and freedom Sian Lewis, University of Plymouth

478. EUROC 13 Green criminology: Environmental and Species Justice
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Environmental/Green Criminology
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 5
Chair:
Ian Mahoney, Nottingham Trent University
Participants:
Colombian Hippos and Species Management from a Species Justice Perspective Elliot Doornbos, Nottingham Trent University
Direct and Indirect Drivers of Change in Biodiversity in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Status and Trends Analysis Sandra Kobajica, University of Sarajevo - Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security Studies
New green sacrifice zones under the energy transition. A green criminology approach to the large-scale renewable energy projects in Spain. REBECA DE MATEO, Complutense University of Madrid

Understanding the construction of sharks in popular culture Ian Mahoney, Nottingham Trent University; Elliot Doornbos, Nottingham Trent University; Angus Nurse, Nottingham Trent University; Thaïs Sarda, Nottingham Trent University

479. Sexual exploitation and sex work
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Sex Crimes, Sex Work and Sex Trafficking
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 6
Chair: Luca Giommoni, Cardiff University
Participants:
Hidden in Plain Sight: Using Contact Information to Identify Sex Trafficking in Online Advertisements Noelle Warkentin, Simon Fraser University; Richard Frank, Simon Fraser University
Narratives of female sex workers with concurrent substance use: barriers in accessing health and rehabilitation services Panagiota Antoniadou, Department of Social Sciences University of Crete — O.K.A.N.A (Organization Against Drugs)
One Hundred Percent “Independent” or not? A Closer Look at Online Advertisements of Sexual Services Yuxuan (Cicilia) Zhang, Simon Fraser University
Balancing Human Rights and Anti-Trafficking Obligations: Mapping the international legal landscape of sex work and anti-trafficking obligations Lisa Hoekman, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen (University of Groningen)
Understanding risk in unregulated markets: the case of men who purchase sex in England and Wales Giulia Berlusconi, University of Surrey; Luca Giommoni, Cardiff University

480. Crime and Social Networks
Topic 3: Crime Correlates/Crime and Social Networks
Paper Session
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor first floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 7
Chair: Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University
Participants:
Exploring the Role of Social Networks in Violence Against Police Isabo Goormans, Ghent University; Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University; Arjan Blokland, NSCR; Wouter Steenbeek, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement
Do court decisions hit the most central members of organised crime groups? Pedro Sousa, Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS); School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Ana Guerreiro, University of Maia; Research Unit in Criminology and Behavioral Sciences (UICCC/UMaia) & School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS)

Drug market in Sardinia: criminal roles and networks Antonietta Mazzette, University of Sassari; Daniele Palino, University of Sassari; Sara Spanu, University of Sassari

Social Network Analysis of Youth Offender Networks: The Role of Connectivity in Violence Transmission Joke Geeraert, Ghent University; Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University; Luis Enrique Correa da Rocha, Ghent University

481. Complex systems, spatial and social networks underpinning human trafficking, people smuggling and labour migration
Topic 2: Types of Offending/Organized Crime
Pre-arranged Panel
9:30 to 10:45 am
Educatorio Fuligno: Floor ground floor / cloister entrance - Fuligno 8
Chair: Ella Cockbain, UCL
Participants:
Human trafficking, complex systems and (dis)organised crime: A comparative social network analysis of trafficking for labour exploitation Ella Cockbain, UCL; Donia Khanegi, UCL; Kate Bowers, Professor, Department of Security and Crime Science, University College London; Matt Ashby, UCL; Aili Malm, California State University Long Beach
Smuggling practices and border enforcement responses on a major smuggling land route to Europe David Leone Suber, UCL
Geographic and demographic patterning in human trafficking victimisation Matt Ashby, UCL; Ella Cockbain, UCL; Kate Bowers, Professor, Department of Security and Crime Science, University College London; Sheldon X Zhang, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Examining patterning in human trafficking, as identified through the authorities in Romania Denisa Elya Valentina Stincanu, University College London; Enrico Mariconti, University College London; Alina Ristea, Assistant Professor Department of Security and Crime Science, University College London; Ella Cockbain, UCL

482. Plenary 3 - Saturday - Voices from Central and Southern Europe
ESC
Plenary Session
11:00 to 12:15 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor basement - Auditorium
Chair: Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Participants:
State violence at European borders. Eastern perspective Witold Klaus, Institute of Law Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences
Understanding Gender - Based Violence and Sexual Harassment in Academia Giovanna Laura De Fazio, Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia

483. Closing Ceremony
ESC
Plenary Session
12:45 to 12:45 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Floor basement - Auditorium
Chair: Klaus Boers, University of Muenster
Presenters:
Josep Tamarit, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Andra Roxana Trandafir, University of Bucharest
Barbara Gualco, Department of Health Sciences

484. Farewell Cocktail (after the closing ceremony on Saturday)
ESC
Social Events
12:45 to 2:00 pm
Palazzo Congressi: Hallway